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Abstract 
The laser-desorption jet-cooling (LD-SJ) method has been applied successfully to the 
acquisition of laser-induced fluorescence excitation spectra for a number of conformatioflally 
flexible molecules. The molecules 4-cyanobiphenyl, 4-hydroxybiphenYl, tyramine and 
4-t-butyl phenol (4TBP) were studied and well-resolved vibronic spectra obtained for each 
molecule. 
Modifications to the experimental set-up have allowed the collection of dispersed fluorescence 
spectra for the first time. The dispersed emission spectra from both conformer bands of 4TBP, 
and several of the tyramine conformer bands were recorded. In the dispersed fluorescence 
spectrum of 4-hydoxybiphenyl, a high enough resolution to observe individual torsional levels 
in the ground state could not be obtained. 
Ab initlo methods have been used in tandem with the .LD-SJ work to study the structural and 
electronic behaviour of each molecule studied experimentally. Several similarities were 
observed in the electronic properties of each molecule. Interactions in the HOMO were 
influential in determining the structure of each compound. In addition, substituent effects on 
the electron density in the HOMO were shown to influence the energetic stability of the 
various different molecular conformers. 
The two stable conformers of 4TBP are structures that permit a hyperconjugative interaction to 
occur between the t-butyl group and the ring system, extending the length of the it-system. 
The difference in conformer energies is explained in terms of an asymmetry in the electron 
density of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) introduced by the presence of the 
hydroxyl group. With the hydroxyl group removed (4-t-butyl benzene) the two conformer 
structures are calculated to be energetically degenerate. 
Seven stable conformer structures are predicted for tyramine. Four have the tail in a folded 
conformation relative to the ring, and three have the tail extended away from the ring system. 
Similarly to 4TBP, stable structures are those in which permit an increase in conjugation 
between the ring and the flexible tail. The calculated conformer structures are consistent with 
those calculated for other similar molecules. 
Calculations show that conjugative interactions in the HOMO also play an important role in 
the stability of the twisted molecular structure of biphenyl and derivatives. Substituent 
induced perturbations to the electron density in the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LU1sIO) can be directly linked to the curvature of the S 1  torsional potential. Substituents 
which are either strongly electron donating or withdrawing introduce a large asymmetry in the 
electron density across the inter-ring bond resulting in a reduced S 1 torsional frequency. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The geometrical structure adopted by a molecule is, in general, intimately linked to the 
functionality of that compound. In molecules where there is some degree of flexibility, or 
mobility of the structure, the possibility exists for the formation of multiple, stable, 
conformational isomers. No bonds are broken in the interchange between these conformers, 
simply an internal rotation in one, or more, of the torsional degrees of freedom available to 
the molecule. The overall shape and conformational behaviour of a compound are controlled 
by a delicate balance between the forces which determine the skeletal structure of the 
molecule and non-bonded effects which occur between closely placed, but not chemically 
bonded groups. It is fair to say that the factors which determine the relative stability of one 
conformer over another are not as yet well understood. 
The variation in structure between molecular conformers not only affects their relative size, 
but often influences the reactivity and electronic properties of the compound. Many 
molecules which display conformational behaviour are biologically active systems, for 
example, proteins and amino acids. The access to reactive sites on such a molecule may be 
favoured in one conformer but hindered in another. This relates directly to the activity of the 
molecule and its ability to interact with other molecular components of the biological 
system. 
Supersonic jet spectroscopy provides an excellent method of isolating and studying the 
structure and electronic properties of different molecular conformers. The combination of 
supersonic jet spectroscopy with laser desorption provides an amenable route to the 
production and investigation of gas phase samples of comformationally flexible molecules, 
which themselves may be thermally labile. 
Great advances in computer power and speed have also brought the complementary 
technique of ab initio electronic structure calculations to the aid of the spectroscopist. Such 
methods provide an invaluable tool for the study of, not only basic questions such as the 
conformational structure of a molecule, but also to aid the understanding of the subtle 
electronic effects which determine conformational stability. 
I 
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The work presented in this thesis utilises a combination of supersonic jet spectroscopy, 
coupled with laser desorption, and ab initia calculations to study a number of 
conformationally flexible molecules. The thesis is structured thus: Chapter 2 presents details 
on the relevant background theory to both the computational and experimental methods 
employed; Chapter 3 discusses the laser-desorption supersonic-jet (LD-SJ) apparatus. One 
of the simplest thus far designed and one of the most efficient. Chapter 4 presents results on 
a number of biphenyl derivatives, themselves fragments of another set of conformationally 
flexible molecules, the liquid crystals. Chapter 5 presents work on a number of biologically 
relevant molecules, namely tyramine and 4-t-butyl phenol (4TBP), and several other 
structurally related molecules. Chapter 6 contains the conclusions to be drawn from the 
work and suggestions on extending the work further. 
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The work presented in this thesis utilises a range of experimental and computational techniques. 
This chapter provides a summary of the background literature and salient theoretical concepts on 
which the work has been based. 
2.2 Ab initio methods 
Quantum chemical methods are fast becoming a standard investigatory tool in the armoury of the 
experimental chemist or physicist. Ab in 1110 methods can be used to reveal information about the 
structure, energetics and properties of molecules which either cannot be studied using current 
experimental methods, or in aiding the understanding of the chemical properties of a molecular 
system which has been studied. Scientists using these methods are not necessarily experts in the 
field of quantum mechanics, nor are they using the techniques as a "black box" which returns 
solutions of dubious virtue. Several standard ab initlo methods now exist which have been tested 
extensively over a sufficiently wide range of molecular systems that they may have some level of 
reliability or accuracy applied. All the ab inillo methods discussed in the following sections share 
the same aim; to calculate from first principles the electronic structure and properties of the 
chosen molecules. They differ however in the level of theory applied to the problem and the 
relative computational cost incurred in their application. 
The level of theory in the case of ab inhlo methods, in general, means the level of approximation 
at which the correlation energy is included in a calculation of molecular electronic structure and 
the completeness of the basis set used in the calculation. The level at which electron correlation is 
included in any ab in 1(10 calculation places an inherent limitation on the accuracy that can be 
obtained by that particular method, irrespective of basis set expansion. Details of the correlation 
3 
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problem, the importance of basis sets and the level of theory of the common quantum chemical 
methods used in the course of this research are given in the following sections. 
2.2.1 Molecular quantum mechanics 
The common aim of many quantum chemical methods is to solve the non-relativistic, time-
independent, Schrodinger equation, in particular the electronic Schrodinger equation, to obtain 
information about the structure and properties of molecules and collections of molecules. 
Unfortunately, the most complex system for which the Schrodinger equation can be solved exactly 
is the hydrogen molecule ion (112), slightly smaller than most chemically interesting systems. In 
order to make any progress, certain approximations must be made. 
The first step in simplifying the problem is to take note of the disparity between the masses of 
electrons and nuclei. Due to fact that they are so much lighter than nuclei, electrons can respond 
almost instantaneously to a change in the geometry of the nuclear framework. This means that, to 
a first approximation, we can say that the electronic distribution depends only on the positions of 
the nuclei and not their motions. Or alternatively that the nuclear and electronic motions are 
separable. This approximation is called the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and (together with 
the Self-Consistent Field method) is the cornerstone of modern quantum chemistry. 
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation allows us to solve the electronic Schrodinger equation for 
a fixed set of nuclear positions, and by sequentially carrying out the procedure at a variety of 
nuclear geometries, the total molecular energy as a function of molecular geometry can be 
mapped. The approximation holds in most situations. Problems arise, however, when the 
assumption of separability of nuclear and electronic motions does not hold, for example in the 
case of large amplitude molecular vibrations or the motions of light nuclei. 
Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the time-independent, electronic SchrOdinger 
equation for a fixed set of nuclear positions becomes: 
4 
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HP(r R) = E(R)P(r R) 	 (2.1) 
E(R) is the electronic energy and çu('r:R) is 
the electronic wavefünction where r denotes the 
electronic positions and R the parametric dependence of the wavefunction on the nuclear co-
ordinates. The molecular Hamiltonian is then 
A 	—It2
fl N Ze 	
(2.2) 
2 
H= x1 v -fl
1
1. 
2me i 	I / 41rs0i 	I,] 
2 4gg0i1 
The first term in the Hamiltonian describes the kinetic energy of the system of electrons, the 
second describes the nuclear-electron potential energy and the third term contains the electron-
electron interactions. It is conventional to add the nuclear-nuclear repulsion energy as a classical 
term at the end of the calculation. It is the third term in this equation, which causes the greatest 
problems in solving the electronic Schrodinger equation. The motions of electrons are in fact 
coupled and this coupling prevents us from writing the many-body wavefunction as a simple 
combination of one-electron functions. The coupling of electron motions arises due to two related 
effects, exchange and correlation. 
The exchange effect is a direct consequence of the indistinguishability of electrons and is the 
origin of the Pauli exclusion principle. The requirement for the multi-electron wavefunction to be 
anti-symmetric with respect to the exchange of any two electrons results in electrons of the same 
spin being forbidden to occupy the same region of space. The exchange effect thus acts to keep 
electrons of the same spin apart, and so lowers the Coulombic repulsion between pairs of 
electrons of the same spin 
The origin of the correlation effect is twofold. There is an electrostatic correlation effect that 
arises due to the motion of each electron in the charged cloud composed of the other n-I electrons 
in the system. The Coulombic repulsion between the electrons means that the instantaneous 
5 
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motion of one electron affects the motions of all the other electrons in the system and acts to keep 
the electrons apart. The second correlation effect, which is called spin correlation, arises due to 
the exchange symmetry requirement discussed above. The necessity for electrons of the same spin 
to avoid each other, in effect creates an exchange "hole" around each electron, that is, a space 
which is depleted of other electrons possessing the same spin. This exchange hole acts as a quasi-
repulsive force, analogous with electrostatic correlation, which couples the instantaneous motions 
of electrons with the same spin and again, acts to keep them apart. 
These two effects are the basis of the anti-social behaviour of electrons. The exchange term can 
be included in computational techniques relatively simply by ensuring that the wavethnctions 
employed are suitably anti-symmetrised. A useful way of accomplishing this is to write the 
multi-electron wavefunction in the form of a Slater determinant. Equation 2.3 shows the general 
form of a Slater determinant. The determinant has N rows and N columns, due to there being one 
spin orbital for each of the N electrons (the concept of a spin orbital will be discussed in section 
2.2.3). Interchange of any pair of electrons, corresponds to an interchange of rows of the 
determinant, which in turn, due to an inherent property of determinants, results in a change of 
sign. Thus the determinant is fully anti-symmetric with respect to interchange of electron pairs. 
OX) 	q$(1) ... 




Oa (N) q$(N) ... 
The correlation effect however is a crucial complication and its correct inclusion in quantum 
chemical methods is still an on going problem. Some of the main methods of dealing with the 
problem are discussed below. 
19 
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2.2.2 Different approaches to the correlation problem 
The magnitude of the correlation effect is known to be small relative to the other terms in the 
electronic Schrodinger equation. A simple solution, therefore, would be to neglect the coupling 
terms between the electrons and assume that their motions were entirely independent, and this was 
the route taken by Hartree and Fock. 
2.2.3 Hartree-Fock 
In 1928, Hartree proposed a model in which any one election moves in a potential which is an 
average of the potential due to all the other electrons and the nuclei. The instantaneous coupling 
due to correlation is thus removed and the individual electron motions can be said to be 
de-coupled. Hartree' s theory had remarkable success for such a drastic approximation. The 
theory was recast in 1930 by Fock who pointed out that Hartree' s method in fact violated the 
Pauli exclusion principle because the wavefimctions it generated were not properly 
anti-symmetric. By anti-symmetrising Hartree's waveflinctions the deficiency was rectified, and 
meant that the Hartiee-Fock formalism, while still neglecting electron correlation now included the 
exchange term exactly. 
With the neglect of correlation the "real" multi-electron wavefunction can be separated into a 
product of n one-electron functions, called spinorbitals, which are a product of a spatial orbital 
and a function describing the electron spin. The Hartree-Fock equation for each spinorbital is of 
the form 
2 w() = eçv(i) 
	
(2.4) 
ço is the spin orbital for electron i, t is the orbital energy of the spinorbital and J is the Fock 
operator given by the following equation 
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2 = .ç +{Ju(1)Ku()} 	 (2.5) 
U 
is the core Hamiltonian for electron i moving in the field of a bare nucleus. For an electron i, 
the summation is over all the other spin orbitals u. 3 is the Coulomb operator, which accounts 
for the Coulombic interaction between electrons 1 and 2 in the orbital çtli. g is the exchange 
operator, which takes account of the modification of the energy due to the exchange symmetry 
requirement. For an electron, 1, in a spin orbital , the Coulomb and exchange operators can be 
defined by equations 2.6 and 2.7 respectively. 
A 	 I  2  (e )Vf 
 
J (l)tç (1) = 
IL 




)Va (2)dX 2 Vu (1) 	(2.7) 
4rs0rj 2 
An essential issue, irrespective of calculation method, is the function or functions used to describe 
the appropriate spin orbitals or one-electron equations. The exact form of the one-electron spin 
orbitals required by the HF method (or any other) is unknown. However, mathematically, any 
unknown function, such as one describing a molecular orbital, can be modelled exactly if it is 
expanded in a complete set of known basis functions, shown in equation 2.8. 
M 
 cjioj 	 (2.8) 
1= 
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Each spin orbital, V, is expanded as a linear combination of known basis functions, or 
alternatively, expanded in a basis set of chosen functions. Now instead of having to calculate the 
wavefunctions themselves, what is required is to calculate the expansion coefficients c,,. Any 
function or spin orbital can be modelled exactly if a complete basis set is used, unfortunately this 
means using an infinite set of basis functions, which would be computationally impossible to deal 
with. There will, therefore, always be an inherent error in any ab inhtio calculation due to the 




Number of basis functions 
Figure 2.1 Representation of the 2-D accuracy requirement inherent in ab inilio calculations. 
For ab mit mo methods where the molecular properties are calculated from the wavefunction. such 
as Hartree-Fock, Configuration Interaction (section 2.2.4) and Moller-Plesset perturbation theory 
(section 2.2.5), the accuracy of the calculation is strongly dependent on the quality of the basis set 
used in the expansion. Many ab initio methods are thus described as having a 2-dimensional 
accuracy requirement, illustrated schematically in Figure 2.1. The larger the basis set and the 
greater the level at which correlation is included the closer to the "exact" solution the method 
reaches. 
Substitution of equation 2.8 into the Hartree-Fock equation (equation 2.4) and multiplication of 
* 
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FijCja = saSycja 	 (2.9) 
Where Fjj  is defined as the Fock matrix, with elements 
= JøT (1)f1 q$1 (1)dr1 	 (2.10) 
And Sy  is the overlap matrix with elements 
= j' (1)Ø (1)dr1 	 (2.11) 
Equation 2.9 lends itself to matrix form, and the problem becomes one of solving the 
determinental equation 
detjF — caS=O 
	
(2.12) 
However, as may have become apparent, the solution to the above equation is complicated 
because it appears that to form the Fock operators required to solve the Hartree-Fock equation, 
the waveflinctions must already be known. This is a common feature in many ab initlo methods. 
The problem is usually tackled by adopting an iterative process to the solution and stopping when 
the answers converge to within a suitable tolerance. The procedure is called the Self-Consistent 
Field (SCF) method. In the case of the Hartree-Fock problem an initial guess is made for the 
spinorbitals, which are then used to construct the Fock operator. The Hartree-Fock equations are 
solved to obtain a new set of spinorbitals which in turn can be used to form a new Fock operator, 
and so on. 
10 
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On completion of the task the optimised spinorbitals are arranged in order of increasing energy, 
with the electrons occupying the n lowest. These are termed the occupied orbitals, and form the 
Hartree—Fock ground state wavefunction. 
Though the contribution to the total energy of a system from the correlation energy is small, it 
must be included for a/i lii Ulo methods to reach the accuracy required by experimentalists. The 
inclusion of electron correlation does not simply affect the energy of the molecular system, it is 
necessary to account for a wide range of chemical properties, such as molecular dissociation and 
full description of molecular potential energy surfaces. 
The following two quantum chemical methods discussed, Configuration Interaction (Cl), and 
Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP), can be described as post-HF methods, in that they use 
the Hartree-Fock concept of spinorbitals as starting points to include correlation into the 
formalism. 
2.2.4 Configuration Interaction 
The Fock operator at the heart of the Hartree-Fock method can be used to calculate an infinite 
number of spinorbitals since it is a well-defined Hermitian operator. The filled orbitals form the 
Hartree-Fock ground state wavefunction and the unoccupied higher energy orbitals are called the 
virtual orbitals. The I-iartree-Fock waveflinction gives the lowest energy configuration of 
electrons throughout all the orbitals. There are, however, many different electron configurations 
that can be formed by permutation of the electrons throughout the orbitals, the W'w is just one of 
them. If we use the HF determinental waveflinction, that is the HF wavefünction expressed as a 
Slater determinant, as a reference we can classic' all the other determinants depending on how 
many electrons have been moved between occupied and virtual orbitals. Examples of some 
possible electron configurations are shown in Figure 2.2. 
11 











tI tI tI U tI 
HF 	Sir igle 	Double 
Figure 2.2. Example of some possible determinants that can be formed by permutation of 
electrons through the occupied and virtual orbitals. The Ilartree-Foek configuration is given 
as a reference on the left. 
A singly excited determinant corresponds to one in which a single electron has been promoted 
from an occupied orbital into a virtual one. In a doubly excited determinant, two electrons have 
been promoted, and so on. The exact ground and excited state waveflinctions of the system can be 
expressed as a linear combination of all these possible n-electron Slater determinants arising from 
the set of spin orbitals 
(2.13) 
The expansion of the wavethnction is given by equation 2.13, where the C are expansion 
coefficients, and the 0 are the singly, doubly, triply (and so on) excited determinants. The IPO is 
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the Hartree-Fock waveflinction. The expansion coefficients for the expansion are optimised using 
the variational method. 
The neglect of correlation in the HF formalism means that electrons are forced into closer 
proximity than they would be in real life. Mixing other configurations into the zero order 
wavefunction (the HF waveflinction) in which the electrons have access to higher order virtual 
orbitals, essentially gives the electrons more room in which to move. They can thus relax from 
the tightly bound HF situation and so better avoid each other. 
If all the possible electron excitations are included in the expansion the calculation is termed full 
Cl, The full Cl wavefunction gives the "exact" non-relativistic energy for a given basis set, it is 
the best calculation that can be performed for a given basis set. Though we aspire to full CI 
calculations, in practice it is not computationally possible to handle an infinite set of n-electron 
determinants. Cl expansion must therefore be truncated to make computation feasible. Since the 
set of spin orbitals is fixed by the previous HF calculation, it is common practice to reduce the 
number of determinants that are included in the Cl calculation. This method is called limited Cl. 
Truncating the expansion at the first level, to include only singly excited determinants (CIS), is 
equivalent to a calculation of HF quality. However, higher roots from the secular equations may 
be used as approximations to excited states. The lowest level that gives an improvement on the 
HF calculation is the inclusion of doubly excited configurations (CID). Including single 
excitations in the CID to give CISD, is only a marginal increase in effort. The next level is the 
inclusion of triply excited determinants CISDT. With quadruply excited determinants the method 
becomes CISDTQ and so on. 
In principle only CISD is applicable to small to medium sized molecules, if a reasonable sized 
basis set is used reasonable accuracy can be obtained. The molecules considered in this thesis, 
however, fall into the category of medium to large and a CISD calculation would be unfeasible 
computationally. Due to the system size restriction, and the necessity to carry out excited state 
calculations, only the CIS method was used for the molecules in this thesis. 
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The Cl method is not the only way to treat the electron correlation problem. Due to the 
computational cost of accurate Cl calculations other methods to introduce correlation effects have 
been sought. One of the most successful uses many-body perturbation theory and was proposed 
by Moller and Plesset in the 1930's. 
2.2.5 Moller-Plesset Perturbation Theory 
Moller and Plesset's approach was to treat electron correlation as a perturbation to the 
unperturbed HF system. The MP method uses the HF wavefunction as a starting point and treats 
the inclusion of higher energy electron configurations as a perturbation to the HF system. The 




is taken to be the unperturbed Hamiltonian and is usually given by the sum over the 
Fock operators, X is a parameter describing the strength of the perturbation and V is the 
perturbation operator. The derivation of the equations relating to the perturbation theory 
treatment of correlation are beyond the scope of this thesis, the reader is instead referred to the 
texts by Jensen, Heine ci al. and Atkins listed in section 2.6. 
The zero order energy correction to the Hamiltonian simply returns a sum of the molecular 
orbital (MO) energies. The first order correction gives the Hartree-Fock energy. The first level at 
which an improvement on the HF waveflinction is calculated is at second order. The second order 
correction involves matrix elements of the perturbation operator between the HF reference and all 
possible excited states. The perturbation operator is a two electron operator, therefore all matrix 
elements involving higher order excitations, triple, quadruple, are zero. When canonical HF 
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orbitals are used, matrix elements with singly excited states are also zero. The explicit form of 
the second-order Moller-Plesset correction to the energy is given by equation 2.15. 
ccc vir Pi0i 10.0, -(0!0Jkbb0Q)i 	(2.15) E(MP2)= YY 
i<j acb 	 8b 
The doubly excited determinants are produced by promoting two electrons from occupied to 
virtual orbitals as discussed in section 2.2.4. The matrix elements between the HF determinant 
and the doubly excited determinant are given by two electron integrals over MO's. The correction 
to the energy can therefore be calculated when the two centre integrals have been determined. 
MP2 method scales formally as 0(4) with the system size, giving a considerable improvement of 
the cost incurred by a Cl calculation. However, in order to recover a significant portion of the 
correlation energy, in general, sizeable basis sets must be employed. 
The common feature in all of the above methods is the use of the HF spinorbitals as the basis for 
the calculations. Though all these methods are widely used they are limited by scaling issues and 
the requirements to use large basis sets to perform accurate calculations. A conceptually different 
approach is taken by the Density Functional Theory (DFT) method, a technique initially 
developed by physicists to investigate solid state systems. 
2.2.6 Density Functional Theory 
DFT was developed in the mid-60s by Hohenberg and Kohn' and Kohn and Sham 2 and is a 
formally exact method. I-lohenberg and Kohn proved that the total electronic energy of a system 
of electrons could be written in terms of the electron probability density, p. For a system of n 
electrons, p(r) denotes the total electron density at a particular point in space, r. The electronic 
energy E is said to be a functional of the electron density, denoted by E[p], in the sense that for a 
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given function p(r), there is a single corresponding energy. The electron density uniquely 
determines the ground-state energy and all the other ground state electronic properties. 
The set of one electron equations from which, in theory, the electron density p could be obtained 
was also developed by Kohn and Sham2, the exact ground state electronic energy E of an 
n-electron system can be written as 
	
* 	 M Z1e2 
EIIP]=_2me fE' 
J'' (ri)V?w(ri)dri 




)Pfr2 )e2 dr1dr2 + Exc [p] 	(2.16) 
2 	4jre0r12 
Where the 'p'i are the Kohn-Sham orbitals. The first term in equation 2.16 describes the kinetic 
energy of the ii electrons, the second term the electron-nuclear interactions, the third term 
represents the electron-electron Coulomb interaction, and the last term is the exchange-correlation 
energy (contributions as discussed earlier). The exact analytical form of the exchange-correlation 
energy is unknown, only that since the total energy is a functional of the electron density, the 
exchange-correlation energy also must be some functional of the electron density. 
The exact ground state charge density pat a point r is given by 
n 
p(r) = 	V(r)2 	 (2.17) 
1=1 
Where the summation is over all the occupied Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals. The Kohn-Sham 
orbitals are obtained from the following equation 
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_ dr2 + Vxc(ri)}vIi(ri) 
= e1yi(r1 ) 
2m 1=1 4g80r12 (2.18) 
which is itself derived from applying a variational method to the electron energy E(p), equation 
2.16, with the charge density described in equation 2.17. ci are the KS orbital energies and V, c is 
the exchange-correlation potential, defined by 
Vxc[p] = 
(5EXC 	 (2.19) 
The Kohn-Sham equations are solved in a self-consistent manner, essentially the same as that at 
the heart of the Hartree-Fock method. The starting point is to make an initial guess for the charge 
density pc often a superposition of atomic densities for molecular systems is used. An 
approximate form of the functional dependence of E,, on density is selected; this remains fixed 
throughout the iterations (the choice of functional for E., will be discussed in the following 
section). This allows the calculation V as a function of r, which is used in equation 2.18 to 
solve the set of KS equations, to obtain an initial set of KS orbitals. This set of orbitals is then 
used to compute an improved density using equation 2.17. The process is repeated until the 
density and the exchange-correlation energy have converged to within some set tolerance. The 
electronic energy can then be computed from equation 2.16. 
The dependence of the energy on the electron density, instead of the wavefunction as in the other 
a/i initio methods discussed, means that the accuracy of DFT methods does not rely so heavily on 
the size of basis set used, in contrast to the HF, MP2 and CIS methods. The main error in DFT 
calculations, in general, arises from the choice of functional used to model the exchange-
correlation term. 
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Many different flinetionals for the exchange-correlation dependence have been developed. The 
simplest is based on the Local Density Approximation (LDA). The LDA is based on the 
well-studied system of a homogeneous electron gas (Jellium) for which the exchange-correlation 
energy is known. This is obviously a large approximation since in a molecule neither positive nor 
negative charge is distributed homogeneously. Nevertheless the approximation has proved 
remarkably successful for periodic systems, though slightly less so for molecular systems. 
Non-local, or gradient, corrections to the LDA are often added to the exchange correlation energy 
to account for the inhomogeneity of the true molecular electron density. These terms depend, not 
only on the electron density, but also the derivatives of the density. These corrections are called 
generalised gradient approximations, or GGA, and have been developed by Perdew 3 and Becke4, 
amongst others. 
In addition to these fünctionals, hybrid models have also been developed. One of the most 
successful is the B3LYP functional which contains the Becke 4  (B) exact exchange functional, and 
the Lee Yang Parr 5  (LYP) functional to account for correlation. This functional has been shown 
to perform well for molecular systems, and is used in the DFT calculations performed in this 
thesis. 
In general DFT calculations perform as well if not better than MP2 calculations, but with a 
computational cost similar to that incurred by HF methods. The inclusion of the correlation in the 
single determinant wavefunction, via E, means that DFT methods can reach a similar accuracy to 
methods such as MP2 without the need for a large basis set, which in turn minimises 
computational cost. 
2.2.7 Excited State DFT 
In this work, a fixed population DFT method has also been used (implemented in the programs 
AIJF and DMoI) to explore the excited electronic states of molecules. The fixed population 
method is essentially the DFT method applied under the constraint of a fixed valence electronic 
configuration, much as a calculation could be carried out at a fixed molecular geometry. 
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An inherent assumption is that the S 0—+S 1  transition involves only the promotion of a single 
electron from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) into the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO). For a large molecule with a closed shell ground state this is generally 
a fair assumption. In order to confirm the validity of the assumption, CIS calculations were also 
carried out for each molecule to determine the contribution to the overall electronic transition from 
the HOMO—LUMO pair. In all cases the HOMO-->LUMO transition accounted for in excess of 
60% of the transition energy, with the rest of the oscillator strength being spread between several 
close lying orbital pairs. 
2.2.8 Choice of Basis Set 
As mentioned in section 2.2.3, the choice of appropriate basis functions must be motivated by 
several considerations. A large enough basis set must be chosen to accurately model the 
molecular orbitals, but this must be balanced by the computational cost incurred by using such a 
sizeable basis set. However, if the basis functions are chosen carefully, to be as similar as 
possible to the unknown function, fewer basis functions will be required, and computational cost 
will be minimised. 
There are two main type of functions used as basis functions in molecular quantum chemistry 
(excluding the use of numerical analysis) Slater type orbitals, STO's, and Gaussian type orbitals, 
GTO's. 
2.2.8.1 Slater Type Orbitals 
Slater type orbitals (STOs) have the normalised form 
A S 4ciflexp(r) 
2) 	 (2.20) 
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where ç are parameters describing the size of the orbitals. STOs provide reasonable 
representations of atomic orbitals. However, their form makes them unsuitable for the evaluation 
of the many two-electron integrals required in most ab initio calculations. An alternative choice of 
basis function was that of the Gaussian type function introduced by Boys in 1950. 
2.2.8.2 Gaussian Type Orbitals 






Where a is a constant determining the size, or radial extent, of the orbital. The main advantage of 
using Gaussian type orbital (GTO) functions is that the product of two Gaussian functions at two 
different centres is simply another Gaussian function centred at a point between the two centres. 
This reduces the complex two-electron integrals over three or four different centres to integrals 
over two centres, which are much easier to calculate. However, there is a large disadvantage to 
using Gaussian functions, which is that they give a less realistic description of atomic 
wavefunctions. The hydrogenic Is orbital, and the STO's, have a cusp (discontinuous derivative) 
at the nucleus, whereas the GTO does not. A large basis set of GTO's must therefore be used in 
order to model the correct behaviour of the atomic orbitals near the nuclei. The problem is partly 
solved by using linear combinations of primitive Gaussian functions centred on the nucleus, in a 
form known as a contracted gaussian type function (CGTF). The optimised exponents for the 
contracted gaussian functions are generally found through atomic SCF calculations. 
2.2.8.3 Quality of the Basis Set 
The simplest type of basis set has one CGTF representing each of the atomic orbitals used, and is 
called a minimal basis set. In a minimal basis set hydrogen would have one CGTF representing 
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the is orbital. For carbon, five CGTF would be used to model the is, 2s and the three 2p 
orbitals, and so on. Minimal basis sets do not return very accurate energies or wavet'unctions, and 
as such are only used in calculations on restrictively large systems or as a starting point for 
progressively more accurate calculations. 
The next improvement to the basis set is obtained by doubling the number of basis functions used, 
and this is known as a double zeta basis set. Tripling the number of basis functions relative to the 
minimal basis set gives a triple zeta basis set. Both double and triplet zeta basis sets involve a 
significantly increased computational cost over a minimal basis set, but with the advantage of 
significantly increased accuracy. A compromise to the size/cost problem is to employ a split-
valence basis set. 
The split-valence set generally models the valence electrons, those that are chemically interesting, 
with several contracted functions. The core electrons, energetically important, but less chemically 
so, are described by one contracted function. The restriction on the number of functions used to 
describe the core orbitals, which do not generally change very much with the chemical bonding 
situation,. gives a significant reduction in computational cost, and allows attention to be better 
focused on the valence electrons. 
An example of a split-valence basis set is the 6-31G. The notation indicates that the core orbitals 
are described by a contraction of 6 primitive gaussian type orbitals (PGTO), the inner part of the 
valence shell is modelled by a contraction of 3 PGTO's and the outer valence is described by one 
PTGO. 
An important issue that has so far been ignored in our discussion of basis sets is the inclusion of 
polarisation and diffuse functions. When chemical bonds form in molecules the atomic orbitals 
centred on atoms are distorted. The distortion can be modelled by including basis functions with 
higher angular momentum values, for example, adding d-type functions to describe the distortion 
of p-orbitals on carbon. The situation is illustrated in Figure 2.3. With inclusion of polarisation 
functions, the basis set is then called, for example, double zeta with polarisation functions, or in 
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the case of a split valence set, 6_31G* 01 6-31G(d), denoting the addition of d functions. 
Polarisation functions improve the accuracy of the basis set in the description of ground or low 
lying excited states. To study higher excited states or systems with loosely bound functions it is 
also appropriate to also introduce diffuse functions into the basis set. Diffuse functions are those, 
which have a higher principal quantum number but the same value of angular momentum. For 
example, in the case of carbon, the highest filled orbital, is the 2p, suitable diffuse functions to use 
would be the 3p or 4p. A + is usually added to the notation for the basis set to indicate the 
inclusion of diffuse functions, for example, 6-31+G or 6-31 +G(d), indicating both diffuse and 
polarisation functions have been added to the basis set. 
+x 
Figure 2.3 Example of the use of polarisation basis functions. 
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2.3 Spectroscopy 
A brief introduction to the theoretical background behind the interaction of radiation and matter is 
essential to the interpretation and understanding of the form of electronic spectra. 
2.3.1 Theoretical background 
To understand the process of absorption of radiation by matter we must, as with so many other 
things in life, make some recourse to quantum mechanics. Molecules themselves possess 
quantised energy levels relating to their different rotational, vibrational and electronic states. To 
promote transitions between these quantised states we must use radiation of a discrete energy, 
equal to the difference in energy between the initial and final states, as shown in Figure 2.4. To 
promote electronic transitions in molecules we generally require radiation in the visible or ultra-




Figure 2.4. A radiation-induced transition between electronic energy levels i andf. 
The absorption of a photon promotes an electron to a higher energy state and results in a 
separation of charge within the molecule. This gives rise to a radiation induced dipole moment in 
the molecule known as the transition dipole moment. If a molecule makes a transition between 
electronic states i and f described by waveflrnctions Vfj and Vff respectively, the transition dipole 
moment can be defined as 
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= J!cçdv 	 (2.22) 
The operator ft is the classical dipole moment operator and contains both electronic and nuclear 
parts 
Ji=jile +}Ti n =er1 +eZr 	 (2.23) 
i 	I 
where the first term contains the sum over all the electronic positions and the second term contains 
a sum over the nuclear co-ordinates. For a molecule in some initial quantum state Vf,, the 
Schrodinger equation can be written as 
(2.24) 
Where H is a suitable Hamiltonian and Ej is the energy of the state i. The wavefunction V, can 
be separated into a product of a time-independent part and a function containing the time 





gte,, is the time-independent part of the waveflinction comprised of both electronic and nuclear 
parts, and Ej is the energy associated with the wavefunction qi. The dipole moment operator 
itself has no time dependence. Substitution of the full time-dependent wavefunction into equation 
2.22 gives. 
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The first term describes the amplitude of the induced dipole change during the electronic transition 
and the second term its time dependence. The probability of an electronic transition occurring 
depends on the square of the amplitude of the transition dipole moment. A transition between 
states i -*f is allowed only if the amplitude is non-zero. If we assume the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation, that the nuclear and electronic motions are separable, ct'0,, = We x y,,  the 
amplitude can be written 
R if = fv,*,fAiiiej dr  fVIn1cvdr + 
i.  J e ,fe ,id V 	 (2.27) 
The second term can be neglected since the set of electronic wavefunctions is orthogonal. The 
amplitude of the transition moment, therefore, reduces to 
= Jw;,f,ueYteJdT 	 i8) 
The electronic waveflinction can be further separated into spatial and spin parts (in the absence of 
spin-orbit coupling). 
1% = Jcv,julwe , idr Jw;frs , i dT JWfl,fWflj61V 	(2.29) 
Though the transition moment can be evaluated numerically, it is often enough for spectroscopic 
purposes to know simply whether the transition is allowed or forbidden. From the above equation 
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it can be see that if any of the integrals in the equation are zero the overall transition moment will 
be zero and the transition will be classed as forbidden. On the basis of this selection rules can be 
defined which indicate whether a particular integral will be non-zero and hence a transition 
allowed. Mathematically, the integral of a function which is odd (anti-symmetric) equals zero. 
Therefore, consideration of the symmetry of the each integral in equation 2.29 provides a quick 
method of determining whether the integral will be zero, and hence the transition forbidden. 
'I 
2.3.2 Selection Rules 
2.3.2.1 The Electronic Selection Rule 
The first term in the transition moment integral, equation 2.29, is the electronic transition moment 
R,. = JWe,fPeWe,161T 	 (2.30) 
The dipole moment operator, Pe, is a vector quantity and can be resolved along all the Cartesian 
axes. In analysing the above integral we must consider the product of the symmetry of the 
electronic waveflinctions, in the initial and final electronic states, with the electronic dipole 
moment operator along each Cartesian axis. 
For example, consider a molecule with point group symmetry C2. The symmetry of the electric 
dipole components p.r, p, and p,  are 13 1 , B2 and A 1  respectively (x, y and z in the C 2 character 
table). If we have an initial state, tp'ei, with symmetry A 1 and a final state, Wef' of 132 symmetry, 
then the three integrals to evaluate are 
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Af = J * 1Yte,fPxYte,41 —* A 1 x B x B2= 4 	(231) 
1% 1 = J W e*,fPy Y1 e 1 —> A x B 2 x B 2 = Al 	(2.32) 
= JWe,fPzWe,4T —> A x A 1 x B 2 = B2 	(233) 
Only the second of these integrals, equation 2.32, is totally symmetric (even) and thus the 
transition is said to be allowed for radiation polarised along the y-axis. 
2.3.2.2 The Spin Selection Rule 
The second term in the transition moment, equation 2.29, is an integral over the initial and final 
electron spin states. The spin multiplicity of an electronic state is defined as 2S+ 1, where S is the 
total spin quantum number, given by the vector addition of the spin of each electron in the 
molecule. For example consider a molecule with two electrons. If the electrons have the same 
spin orientation s]s2112, then 25+1=3, and the state is termed a spin triplet. If the electron 
spins are parallel sj =l/2 and s2=412, then 2S+1=1 and the state is termed a spin singlet. For 
most large organic molecules the spin state of the ground electronic state is usually a singlet, that 
is all the electrons are paired in a closed shell configuration. 
Since the set of spin functions is necessarily orthogonal, the product integral of spin functions will 
be unity only if the overall spin state of the molecule remains constant during the electronic 
transition. In spectroscopic terms this means that only transitions between states of the same spin 
multiplicity are allowed i.e. singlet—>singlet or triplet—*triplet transitions. This is the origin of the 
spin selection rule, which states that spin must be preserved during an electronic transition. 
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2.3.2.3 The Nuclear Overlap Integral and the Franck-Condon Principle 
The third term in equation 2.29 is the vibrational/nuclear overlap integral, and determines which, 
if any, vibrational bands are observed in the electronic spectrum. The intensity of a vibrational 
band in the electronic transition is given by the square of the vibrational overlap integral. It can 
be seen that the most probable, most intense, transition will occur when the vibrational 
wavefimctions in the initial and final states are most similar. This is the mathematical formulation 
of the Franck-Condon principle, which states that the most probable electronic transitions occur 
with no change in the nuclear geometry or velocity. Or alternatively, since electronic transitions 
occur on a much shorter time scale than nuclear motions, the nuclear positions do not have time to 
adjust in the course of an electronic transition. The Franck-Condon principle is perhaps best 
illustrated diagrammatically. 
Consider an excitation between two electronic states with similarly shaped potential energy 
surfaces. Figure 2.5, shows the situation where the equilibrium geometry of the initial and final 
states is similar. At room temperature (and certainly in a supersonic jet) most molecules occupy 
the v' '=0 level of the ground electronic state, which has the most probable geometry. The largest 
overlap between the v"=0 level in the electronic ground state (nominally S 0) is with the v'O level 
in the excited electronic state (here termed S 1 ). Overlap between the vibrationless level in the 
ground state and higher vibrational levels in the excited state is likely to average out to zero. The 
v' '=0 -> v'=O, or origin, transition will therefore be the most probable and most intense. 
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Figure 2.5. Excitation between two electronic states with similar geometry. The vibrational 
overlap is greatest between the v"==O and v'=O vibrational levels. 
It is often the case, however, that the ground and excited electronic states of a molecule do not 
share the same equilibrium nuclear geometry. In such a situation, where the geometry of the two 
states differ, as shown in Figure 2.6, it can be seen that the v"=O —> v'=O transition is no longer 
the most probable. There is now significant overlap between the v' '=0 level and several 
vibrational levels in the excited electronic state. The spectrum will now contain several vibrational 
bands. The distribution of intensity between the vibrational levels in the electronic transition is 
often called the Franck-Condon envelope. The square of the vibrational overlap integral, which 
determines the intensity of each vibronic (vibrational-electronic) band observed, is called the 
Franck-Condon factor. The application of an analysis of Franck-Condon factors/intensities to 
electronic spectra is helpful in determining changes in geometry between the electronic states. The 
process will be discussed in detail in section 4.5. 
4J 






Figure 2.6. Excitation between two electronic states with differing equilibrium nuclear 
geometry. 
As mentioned previously, the selection rules that have been derived tell only about the feasibility 
of a transition between quantum states, they do not describe the absolute intensities of those 
transitions. In general many more bands appear in an electronic spectrum than those predicted by 
the selection rules. 
2.3.3 Failure of the Selection Rules 
Selection rules are not absolute; they hold only so long as the approximations used to derive them 
are valid. In essence, anything that invalidates the assumption that the different components of the 
total molecular wavefunction are completely separable causes a breakdown in the selection rules. 
These breakdowns, or couplings, between components generally lead to the appearance of bands 
in electronic spectra, which would not normally be expected under the selection rules. Two of the 
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most important coupling cases relevant to electronic spectroscopy are vibronic coupling and spin-
orbit coupling. 
2.3.3.1 Vibronic Coupling 
Vibronic Coupling as the name suggests is coupling between the nuclear (vibrational) and 
electronic parts of the waveflinction. In the discussion of the electronic, or orbital selection rule, 
an implicit assumption was made that the excited electronic state possessed the same symmetry 
characteristics as the ground state; a consequence of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation that 
the nuclear framework does not have time to respond to the changing electronic distribution in the 
course of an electronic transition. More correctly one should say that transitions are classed as 
symmetry-allowed or forbidden for the equilibrium nuclear configuration of the ground electronic 
state of the molecule. 
For the situation where the electronic and nuclear motions cannot be separated, the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation is no longer valid and some coupling between the different types of 
motion is expected. The same procedure used in determining the "allowed-ness" of a pure 
electronic transition, but in equation 2.30 can be adopted but the combined nuclear-electronic 
wavefunction must be substituted. 
12,1 1% = 	it! We 	.dr 	 (234) It 	- 
Again for the (now) vibronic transition to be allowed, the overall product in the integral must be 
totally symmetric. The inclusion of the vibrational wavetlinctions into the product means that the 
simultaneous excitation of a vibration during the course of an electronic transition can lead to a 
vibronic transition being symmetry allowed. The pure electronic transition, however, would still 
be classed as symmetry forbidden. Another way to think of the process is that although an 
electronic transition may be symmetry forbidden, a distortion of the nuclear framework caused by 
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a vibration, may be enough to reduce the symmetry such that the electronic transition is weakly 
allowed. 
2.3.3.2 spin-Orbit Coupling 
Spin-Orbit Coupling is coupling between the spatial and spin parts of the electronic waveflinction, 
analogous to the vibrational and (spatial) electronic coupling discussed in the previous section. 
An electron possesses an intrinsic magnetic moment due to its spin. Electrons are also charged 
particles, their orbital motion around the nucleus, also a charged particle, produces an orbital 
magnetic moment which is proportional to the charge on the nucleus (cx Z 4) and the electron-
nuclear separation. The coupling between the spatial and spin magnetic moments results in the 
breakdown of 5, the total spin quantum number. States can no longer be thought of as pure spin 
states, but instead hybrids possessing both singlet and triplet character (mixed multiplicity). This 
has important implications for de-excitation processes in electronically excited molecules in 
particular, the appearance of phosphorescence and intersystem crossing, which will be discussed 
in section 2.3.4.2. 
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2.3.4 Deactivation of electronically excited molecules. 
So far the discussion has focused mainly on the conditions for absorption of radiation by 
molecules. The treatment, however, would be incomplete without some discussion of the fate of 
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Figure 2.7. A Jablonski diagram showing deactivation routes available to an electronically 
excited molecule. 
An electronically excited molecule is unstable with respect to the ground state and must find some 
way of losing its excess energy. There are several ways a molecule can accomplish this, such as 
photo-dissociation, isomerism, reaction or by dc-excitation to return to the ground state. Some of 
the common dc-excitation routes are shown in the above Jablonski diagram, Figure 2.7. Each dark 
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levels for each electronic state (the set of rotational lines associated with each vibrational state is 
omitted for simplicity). 
The processes involved in the de-excitation or inter-conversion of electronic states fall into two 
distinct categories, those that are non-radiative processes, highlighted with wavy arrows and those 
that are radiative processes, denoted by straight arrows. 
2.3.4.1 Non-radiative transitions 
Non-radiative transitions occur without emission of radiation, and are a means for a molecule to 
interconvert between isoenergetic vibronic levels in different electronic states. The two 
non-radiative transitions are internal conversion (IC) and inter-system crossing (ISC), both 
processes are shown in Figure 2.8. 
Figure 2.8. Representation of the processes of internal conversion (left) and intersystem 
crossing (right). 
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Internal conversion involves energy transfer between isoenergetic levels in electronic states of the 
same multiplicity, for example, a transition. In addition to the overlap of the 
waveSnctions in the two states, the probability of IC occurring depends on both the similarity in 
energy between the states and the density of vibrational states in the final state. The process is 
illustrated in more detail in Figure 2.9. 
S2  	
Si 
Figure 2.9. Representation of the process of Internal Conversion. 
The large vibrational density of states in the S 1  state means that the molecule excited into a low 
vibrational state in S2 can readily inter-convert to a vibrational level of the same energy in S 1 . If 
the molecule was in solution the excess energy in S could be rapidly removed to the solvent by 
the process of vibrational relaxation and emission would occur from the v'=O level in Si. 
For transitions from higher excited states to the S state, the IC process is very efficient and it is 
rare to measure emission spectra from higher energy electronic states. The likelihood of IC from 
S 1—+So is hindered by the large energy difference between the two states, generally much larger 
than the energy difference between excited electronic states. 
Intersystem crossing is a similar process to IC but occurs between isoenergetic vibronic levels in 
electronic states with differing spin multiplicity, for example, a S 1 —>T 1 transition. Since the 
process violates the spin selection rule, section 2.3.2.2, it is classed as formally spin forbidden. 
However, breakdowns in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation such as spin-orbit coupling 
enhance the process, and can lead to it being an effective deactivator of the Si  state. The 
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occurrence of ISC from higher excited states than S 1  is rare due to the efficiency of internal 
conversion from those states. 
2.3.4.2 Radiative decay processes 
A radiative transition, as the name suggests, is one during which the molecules excess energy is 
removed in the form an emitted photon of electromagnetic radiation. The general term for this 
radiative emission from excited molecules is luminescence; the two mechanisms it encapsulates 
are fluorescence and phosphorescence. 
Phosphorescence is the term for emission of radiation due to transitions between states of differing 
spin multiplicity. Since the ground electronic state in large, organic molecules is usually a singlet, 
phosphorescence is generally a T 1-->So transition. The triplet manifold, however, cannot be 
populated significantly by direct excitation from a singlet ground state since the process is spin-
forbidden. The most common route to an excited triplet state, from which phosphorescence can 
occur, is via intersystem crossing from the excited singlet manifold. In cases where ISC is an 
efficient deactivator of the S, state there must be sufficient spin state mixing for the T l—*So 
radiative transition to also occur. The transition, however, occurs on a much longer time scale 
than fluorescence, due to its partially forbidden nature, generally on the order of 10 -3s. In frozen 
or liquid samples phosphorescence can often be seen as an afterglow when the exciting radiation is 
blocked. 
In contrast to phosphorescence, fluorescence is the term for emission of radiation due to 
transitions between states of the same multiplicity i.e. S 1 —*So. Since the process involves no 
violation of the spin selection rule it has a high transition probability, and occurs on a short time 
scale, of the order of I Two types of fluorescence spectrum can be recorded, emission, or 
dispersed fluorescence, and excitation, which yield information about the electronic ground and 
excited states, respectively. 
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2.3.5. Emission and excitation processes in fluorescence spectroscopy 
Figure 2.10 illustrates the process involved in obtaining a fluorescence excitation spectrum. The 
exciting radiation is tuned over the possible absorption region for the molecule and the resultant 
emission intensity measured. A plot of total collected fluorescence intensity against the 
wavelength of the exciting light gives the fluorescence excitation spectrum. The appearance of 
emitted fluorescence from the sample is essentially used to infer the occurrence of a vibronic 
transition. The excitation spectrum contains information about the vibronic structure of the 
excited electronic state of a molecule. 
A fluorescence emission, or dispersed fluorescence, spectrum provides information about the 
vibronic structure in the ground state of a molecule. It is measured by dispersing the fluorescent 
emission from a single vibronic band into its component wavelengths. Figure 2.10 illustrates the 
fluorescence emission process. A plot of fluorescence emission intensity versus wavelength gives 
the emission spectrum. 
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Figure 2.10 Illustration of the fluorescence emission and excitation processes and sample 
spectra. 
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2.4 Internal Cooling and Supersonic Jets 
2.4.1 Introduction 
For a relatively large molecule, at room temperature, there will be a substantial number of 
rotational and vibrational modes populated. If the molecule absorbs radiation, electronic 
transitions can occur from each of these populated levels. The resulting excitation or emission 
spectrum would be very complex, containing bands due to transitions between these many 
different levels. In general, the electronic spectrum for such a molecule is a broad featureless 
curve. In order to reduce the amount of information in the spectrum to a level which is 
analytically tractable, the spectroscopist requires some means by which to cool the sample 
molecules. Almost any temperature can be reached if conventional refrigerants are employed. 
However, the result will be the condensation of the molecule and an electronic spectrum perturbed 
by the solid state environment. More correctly what is required is a cooling of the internal degrees 
of freedom of the molecule, while still preserving the isolated, gas-phase, state of the sample. To 
this end, the technique of jet-cooling has been developed 6 '7'8'9" 0. A brief outline of the theoretical 
background to the method is given in the following sections, for a more detailed account see 
review articles by Levy 79 and Hayes6 . 
2.4.2 Effusive and supersonic expansions 
The common feature in the formation of all types of molecular beam is the expansion of high-
pressure gas through a small nozzle into a region of low pressure. Such expansion can be either 
continuous, or as in these experiments, pulsed. In the case where the diameter of the nozzle is 
smaller than the mean free path of the gas molecules an effusive source is produced. The 
emergent molecules have a wide velocity distribution, and relatively few collisions in the beam 
mean that the internal energy distribution of the emergent molecules is similar to that of the 
molecules in the reservoir. In the reverse case, where the nozzle diameter is larger than the mean 
free path of the molecules, a hydrodynamic, or supersonic, expansion is produced. In a 
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hydrodynamic expansion there will be many molecular collisions in the region of the nozzle. Of 
these collisions, it will be those that result in a vertical component of velocity which will be most 
effective in removing molecules from the reservoir, Figure 2.11 illustrates the process. The 
emergent molecules thus leave the reservoir with a narrowed translational velocity distribution 
relative to the reservoir. 
High-pressure  
gas reservoir - 
Noe 
Laser Beam  
Figure 2.11. Representation of a supersonic expansion process [Figure based on that of 
Levy). The arrows represent the magnitude of the velocity and direction of each molecule. 
The narrowing of the velocity distribution, produced by the expansion, corresponds to a lowering 
of the temperature in the expansion. The result of the temperature drop in the expansion is a 
corresponding reduction in the classical speed of sound a, defined by equation 2.35 where y is the 
heat capacity ratio CP/CV. In addition, the process of expansion converts the enthalpy associated 
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with random molecular/atomic motion into directed mass flow, which in turn causes the mass flow 
velocity to increase. 
( ,*T ) 
	
(2.35) 
The ratio between the mass flow velocity, u, and the classical speed of sound, a, is called the 
Mach number, M=u/a. When Al>1 the expansion is termed supersonic. 
In the post-nozzle region of the expansion, collisions persist and have the effect of partitioning the 
energy stored in the molecular internal degrees of freedom (vibrations, rotations) into translational 
energy. The exchange of energy between the internal degrees of freedom and the translational 
bath depends on the similarity between the energy of the mode and that of translational quanta. 
Rotational motion is most similar in energy to that of translational motion and so rotations cool 
out much more efficiently than vibrations, which are generally of higher energy. 
2.4.3 Conventional supersonic expansions 
So far the discussion of supersonic expansions has been confined to the expansion of one 
molecular or atomic species through a small nozzle. Unless the molecule of interest is itself 
gaseous at room temperature, or has a very high vapour pressures, it is not normally possible to 
obtain a high enough pressure of gas phase sample to expand uniquely. It is common practice, 
therefore, to seed a small amount of the gas phase sample of interest in some carrier gas, and 
expand the mixture through the nozzle. The most common method to seed the supersonic 
expansion is to thermally vaporise the sample molecules in the pre-nozzle region. 
If only a small concentration of sample molecule is seeded into the carrier gas, the expansion can 
be approximated to that of an expansion of pure carrier gas. More importantly, in the collision 
region of the expansion the sample molecules and carrier gas are in equilibrium. The seeded 
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molecule is cooled not only translationally but also internally. With a suitable choice of carrier gas 
and expansion conditions it is possible to produce molecules which are in their lowest vibrational 
state, and with only a few rotational levels populated. 
The choice of carrier gas is motivated by several considerations. Monatomic carrier gases are 
usually chosen since they themselves have no internal degrees of freedom which require cooling. 
The cooling efficiencies of several monatomic gases have been measured by Amirav ci' al" and 
found to follow the order Xe > Kr > Ar > Ne > Be. The larger the molecule, the larger the 
collisional cross-section and to a first approximation the more efficient the cooling. However, 
many molecules require significant backing pressures of carrier gas in order to be cooled 
efficiently, and this leads to problems with van der Waals complex formation. A balance must 
therefore be struck which is dependent on the pressure of carrier gas required to cool the molecule 
efficiently but with a minimal chance of complex formation. As a rule of thumb, for small 
molecules, which require a low pressure for cooling argon is a good choice. For larger molecules 
which require increased carrier gas pressure, helium has been shown to cool effectively. 
2.4.4 Limitations of the thermal vaporisation jet-seeding method 
The method of seeding a supersonic expansion using the technique of thermal vaporisation has 
proved to be very successful, and a vast number of molecules have been studied. However, 
problems arise when the molecule to be studied is thermally labile, or has a restrictively high 
melting/vaporisation point. In cases such as these an alternative means of incorporating the 
sample molecules in the supersonic expansion must be sought, to this end the technique of laser 
desorption has been applied. 
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2.5 Laser-induced desorption 
The use of laser desorption to produce gas phase, intact, neutral sample molecules has been well-
documented 12,13.14 and implemented widely in the field of mass spectroscopy. However, the 
process itself is, as yet, not well understood. Laser-induced desorption has been shown to occur 
for a wide range of substances, presented in many different forms' 5"6" 7" 8  and using different laser 
sources 19,20,21 to facilitate the desorption process. The occurrence of desorption over such a wide 
range of conditions is one of the reasons why the method has attracted so much interest, however, 
this has so far hindered an all-inclusive theoretical description of the process. 
Many different theories have been proposed to explain the occurrence of the laser induced 
desorption/vaporisation process 2 '23'24. In the main, explanations are based on empirical evidence 
relating to individual sample preparation and laser irradiation methods. The process is generally 
held to be due to a thermal effect since the wavelengths of the desorbing lasers are unlikely to be 
absorbed by the sample molecules. For a comprehensive review of the proposed methods see the 
review by Ready". 
The most versatile explanation to date, and that most relevant to the experimental conditions used 
in these experiments, has been the near-surface bulk phonon (NSBP) mechanism proposed by 
Plows25 . The theory is similar in respects to the mono-layer desorption model put forward by 
Zare and Levine, but relates to desorption from a macroscopically thick sample, such as that 
used in these experiments. In the NSBP model the laser radiation is absorbed by the near surface 
phonons present in the solid sample. Such phonons would be of a similar energy to the 
physisorbed bonds holding the surface molecules and a coupling between the two may occur. The 
transfer of energy between the surface phonons and the physisorbed bonds would be enough break 
the physisorbed bond releasing the molecule into the gas phase, but preventing significant internal 
heating (since there would be a great mismatch in energy between the physisorbed and internal 
energy levels). For a macroscopically thick sample the bulk of the sample is acting as a substrate 
to the thin layer of surface sample from which desorption occurs. 
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Chapter 3 
Experimental and Computational Methods 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the experimental and computational methods used during the course of this 
research are outlined. 
3.2 The Laser-Desorption Jet-Cooling Experiment 
The laser-desorption jet-cooling (LD-SJ) experiment has been used successfully in the department 
during the past few years to obtain laser induced fluorescence excitation and R 2PI spectra of a 
number of internally cold, large and involatile molecules" 2 . Recent modifications to the system 
have allowed us to obtain laser induced fluorescence emission spectra for the first time, thus 
extending greatly the utility of the experiment. In addition, a means to profile the material 
distribution in the desorption-pulse using, scattered laser radiation, has been developed. The use 
of scattered light to profile the desorption characteristics of a molecule gives insight into the 
correct choice of experimental conditions necessary to obtain a good fluorescence emission or 
excitation spectrum. The laser scattering technique can also be applied to the measurement of 
desorption fluctuations during the course of an experiment, providing a means of validating the 
spectral observations in a LIF excitation of emission spectrum. The experimental set-up has been 
described in detail prev ious lyl'2 
 a brief outline is given in the following sections in addition to 
details of the recent modifications. 
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3.3 Experimental Overview 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the LD-SJ experiment involves the linking of laser-desorption and 
supersonic jet-cooling to the acquisition laser induced fluorescence spectra. A schematic diagram 
of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 3.1. 
As a brief description, the supersonic jet is formed by expansion of high-pressure helium through 
a nozzle of diameter 0.8mm (General Valve Corporation Series 9), which is pulsed at 10Hz. 
Sample molecules are entrained in the jet, after desorption by a pulsed (10Hz) TEA CO2 laser 
(Alice 854MS), by a device called the faceplate, described in section 3.3.2. Fluorescence is 
excited by a pulsed (10Hz) Nd:YAG pumped dye laser system (Continuum Surelite 11, Continuum 
ND6000). The output of the dye laser is frequency doubled to allow operation in the UV. 
Fluorescence is collected by a system of optics and detected by UV sensitive photomultiplier (PM) 
tubes (Hamamatsu R928). Signal from the PM tubes is sent to a boxcar integrator/averager 
(Stanford Research Systems SR250) for gating and averaging and then to a PC for collection and 
storage. The boxcar is triggered to collect the fluorescence signal from the PM tube by a 
photodiode (UV enhanced silicon photodetector, Optics Ltd. UDT-UV50) placed to receive 
scattered light when the Nd:YAG fires. The gated signal is averaged using either a 10 or 30 point 
moving average to improve the signal to noise ratio. 
The faceplate, sample and collection optics are all contained within a 340mmx340m1fl><340hh1 
cubic vacuum chamber (Custom-built by Vacuum Generators, Chambers and Engineering 
Division). The aluminium chamber contains fused silica windows (Lambda Photometrics Ltd. 
500mm SUPRASIL I) on each vertical side for the input of laser beams and output of 
fluorescence. The top of the chamber holds the supersonic jet assembly, whilst the bottom is 
coupled to a mechanical booster-rotary pump combination (Edwards EH1 200/E2M80). The 
typical background pressure achieved during the course of an experiment is around 
10-3 mbar—> I O 2mbar, dependent on carrier gas pressure used and sample vapour pressure. 
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Figure 3.1 Overview of the laser-desorption-jet-cooling apparatus. The black lines indicate 
triggering signals and the coloured lines, laser beams. 
Correct triggering of all the elements involved in the experiment is essential to its successful 
functioning. A delay/pulse generator (Stanford Research Systems DG535) sequentially triggers 
the gas nozzle (t=Os), the CO2 laser (t 500-700j.is) and the Nd:YAG (t +150-->-150p).  The 
delay setting for the Nd:YAG is given relative to the CO2 delay and takes into account the 
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3.3.1 Sample Preparation and Presentation 
The sample is presented as a solid disc of a few millimetres thick. The thickness is not overly 
critical, however thicker samples do have the advantage of lasting longer. The disc is produced by 
pressing a finely ground sample of the compound in a hydraulic press (built in-house). The 
pressure used to produce each disc is dependent on the individual properties of each compound. A 
high enough pressure must be used to produce a mechanically stable disc, but an excessively high 
pressure will result in a brittle disc which may shatter during the desorption process. The correct 
pressure for each compound is generally found through trial and error. 
The sample is mounted on a rota
ting/translating sample holder which rotates during the course of 
the experiment to allow desorption to occur from a series of concentric circular paths, shown in 
Figure 3.2. Using the sample in this way means that one sample disc can generally last for a 
number of hours. Though a large amount of sample is required to produce one disc, the amount 
of material desorbed is relatively small. The remaining material on the disc can be easily be 
reground to form a new disc, so that there is in fact very little sample wastage. 
Figure 3.2 Diagram of the sample holder and sample. The disc rotates during the 
experiment forming circular tracks of desorbed material. 
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3.3.2 The Faceplate 
An extension block attached to the pulsed valve, called the faceplate, facilitates entrainment of the 
desorbed molecules into the supersonic jet. The faceplate is a brass block containing two narrow 
channels, shown in Figure 3.3. The channel indicated with the green arrow is the gas channel, and 
the channel indicated with the red arrow is the desorption channel. The sample disc sits against 
the wall of the faceplate at the end of the desorption channel as shown in the diagram on the left. 
The wall of the faceplate is lubricated with PTFE spray to minimise friction as the disc rotates. 
Figure 3.3 The faceplate. The horizontal channel, highlighted with a red arrow, is the 
desorption channel along which the CO2  laser pulse and the resultant desorbed molecules 
travel. The vertical channel, highlighted with a green arrow, is the gas channel along which 
the gas pulse travels. 
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The CO2  laser is aligned to pass as symmetrically as possible through the desorption channel and 
impact on the sample. Though not shown in Figure 3.3, the internal diameter of the desorption 
channel is stepped down slightly before the intersection point with the gas channel as shown in 
Figure 3.4. When the CO 2  laser impacts on the side of the faceplate, a glow is produced, or in the 
case of a high energy CO 2  pulse, sparks, due to the heating of the metal 
of the faceplate'. The 
internal step in the faceplate means that laser impact on the exterior of the faceplate and hence 









Figure 3.4 The stepped internal diameter of the desorption channel, the red arrow indicates 
the incident CO 2 laser beam. 
After desorption, the ejected desorbed material travels back along the desorption channel and, 
if 
timed correctly, reaches the intersection point between the desorption and gas channels slightly 
before the gas pulse reaches the same point. If the elements are timed correctly the sample 
material is swept into the gas pulse. The extended length of the gas channel after the intersection 
point acts as an extended collision/cooling region of the jet, as described in section 2.4. On 
emergence from the faceplate a conventional free jet expansion is produced. Spectroscopy is 
generally carried out around 8mm from the base of the faceplate, by which point the density of the 
jet has dropped sufficiently and the sample molecules are internally cold and isolated. 
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3.3.3 Laser Beam Handling 
Figure 3.5 shows the various optical components that control the focus and shape of both the 




Figure 3.5 Section through the vacuum chamber, showing the UV (blue) and IR (red) beam 
attenuation optics, the faceplate and the sample. 
3.3.3.1 Excitation Laser Beam 
The shape and intensity of the excitation laser beam are controlled by a number of lenses, filters 
and irises placed in the beam path. The dye laser output is usually of the order of 30—*80mJ per 
pulse, dependent on dye used and power of pump laser. After second harmonic generation the 
pulse energy of the UV beam is usually around 2—>4mJ per pulse. Attenuation of the excitation 
beam energy is achieved by the use of graded fused silica neutral density filters (Ealing Electro- 
Optics) inserted in the beam path. 
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The emergent beam from the dye laser is quite large in diameter, generally about 7-8mm across. 
An iris and a fused silica lens (f=30cm, Lambda Photometrics Ltd biconvex SUPRASIL 1) select 
the central portion of this beam and lightly focus it into the vacuum chamber. The diameter of the 
excitation beam when it intersects the supersonic jet is reduced to about 1mm. The excitation 
beam enters the vacuum chamber via a beam enclosure tube. The exterior end of the enclosure 
tube is fitted with a window set at the appropriate Brewster angle, allowing maximum 
transmission of the laser beam. The interior end is fitted with a second iris to cut down scattered 
light. The intra-chamber iris is kept as small as functionally possible to minimise scattered and 
stray light from the lab. However, the diameter of this iris must be wide enough to allow for the 
change in position of the excitation beam as the dye laser wavelength is tuned (beam walk). 
The excitation laser exits the chamber through a similar laser enclosure tube to that which it 
entered. This time the exit iris is kept as large as possible and the Brewster window is covered 
with dark cloth (John Lewis, haberdashery) to act as a beam stop and also to minimise the 
entrance of stray light into the vacuum chamber. 
3.3.3.2 	Desorption Laser Beam 
The shape of the IR pulse from the CO2 laser is a square of approximately 1.5 cm side length. 
The pulse energy is generally of the order of 300mJ per pulse. When the CO2 laser is aligned 
correctly the pulse energy should be uniform across the area of the pulse. Again power and shape 
attenuation of the desorption pulse are required and are jointly facilitated by an iris placed in the 
beam path. The iris allows only a circular section of the laser beam to pass, matching the circular 
desorption channel in the faceplate, and the imposed reduction in pulse size necessarily results in a 
reduction in pulse energy. 
The required desorption energy varies greatly between compounds, and depends on various 
factors such as the disc production pressure, the volatility of the sample and the particular 
material properties of the compound. The correct desorption energy required is also complicated 
by the fact that in all molecules studied there is some condensation of the sample within the 
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faceplate channels. The desorption laser, with each pulse, must cut through this deposited 
material to reach, and desorb from, the sample disc. The desorption situation is, in effect, an 
equilibrium between newly desorbed material and the desorption of deposited material within the 
faceplate. 
The average power required to desorb from a sample of a medium sized, non-volatile molecule is 
achieved with the iris set at a diameter of 6—*8mm. For tyramine and the biphenyl derivatives iris 
apertures in this range were found to facilitate good stable desorption. For volatile molecules, 
such as t-butyl phenol, an iris aperture of I —>2mm was sufficient to effect a reasonable 
desorption. For larger, or less volatile molecules greater laser pulse energies, and hence iris 
apertures may be required. 
After the iris the IR beam is loosely focused through the faceplate desorption channel and onto the 
sample surface by a 300mm focal length lens (KCI lens, Specac Ltd). The IR beam enters the 
chamber through a 10.6psm wavelength selective disc (Specac Ltd. 25mm Ge window, both sides 
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3.3.4 Laser-induced Fluorescence Excitation Experiment 
The excitation laser beam intersects the jet about 8mm downstream from the bottom of the 
faceplate. A lens inside the chamber (1=50mm, Lambda Photometrics Ltd. SUPRASIL 1) collects 
the fluorescence and sends it though a long pass cut-off filter (Ealing Electro-optics,various) and 
iris (to minimise scattered light) to a PM tube. The PM tube is placed at right angles to the 
direction of propagation of the excitation beam and the direction of travel of the jet. Figure 
3.6 
shows a schematic of the excitation experiment set-up. If the fluorescence signal is weak a fast 
pre-amp (Stanford Research Systems SR240), can be used to amplify the signal from the PM tube 
before it is sent to the boxcar i ntegrator/averager and then a computer for collection. 
Figure 3.6. Section through the vacuum chamber showing the fluorescence collection 
apparatus used during a LW excitation experiment. 
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3.3.4 Laser-induced Fluorescence Emission Experiment 
The set up for a dispersed fluorescence experiment is very similar to that for a fluorescence 
excitation experiment, a diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 3.7. The 
fluorescence from the sample molecules is again collected at right angles to the plane of the jet and 
also that of the excitation laser. A lens inside the chamber (f50mm, Eating Electro-optics) 
collects the fluorescence and directs it through the window in the chamber (Lambda Photometrics 
Ltd. 500mm SUPRASIL 1) to a second lens (f=lOOmm, Eating Electro-optics) which focuses the 
fluorescence onto the monochromatOr (SPEX Instruments, 270M) entrance slits. This second lens 
is mounted on an electronically controlled horizontal translation stage, and is fitted with a vertical 
adjustment screw to allow for alignment adjustments during the course of the experiment. The 
focal lengths of the lenses are chosen to match the f-number of the monochromatOr. 
ens 
- MonochromatOr 




Figure 3.7. Section through the vacuum chamber showing the experimental set-up used for a 
fluorescence emission experiment. 
Figure 3.8 shows the set-up of the collection optics that direct the fluorescence emission into the 
monochromator. Cut-off filters to minimise scattered light are unnecessary. The pair of lenses 
focus the collected fluorescence onto the entrance slits of the monochromatOr. The internal 
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f=50mm 	f=lOOmm 
Figure 3.8 Arrangement of the collection optics for the LIF emission experiment 
Diffraction 
Collimating Mirrors 
Figure 3.9 Optical components within the monochromatOr. The incident fluorescence is 
shown in blue 
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When the optics are correctly aligned the fluorescence should completely fill the first collimating 
mirror in the monochromator. Over filling the mirror leads to a loss in the collected fluorescence. 
Correct alignment of the incident fluorescence means the grating is filled almost completely, and 
increases the efficiency of the monochromator. The dispersed fluorescence from the grating is 
directed onto the exit slits via a second mirror, where it should become refocused, and is detected 
by the emission PM tube (Hamamatsu R928). As occasionally used in the LW excitation 
experiments, the signal from the emission PM tube is fed to a fast pre-amp (Stanford Research 
Systems SR240), and is usually amplified either 5 or 25 times. The signal is then relayed to the 
boxcar integrator/averager. The boxcar gate is again triggered by the photodiode/NdXAG but 
this time a much longer delay is set to compensate for the extra beam path of the fluorescence 
through the monochromatOr. The monochromator is computer controlled, and operates using 
software written in house. The grating in the monochromator can be scanned as slowly as 
0.04 nms 1, and this was the scan speed used in all dispersed fluorescence experiments. 
Synchronous/contiguous with each emission experiment the excitation PM tube is used to collect 
the scattered light from the jet pulse. The amount of scattering from the jet pulse gives an 
indication of the amount of material contained in the pulse. Therefore, desorption fluctuations can 
be monitored and correlated with each emission spectrum recorded to show whether any intensity 
fluctuations are a real effect or merely due to some desorption irregularity. The use of the light 
scattering from the jet pulse to monition the desorption is discussed in detail in section 3.4. 
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3.4 Triggering Issues 
The main uncertainty in the successful operation of the laser-desorption jet-cooling experiment is 
the choice of suitable desorption conditions for each molecule. The timing of the desorption laser 
relative to the gas pulse depends on a number of factors. It is assumed that the most efficient 
entrainment of the sample molecules into the jet pulse occurs when the pulse of desorbed material 
reaches the intersection between the gas and desorption channels slightly in advance of the gas 
pulse. The timing of the CO 2  pulse to effect desorption, therefore, depends on the speed at which 
the carrier gas pulse is moving and the speed at which the desorbed sample material can travel. In 
relation to the gas pulse, the higher the carrier gas pressure used the faster the gas pulse travels 
and the shorter the CO2 delay should be set, and vice versa. The speed at which the desorbed 
material travels is far more complex. This is dependent on the disc production pressure, the 
power of the CO2 laser, and the individual molecular properties of the sample. As mentioned in 
section 2.5 the mechanism by which desorption is effected is not yet fully understood, and 
therefore the molecular properties which influence desorption are themselves not well understood. 
From experience, it has been observed that the amount of scattering of the interrogation laser 
light, by the jet pulse, is proportional to the amount of material contained in the pulse. By way of 
illustration, when the experiment commences, there is often a large signal that progressively 
reduces as the slight blocking of the faceplate occurs. Similarly increasing the CO2 laser aperture, 
and thus the power, results in a much larger background signal (off resonance). The relationship 
between the concentration of sample molecules in the jet and the level of scattering has been used 
successfully to correct for desorption fluctuations in the recorded LIF excitation and emission 
spectra. The intensity of recorded bands, or fluctuations in the collected signal can be correlated 
with the level of scatter, and hence concentration of sample molecules. At times where the 
desorption is unstable, for example if the track on the sample disc is overlapping with a previously 
used track, or if the sample disc has almost expired, the ability to monitor the desorption 
conditions independently of the fluorescence signal is invaluable. 
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When attempting to study a new molecule, one of the main problems is choosing suitable 
desorption parameters, that is, the gas pressure, the CO 2  power and the correct triggering times of 
the lasers. If the absorption wavelength region of the molecule is also unknown then the problem 
is doubly complicated, since it is unknown whether the lack of signal is due to the wrong 
wavelength region or a poor choice of desorption conditions. Since the scatter of the excitation 
laser seems to be directly related to the amount of material in the pulse, it was thought to use this 
property to investigate the distribution of the desorbed molecules in the jet pulse. 
The profiling of material in an entrained supersonic pulse has been carried out previously by 
several groups by measuring the fluorescence 4  or ionisation' signal of the molecules entrained in 
the pulse, as a function of time. if the fluorescence properties of a molecule were known, a 
similar technique could be applied to determine the delays at which the most reproducible jet 
pulses are produced in this experiment. However, using the scattering from the pulse as a means 
to measure the pulse profile, permits the study of molecules for which the fluorescence behaviour 
is the subject under investigation and can also be relatively easily incorporated into the existing 
experimental set-up. 
3.4.1 Experimental Set-up 
A continuous wave argon ion laser, operating at 488nm, was used as the scattering laser. The 
feasibility of the method was tested with a laser wavelength that was unlikely to be absorbed by 
the molecule. This meant that the desorption profile for molecules for which the absorption 
wavelengths of the sample were unknown could be studied. The collection optics were similar to 
those used for the acquisition of fluorescence excitation spectra and are shown in Figure 3.10. 
The boxcar integrator has an internal triggering feature that allows the boxcar gate to be scanned 
over a chosen time interval. 
Initially the boxcar gate (width 300ns) was triggered from the delay/pulse generator, and the delay 
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boxcar gate is recording the pulse as the region of maximum sample density is intersecting the 
argon ion laser beam. The delay timing found using the delay generator is reduced slightly, and 
the boxcar delay ramped over a time interval of 0—>400ps. This allows the scattering signal from 
the whole of the jet pulse to be measured. 
To pumps 
Figure 3.10 Detection apparatus used in the scattering/desorption profiling experiments 
3.4.2 Desorption profiling of biphenyl dicarboxyliC acid. 
The molecule used in the initial desorption profiling studies was 4-4'-biphenyl dicarboxylic acid 
(BPDC) shown in Figure 3.11. The molecule was only slightly fluorescent compared to the other 
biphenyl derivatives studied (see chapter 4) and was found to be quite strongly phosphorescent in 
solution. 
H - 0_a- H 
Figure 3.11 The molecular structure of 4-4'-biphenyl dicarboxylic acid (BPDC). 
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BPDC proved to have very unstable desorption characteristics. The faceplate channels were 
found to block quickly with desorbed material even when a low desorption energy was used. With 
the rapid blocking of the faceplate it was very difficult to find stable desorption conditions/timings 
for the molecule. Some of this desorption instability must be attributed to the low pressure at 
which the sample disc was produced. It was only possible to make sample discs at a pressure of 3 
tons due to the unusual mechanical properties displayed by the molecule. Attempting to use 
pressures greater than 3 tons resulted in the sample becoming welded to the sides of the press. 
This meant that excessive force was required to open the press and invariably lead to damage of 
the sample disc. At such a low disc pressure, a large amount of material was desorbed with each 
laser shot, even when a minimal CO2 laser power was used. The combination of low fluorescence 
yield and unstable desorption characteristics meant that reproducible excitation spectra for the 
molecule were not easily obtained. 
Sets of desorption profiles for the molecule BPDC at varying CO2 laser delay are shown in the 
following four Figures, 3.12-0.15. Helium was used as a carrier gas at a constant backing 
pressure of 6 bar. Each individual graph is a plot of laser scattering intensity versus boxcar 
delay. The numbering of the traces in each Figure corresponds to the order in which the spectrum 
was run in each set. The laser scattering intensity relates directly to the amount of material 
present in the jet pulse, and so every trace can be considered a mapping of the amount of material 
in the jet pulse. The x-axis gives an indication of the width of the jet pulse 
W 
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Figure 3.12 Jet pulse profiles for RPDC at a CO z  delay of 550is 
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Figure 3.13 Jet pulse profiles for BPDC at a CO 2  delay of 600iis. 
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Figure 3.14 Jet pulse profiles of BPDC with a CO2 delay of 660gs 
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Figure 3.15 Jet pulse profiles of BPDC with a CO 2  delay of 7501.i.s 
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The numbering of the traces in each figure corresponds to the order in which the spectrum was 
run in each set. The CO 2  laser delay was increased in the sequence corresponding to the ordering 
of the figures. Rationalisation for the shape of the desorption profiles at different delay timings is 
illustrated in the following diagram, Figure 3.16. 
A delay setting of 550}ss, Figure 3.12, means that the CO 2  laser is firing early relative to the gas 
pulse. The desorbed molecules arrive at the intersection point between the desorption and gas 
channels well in advance of the gas pulse. Some molecules may have had time to escape into the 
vacuum chamber by traversing the entirety of the desorption channel. Of the rest, many will have 
condensed in both the gas and desorption channels. When the gas pulse arrives there will only be 
a small number of molecules at the intersection available to be entrained. The shape of the 
desorption profiles for the 550ps delay are thus generally less intense and narrower than those 
taken from later delay settings. The result of a long-term use of such an early delay would be a 
quick blocking of the faceplate channels and would necessitate halting the experiment to clear the 
faceplate channels. Shot to shot desorption stability would also be expected to be poor. 
For a delay setting of 600ps, Figure 3.13, there is much greater pulse to pulse reproducibility. 
There is still some intensity variation between each pulse, but the shape of each pulse is much 
more consistent, along with the position of each peak maximum. The situation for the 600 jis 
delay is close to the ideal delay conditions for this molecule. The delay is such that the desorbed 
molecules arrive at the intersection point slightly before the gas pulse. The small amount of 
waiting time allows a certain equilibration of the desorbed molecules. Most of the desorbed 
molecules are entrained in the pulse. A small amount of blocking of the faceplate occurs with all 
desorption conditions, but in this case it does not occur to a detrimental level. 
Delays as late as 660ps, Figure 3.14, and 750jss, Figure 3.15, share a similar process, with the 
750p.s case being the extreme example. In this case the delay settings are late relative to the 
arrival of the gas pulse. Only some of the desorbed molecules have arrived at the intersection 
r:i 
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point in front of the gas pulse. Most of the molecules arrive at the intersection as the gas pulse is 
passing and so impact on the side of the pulse. There is very little reproducibility between 
consecutive pulses. In the case of a very late delay, such as 750pss, the material profile adopts an 
oscillatory shape. The large variation in pulse shape would mean shot to shot desorption stability 
would be very poor. Averaging over a substantial number of shots would certainly be necessary 
to minimise the large desorption fluctuations. 
A 	 B 	 C 
Figure 3.16 Illustration of the results of different desorption timings. In case A the CO2 
laser delay is too long, in case 13, the CO2 laser fires too early; case C illustrates the ideal 
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Using the information gained from the desorption profiling of the molecule BPDC further LIF 
excitation experiments were undertaken using the predicted delay settings of 600.ts. Two 
recorded spectra are shown in Figure 3.17. Though it was not possible to produce perfectly 
reproducible spectra, the overall form of each is similar. 
3E000 	35100 	3E200 	3biU 
Waienumber I cm1 
Figure 3.17 The LIF excitation spectrum of BPDC. The red and blue traces are two 
different spectra recorded under the same conditions. 
The measurement of the scattering intensity from the pulse can therefore be seen as a very useful 
tool to determine the most suitable desorption delays for a molecule for which the absorption 
wavelengths are unknown. 
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3.5 computational Methods 
Several different quantum chemical packages were used throughout the course of this research as 
progressively more powerful computational resources became available. Initial DFT studies on 
4-cyanobiphenyl were conducted on a Silicon Graphics Indigo 2 workstation, using the ADF 6 
program running through the Cerius2 graphical interface. With the arrival of a Silicon Graphics 
Indy workstation, the move was made to use the DMo1 7  DFT package. The DMoI package 
employed a wider choice of flinctionals and gave significantly improved calculation speeds over 
ADF. Both these packages, however, were limited to DFT calculations. In order to apply HF, 
MP2 and CIS methods, the more versatile Gaussian 98 software package 8, running on a PC under 
Linux, was used. The previous DFT calculations were repeated using the Gaussian 98 package in 
order to eliminate energetic differences which may have arisen due to the different computational 
implementations of the DFT method between computational packages. The Gaussian program 
however did not have the facility for fixed valence occupation DFT calculations so the DMol 
package was used for such calculations. 
The visualisation of the computational results from the Gaussian 98 package was accomplished 
using the gOPENMOL9  software package, which can be obtained free from the internet. 
3.5.1 convergence criteria and Geometry Optimisation 
For the biphenyl type molecules the torsional angle in the calculated minimum energy structure 
was found to be very sensitive to the convergence criteria used in the geometry optimisation 
calculations. The initial studies on the biphenyls were carried out using the ADF program. When 
medium convergence criteria were used in the ADF package the torsional angle for 
4-cyanobiphenyl was determined to be 35°, whilst with tight convergence it was 44°. The fme 
convergence criteria were reached when the energy gradients changed by less than 0.00 iI-IJA, and 
the change in Cartesian co-ordinates was less than 0.01A. The torsional angles determined using 
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the tight criteria were more consistent with the experimentally available evidence for the torsional 
angles in these types of systems 10. The medium convergence criteria specified in the Dmol
3 
program were equal to the tight optimisation criteria for ADF, and for the Gaussian calculations 
the default convergence criteria were 0.00045H1A and 0.0018A for energies and co-ordinates 
respectively. Using tighter convergence criteria in DMoI and Gaussian did not produce any 
change in the molecular geometry or energy. The DMol and Gaussian medium convergence 
criteria were therefore thought to have "converged". 
The optimised structure for each molecule was classified as the lowest energy structure for which 
all calculated vibrational frequencies were positive. For the calculation of torsional potential 
surfaces in the ground state, the optimised geometry was used as the starting point. The internal 
co-ordinated to be varied, such as the torsional angle, was constrained and a further geometry 
optimisation was carried out. All other bonds, angles and torsional angles in the molecule were 
free to relax. 
3.5.2 Basis Sets 
The basis set employed in all the Gaussian 98 calculations was the split valence 6-31G with 
polarisation and diffuse functions (6-31+6(d)). This can be considered a medium sized basis set. 
Larger basis sets are available in the Gaussian 98 package but initial studies on the biphenyls with 
larger basis sets showed that the 6-31G was a reasonable choice with a good balance between 
accuracy and computational cost. 
For the ADF calculations a double zeta basis of Slater type functions with polarisation and diffuse 
functions was employed, the largest basis set available with the package. DMoI uses numerical 
functions on an atom centered grid as its atomic basis. These types of basis sets are known to be 
very accurate and the numerical nature of the basis lends itself well to computational work. The 
basis set used was a double numeric basis set, again augmented with polarisation and diffuse 
functions on all atoms. This basis set is of a quality somewhere between a double and triplet zeta 
basis set. 
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Chapter 4 
Spectroscopic and Computational Studies on Substituted 
Biphenyis 
4.1 	Introduction 
Biphenyl and its derivatives are interesting molecules for many reasons. Spectroscopically, 
they have attracted interest due to the sensitivity of the molecular geometry to phase and 
electronic state. To a physicist, they are interesting because the biphenyl moiety, and 
derivatives, form the core fragments of many of the most well studied liquid crystal molecules 
including 4'-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl (5CB), a room temperature nematic and 4'-octyl-4-
cyanobiphenyl (SCB) which forms both smectic and nematic phases. 
The work presented in this chapter falls into two separate, but inter-linked categories. 
Experimental work to determine the applicability of the laser desorption jet-cooling method to 
the study of substituted biphenyls/liquid crystal fragments, in both the ground and excited 
electronic states. In addition to the experimental work, computational studies were carried out 
in tandem to elucidate torsional potentials, both ground and excited state, by a variety of 
different ab initio methods. The effectiveness of the various calculation methods is discussed 
in relation to the experimentally determined results, and further information available in the 
literature. 
4.2 Previous Work 
The biphenyl molecule has attracted a large amount of interest from both experimentalists and 
theorists. The relatively simple system, in fact, displays quite complex behaviour due to the 
torsional flexibility between the benzene rings. The geometry of the molecule has been 
observed to be very sensitive to the molecular environment. In the crystal the molecule is 
known to be planar 1,2,  while in the vapour phase recent electron diffraction measurements 3 
have returned a torsional angle of 44°. The equilibrium angle in solution is known to have an 
intermediate twisted form, with the torsional angle dependent on solvent 
4,5,6,7,89• 
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Figure 4.1 The structure of biphenyl illustrating the atom numbering which will be used 
throughout the chapter. 
Although the torsional angle of these molecules can be measured relatively, the intermolecular 
torsional potential has yet to be determined unambiguously. Since the molecular geometry is 
so sensitive to phase, the only studies relevant to this work are those carried out in the gas 
phase, of which there have been few. An analysis of overtone stretching frequencies in gas 
phase Raman' °  has returned a value of 25.25 cm for the torsional frequency, and barriers to 
internal rotation of around 650 cm'. Barriers to internal rotation have also been determined to 
be of a similar magnitude, of around 1000cm 1 , from parameterisation of electron diffraction 
data'. Fluorescence emission experiments on deuterated biphenyl " return 58 cm' for the 
torsional frequency, while an analysis of sequence and hot bands in the mass-resolved multi-
photon ionisation spectrum of biphenyl 12  gives 50 cm - '. These results do, however, require a 
certain optimistic interpretation of the presented data and each appears to be mutually 
contradictory. A direct measurement of more than one torsional level in the ground state 
remains ellusive. 
Though much effort has been directed to determining the torsional potential surface of 
biphenyl, little work has been done to determine the effect of substituent on the torsional 
potential. To the knowledge of the author, no work has been carried out to determine the gas 
phase S0 torsional potentials of either 4-cyanobiphenyl (CNBP) or 4-hydroxybiphenyl 
(OHBP). Though the S 0 potentials of similar molecules 13,14 have been determined from the 
dispersed fluorescence spectra of the jet-cooled compound. 
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The S 1  state of biphenyl and a number of its para-substituted derivatives have been studied 
using a variety of methods, conventional LIF, mass-resolved multi-photon ionisation (MP!), 
and zero kinetic energy spectroscopy (ZEKE), all coupled with jet cooling 11,12,15,16,17 The 
molecules 4-cyanobiphenyl and 4-hydroxybiphenyl have been studied using LIF with a 
thermal vaporisation jet-seeding method". All show a long progression in the torsional mode, 
implying a large change in molecular geometry between the ground and excited states. 
Solution phase Raman studies 18 show a positive shift in the inter-ring stretching frequency 
which has been interpreted as a strengthening of the inter-ring bond on electronic excitation. 
Indeed, simple molecular orbital schemes considering the HOMO and LUIMO' 9 predict that 
the biphenyl inter-ring C-C bond does indeed acquire more double bond character on 
excitation. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of the :HOMO and LUMO. The HOMO is anti-
bonding with respect to the inter-ring bond, while the LUMO is bonding. 
.-• 
LUMO 
U 	 HOMO 
Figure 4.2 The frontier orbitals of biphenyl. 
Computationally there has been great interest in biphenyl, and numerous studies have been 
undertaken as a means to determine the ground state torsional potential and frequency and the 
symmetry species of the electronically excited states2° ,24,25 A wide range of torsional 
barriers and frequencies have been returned which show a dependence on both computational 
method employed and size of basis set used. Little attention has so far been focused on the 
electronically excited states of the substituted biphenyl molecule, in the main due to the 
computational cost incurred using suitable methods on such large molecules. It is unfortunate 
that the ground state, while easy to study computationally, poses problems experimentally, 
whereas the excited electronic states which may be accessed experimentally are complex to 
study computationally. 
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4.3 	Experimental Details 
All samples were obtained from Aldrich and used without further purification. 
Both 4-cyanobiphenyl and 4-hydroxybiphenyl were pressed in a hydraulic press at a pressure 
of around 7 tons, though in each case the pressure was not critical and good, smooth discs 
could be prepared over a wide pressure range. The disc thickness ranged from around 
2—*6 mm. Again this did not have a great influence on the quality of the spectra obtained. 
Thicker discs do have a longer experimental lifetime and, in the main, were preferred. 
The spectra for the two compounds were in different wavelength regions. 4-cyanobiphenyl 
required using laser dye Rhodamine 66, 4-hydroxybiphenyl absorbed to longer wavelength 
and a mix of Rhodamine 6G and Rhodamine 610 was used. The output of both dyes was 
frequency doubled to give an UV energy of about I —*2mJ per pulse. The UV intensity was 
attenuated, as required, by the insertion in the beam path of several graded optical density 
filters. A backing pressure of around 8 bar of helium was found to give reasonable cooling 
for both molecules. 
Of the two molecules studied 4-hydroxybiphenyl was found to be much more amenable to the 
desorption process and excitation spectra were readily obtained. 4-cyanobiphenyl, in contrast 
was found to be very sensitive to desorption conditions, in particular the shot to shot 
reproducibility of the CO 2 laser. During the course of the work presented in this thesis several 
problems occurred with the CO2  laser, culminating in a propensity for the laser to arc in the 
laser cavity. This meant that the pulse to pulse energy varied greatly with an increasing 
number of missed pulses. The problem was eventually solved with the purchase of new laser 
gas. For most molecules studied in this thesis, and in previous work, instability in the CO 2 
laser did not greatly hinder the acquisition of good quality LIF excitation spectra. However, 
for the molecule CNBP it did pose a significant problem. Even when the CO 2 laser was 
functioning correctly a CNBP sample would often take in excess of two hours to equilibrate 
fully in the chamber and for spectra to be recorded. 
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4.4 Laser Induced Fluorescence Excitation Spectra of 4-
cyanobiphenyl and 4-hydroxybiphenyl 
The laser induced fluorescence spectra of laser-desorbed jet-cooled 4-cyanobiphenyl and 
4 hydroxybiphenyl are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 respectively. Each spectrum is the 
result of the spliced data from three separate scans. In each case the intensity is not constant 
across the range. At the low energy range, around the possible electronic origin, higher laser 
intensity was used to bring out as many vibronic features as possible, with the aim of 
identifying the origin transition. 
Both spectra are similar in form. Each shows a long harmonically spaced progression in the 
torsional mode. The separation between the peaks of the main progression is also similar for 
both molecules, 56 ± 3 cm' for 4-cyanobiphenyl and around 58 ± 3 cm for 
4-hydroxybiphenyl. The first observable feature for each molecule occurs at 34,971 cni' and 
34,090 cm' for CNBP and OBBP respectively. The assignments of the vibronic bands shown 
in each spectrum are with reference to the first observed spectral feature. No implication is 
made that this is the origin transition in either case. The wavenumber of the vibronic features 
relative to the first observed band, for each molecule, is given in Table 4.1. A further 
assignment of the observed progression will be given in section 4.5.4. 
The torsional progression for CNBP is longer than that observed for 0BHP, showing 19 
members of the main progression, whilst 16 are observed for OHBP. The length of the 
progression suggests that there is a larger geometry change between the ground and excited 
potential surfaces for CNBP than for OHBP. The maximum in the progression occurs at the 
12th or 13th  observed vibronic level for CNBP, and at the 9th  or 
10th  for OHBP, although the 
assignment is inconclusive due to the broadness of the maximum in the peak envelope. 
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Intensity 
Figure 4.4 The LW excitation spectrum of jet-cooled laser-desorbed OIIBP. 
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T Vp/ cni' VOUBP / cm 
1 
t VCNBP I cni' VORBP / Cifi 
1 
1 0 0 11 565.4 586.2 
2 55.7 61.3 12 621.9 642.6 
3 112.7 118.9 13 679 698.9 
4 168.6 178.2 14 736.3 758.4 
5 224.7 237.4 15 792.1 817.8 
6 282.3 295.8 16 847.6 872.3 
7 337.8 353.9 17 903 
8 393.6 412.1 18 958.2 
9 450.8 470.5 19 1016 
10 508.5 527.7 
Table 4.1 Observed torsional levels for the S, state of CNBP and ORBP. The first 
observed hand for simplicity is called t='l, it is not however assigned as the origin band. 
The LIF spectrum for each molecule is in good agreement with those recorded by Takel and 
co-workers", who obtained their spectra using thermal vaporisation methods. In particular, 
the additional structure which is built on each main peak is reproduced as is the doublet and 
triplet structure of many of the main bands. This discounts the possibility that the additional 
structure observed in the spectrum of Takei ci' al was a consequence of any sample 
degredation during heating. 
Figure 4.5 shows an expanded view of the CNBP LIF excitation spectrum, with the spacing 
between the peaks in the main progression (unmarked) indicated. Figure 4.6 shows an 
expanded view of Figure 4.3, this time, however, the secondary progressions are marked. 
Two distinct progressions are observed each marked with a star or a cross. The spacing 
between the peaks in each of the secondary progressions is around 55->56cn1 1 very similar to 
that of the spacing in the main progression. The separation between the peaks of the main 
progression and that of the members of the two other progression is not constant, it increases 
from 0->23 for the progression labelled with a star, and from 0-0 cm' for the 
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progression marked with a cross. The separation between the star and cross progressions, 
however, is relatively constant when both are coincident and of magnitude 1 5cm'. The 
maximum in the progression marked with a star appears to occur around 35240 cm - ' whilst 
for the cross progression it is around 35580 cm -1 . The maximum in the main progression 
occurs for comparison at 35590 cm'. The intensity distribution of the peaks in the secondary 
progressions is far more random than that of the main progression. 
There are several possible assignments for the observed structure, which include hot band 
transitions, combination bands with other vibrational modes of the molecule, or torsional 
progressions to other higher electronically excited states. Each of these possibilities has been 
proposed to explain related structure in the one and two colour multi photon excitation spectra 
of various biphenyl derivatives. 
A hot band transition originates from an excited vibrational level in the ground electronic 
state. Hot band transitions occur when the molecule has been cooled insufficiently. An 
improvement in cooling of the internal degrees of freedom of a molecule is usually achieved by 
increasing the pressure of the background gas used in the expansion. However, for molecules 
which possess very low frequency vibrations in the ground state, such as biphenyl, it may not 
be possible, even with extreme expansion conditions, to cool the molecule completely into the 
v"=O level. However, if the satellite structure is indeed due to transitions from hot bands then 
an increase in cooling should certainly affect the intensity of the satellite bands, as the 
population of vibrational levels higher than v'0 is reduced. 
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Figure 4.5 Expanded view of the CNBP LIF excitation spectrum showing the spacing 
between the main torsional peaks. 
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Figure 4.6 Expanded view of the LW excitation spectrum of CNIBP showing the 
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Figure 4.7 shows the central section of the CNBP LIF excitation spectrum recorded at carrier 
gas pressures of 8 bar (green trace) and 20 bar (blue trace) of helium. 8 bar is the normal 
backing pressure used for this molecule, a carrier gas pressure of 20 bar can be considered to 
be extreme. Higher gas pressures could not be used without risking damage to the tubing that 
carries the gas from the cylinder to the chamber. The dilution effects resulting from the 
increased gas pressure can readily be seen in a reduction of the intensity of all the spectral 
features. The additional structure associated with each main peak, including the other 
progressions and the low intensity structure, still has significant intensity relative to the main 
peaks. From this it can be deduced that the secondary structure is either not due to 
insufficient internal cooling of the molecule or that helium is ineffective at cooling molecules 
of the biphenyl type. Indeed that proposal has been suggested by Im & Bernstein 2 on the 
grounds that many of their observed spectra were "noisy". However, from the LIF spectrum 
of 4-hydroxybiphenyl, shown in Figure 4.4, it can be seen that the molecule is cooled 
efficiently using helium as a carrier gas in the expansion. In the OHBP excitation spectrum 
there is only minimal satellite band structure and, although there is a multuplet structure to the 
main bands, all bands are resolved to the base line. 
The satellite structure which is observed in the CNBP LIF excitation spectrum is reproducible 
in shape between spectra recorded under different experimental conditions, both desorption 
and laser intensity, shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. This reproducibility suggests that the 
structure is unlikely to be the result of unstable desorption conditions but is in fact a real 
effect. 
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Figure 4.7 The central portion of the CNBP LIF excitation spectrum at carrier gas 
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Figure 4.8 The low energy region of the CNBP LIF excitation spectrum at different laser 
power densities. The blue trace is recorded at OD 1.2, and the green trace at OD 1.6. 
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For a molecule displaying such a long progression in the LIF excitation spectrum there must 
be a significant difference between the shapes of the potential energy surfaces in the ground 
and excited electronic states. The geometry of the molecule may, therefore, change along 
more than one normal co-ordinate. Vibronic structure may thus appear in the excitation 
spectrum as a result of excitation of more that one vibrational mode during the electronic 
transition. Similar structure has been observed in the (1+1) multi-photon ionisation spectrum 
of fluorobiphenyl where a second progression shifted approximately I Ocm' from the main 
progression was seen. Transitions from vibrationally excited levels in the ground state (hot 
bands) were discounted by the observation that the intensity of the bands did not vary with 
increased carrier gas pressure. From the analysis of the ZEKE spectrum of the peaks in the 
secondary progression it was concluded that their appearance was due to a progression of the 
torsional mode built on another vibration of the molecule with a frequency between 200 cuf' 
and 300 cm". It is proposed, therefore, that the secondary progressions in the LIF excitation 
spectrum of 4-cyanobiphenyl are also torsional progressions built on other vibrational modes 
of the molecule. 
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4.6 Analysis of the LIF excitation spectra of CNBP and OHBP 
4.5.1 Torsional potentials 
The torsional motion in biphenyl and derivatives can be modelled as that of a simple hindered 
rotor. It is common practice to write the potential for the internal rotation as a cosine Fourier 
series, given by equation 4.1. 
V(0) = 	J'(1—cos(nØ)) 	 (4.1) 
Where 0 is the torsional angle, defined in Figure 4.9, and V are the potential parameters. 
The two fold symmetry of the biphenyl rotor requires that V('Ø) = V(Ø+ n), restricting the 
expansion to even terms, n=2,4,6,etc. The Hamiltonian for the torsional motion can now be 
written as 
A 	
(2 ) I 
H=—BI (4.2) 




I is the reduced moment of inertia of the torsional motion and can be calculated relatively 
easily for such a simple molecule as biphenyl using the method of Pitzer and Gwinn 
26• For 
biphenyl and on-axis derivatives B was calculated to be 0.3715cn1 1 . For 4-hydroxybiphenyl 
in which the hydroxyl H lies off the axis of torsion, the rotational constant would be expected 
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to differ only slightly due to the small mass of hydrogen. Therefore the same rotational 
constant was used in the Franck-Condon analysis of all biphenyl derivatives. 
><: 
Figure 4.9 Definition of the torsional angle for a biphenyl type molecule. Each dark line 
represents the plane of one benzene ring. 







Expansion of the wavefisnction into a basis of cosine free-rotor functions greatly simplifies the 
integrals required in the formation and solution of the Hamiltonian matrix. The Hamiltonian 
can be solved using the method of Lawley 27 to give the waveflinctions and eigenvalues of the 
torsional levels in any potential that shares the form of equation 4.1. Alternative approaches 
are available for torsional potentials that deviate from the hindered rotor model. 
The Franck-Condon factors, which are proportional to the intensity of each vibronic 
transition, are given by the square of the overlap integral of the wavefunctions in the initial 
and final states. 
Values of the V are determined by fitting the calculated frequencies to the observed ones. In 
the absence of the knowledge of every torsional level, it is impossible to assign a unique set of 
potential parameters by this method. For this reason barrier parameters and in particular 
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barrier heights should be taken as, at most, an estimation or minimum value for the true 
barrier heights. The derived potentials are, therefore, only applicable in the legions for which 
experimental data are known. 
It was found that the torsional potential for 0BHP and CNBP could be well described using 
three V. barrier parameters. The calculated potential parameters are shown in Table 4.2. 









Table 4.2 Torsional parameters that describe S 1  torsional potentials for CNBP and 
CO) 1 1:3 
These potential parameters describe generic harmonic potentials with torsional spacing of 
58 cni 1  and 56 cm' respectively. We must be cautious of the importance we ascribe the 
calculated parameters since they are simply one of many possible solutions. Fitting a 
unique/true potential is hindered by the harmonic spacing of the observed torsional levels. 
Essentially, the observed levels could result from any section of the potential surface removed 
from the barrier region. Vibronic levels near the potential barriers would show perturbative, 
effects for example, reduction in torsional spacing and possible barrier tunnelling effects. 
Since there is little deviation from harmonicity it is unlikely that the barrier region in the 
torsional potential has been approached. Likewise, it is not assumed that the first feature 
observed in each LIF spectrum is the transition to the v'O level in S, the origin band, since 
there is no evidence to support that assumption. The experimentally determined potential 
surfaces are shown in the following diagram, Figure 4.10. The potential surfaces have a 
single minimum and are symmetric around that minimum configuration. 
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Figure 4.10 Possible S 1  torsional potentials derived from experimental data. The green 
curve is the potential for 4-hydroxybiphenyl and the blue curve, that of 4-cyanobiphenyl. 
In the case of the biphenyl molecule, the two symmetric conformations that could be envisaged 
which would result in such a symmetric potential are those with the rings in either a planar or 
a perpendicular configuration, as shown in Figure 4.11. 
O-C~ C>-O 
Figure 4.11 Planar (right) and perpendicular (left) conformations of the biphenyl 
molecule that would give rise to a symmetric potential surface. 
A planar conformation of the molecule would result if, in the excited state, the conjugative 
interaction between the rings was dominant, a perpendicular configuration of the rings would 
occur if steric hindrance between the proximate hydrogens became the dominant interaction. 
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Experimental evidence generally favours the planar molecular configuration. The positive 
shift in the inter-ring bond stretching frequency in transient Raman experimentS 2-29 implies a 
strengthening of the inter-ring bond in the S, state, which in turn implies a greater conjugation 
between the rings. The simple HOMO/LUMO arguments proposed in the introduction also 
support an increase in bonding character between the rings. 
While the above determined barrier parameters represent a potential that has a minimum at 00 
this is an arbitrary choice, it is the shape of the potential surface, in reality, which has been 
determined. The Franck-Condon analysis of the experimental intensity distribution determines 
the shift in minimum angle between the ground and excited state torsional surfaces. 
4.5.2 Franck-Condon analysis of LIF excitation spec of CNBP and OHBP 
Unfortunately the ground state torsional potential for biphenyl and its derivatives have not 
been unambiguously determined. In order to determine the Franck-Condon factors for the 
S i-+So transition the ground state torsional potential calculated using the density functional 
method, presented in section 4.6.2, has been used. The 5o potential surfaces for 
4-hydroxybiphenyl and 4-cyanobiphenyl, calculated using the DFT method are shown in 
Figure 4.12. The S o  calculated torsional potentials will be discussed in greater detail in 
section 4.6.2. 
The choice of a potential surface calculated using DFT had several motivating influences. 
The DFT calculations reproduce the equilibrium torsional angles of biphenyl derivatives, 
which have been measured using electron diffraction, to a greater accuracy than either HF or 
MP2 calculations 3'30. It should be noted that to simulate the LIF excitation spectrum only 
transitions from the v' '=0 state in the S o  potential need be considered. This means that, in 
reality, only the equilibrium angle of the potential is important and features of the potential 
surface such as barrier heights are relatively unimportant. 
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Figure 4.12 The DFT calculated S0  torsional potential surfaces for 4-hydroxybiphenyl 
(blue line) and 4-cyanobiphenyl (CNBP). 
4.5.3 Symmetry of biphenyl-like torsional potentials 
The ground state potential surfaces for 4-cyanobiphenyl and 4-hydroxybiphenyl determined 
using DFT are of the form of a double minimum function, symmetric about 00  and 901 . The 
potential has C 2, symmetry and, therefore, would be expected to contain torsional levels of the 
symmetry species in the C 2., point group, which are a 1 , b 1 , a2 and b2 . 
The process of the Franck-Condon analysis allows the eigenvalues and wavefunctions to be 
determined independently for each symmetry species of the potential. In the case of the 
biphenyl-like S0  surface, at the v' '=0 level, the energies of all the symmetry species are 
degenerate, as shown in Figure 4.13. As the lowest barrier is approached the symmetry states 
coalesce into degenerate pairs, of symmetry a 1 and b and a2 and b2 . 
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Figure 4.13 Symmetry states of the torsional levels in a biphenyl-like S o potential. 
Torsional Angle 
Figure 4.14 Symmetry states of the torsional levels in a biphenyl-like S potential. 
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In the excited state where the torsional potential is harmonic, shown in Figure 4.14, the 
symmetry states are stacked alternately in degenerate pairs of a 1 and b 1 and a2 and b2 
symmetry. For vibronic transitions, by virtue of the selection rules (section 2.3.2), transitions 
between torsional vibronic levels are allowed if the transitions occur between levels of the 
same symmetry. That is, for example, a 1 4->a 1 or 
The implication of the degeneracy of all the symmetry states in the ground electronic state is 
that vibronic transitions will be allowed to every torsional level in the excited electronic state. 
This is consistent with recent work by Simons and co workers on the molecule 4-phenyl 
imidazole31 . The molecule is similar to biphenyl, with one of the benzene rings replaced with a 
imidazole ring, and displays a correspondingly long torsional progression in the two-photon 
ionisation spectrum. Hole burning experiments have shown that the odd/even torsional levels 
originate from different symmetric/anti-symmetric vibronic levels in the ground electronic 
state. The degeneracy of the various vibronic levels in the ground state of biphenyl has been 
previously noted by Macleod and proposed as a reason why several authors have calculated 
low barriers to internal rotation in the S 1  state of biphenyl. In particular, work carried out by 
Im and Bernstein 12  who predict the S 1 barriers to be of the order of 1OOOcm 1 (V2=l020cnf'). 
However, it appears that the odd/even ordering of the excited state vibronic levels was not 
included in their calculations. The splitting between vibronic levels of like symmetry in the 
excited state is, in reality, twice the splitting between successive members of the torsional 
progression. Using the correct torsional frequency of 1 3Ocnf 1 gives barriers to internal 
rotation of around 3000cnf 1 . This is much closer to the barriers derived from experimental 
work on similar molecules 13,14,16 
4.5.4 Simulated LIF excitation spectra 
Taking into account the odd/even symmetry levels in the excited state means that to simulate 
the LIF excitation spectrum, the calculation procedure must be carried out twice to account 
for transitions to vibronic levels of both odd and even symmetry. The addition of the results 
of each calculation gives the complete LIF excitation spectrum. Using the method of Lawley' 
the LIF excitation spectra for both CNBP and OHBP were calculated with a variation in 
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phase shift between the S 0 and 51 torsional potentials. The results of the calculations for 
CNBP and OHBP are shown in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 respectively. 
The best fit to the observed LW excitation spectrum comes with a phase shift of 40° for 
O1-IBP and 44° for CNBP. In the case of OHBP the phase shift is consistent with the move to 
a planar molecular configuration, a phase shift of 50° would be required to obtain a 90° 
configuration of the rings. For CNBP the calculated phase shift could produce either 
configuration of the rings. We assume however that CNBP and OHBP being similar in 
structure display similar behaviour in the S, electronic state. The results of the calculations 
place the maximum in the torsional progression at 'r=23-+24 for CNBP, and r19 for OHBP. 
The first observable feature for each molecule corresponds to T=12 for CNBP and 'C=10 for 
OHBP. The shorter progression observed for ORBP in the LIF excitation spectrum is 
reproduced in the calculated LIF excitation spectrum and can be explained in terms of a 
smaller change in torsional angle between the S and S o states. The splitting between the main 
members in the torsional progression for CNBP and OHBP is relatively harmonic, this implies 
that the barrier region in the potential surface has not been approached, since this would be 
expected to perturb the spacing of the torsional levels. From the assignments of the levels in 
the torsional progression the last bands observed for CNBP and OFIBP correspond to t30 
and t=25, respectively. The torsional barriers in the S 1  state must therefore be in excess of 
1680 cm' for CNBP (30x56 cm-) and 1450 cm' (25x58 cm') for OHBP. 
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Figure 4.15 Calculated LIF excitation spectrum of the S 1  state of 4-cyanobiphenyl with 
several phase angles between the S 0 and S states. 
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Torsional Quantum Number 
Figure 436 Calculated LIF excitation spectrum of the S state of 4-hydroxybiplieflYl with 
several phase angles between the S 0  and S states. 
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Figure 4.17 Calculated ground state potential (DF) and experimentally determined S i 
potential for 4-liydroxybiphenyl. The dotted lines indicate the width of the Franck-
Condon window for the v"=O level in the ground state. 
The Franck-Condon window for the lowest vibrational level in the ground state of CNBP is 
shown in Figure 4.17. The diagram illustrates simply why the torsional progression should 
start at such a highly vibrationally excited level in the S 1  state. The increased gradient of the 
torsional potential in the S 1  state leads to overlap of the v' '=0 level with a large number of 
vibronic levels in the excited state. Many transitions will now acquire intensity and a large 
Franck-Condon envelope of bands will be observed in the LIF excitation spectrum. 
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4.5.5 Fluorescence emission spectra of 4-hydroxybiphenyl 
Of the two molecules studied 4-hydroxybiphenyl proved to display more stable desorption 
characteristics than 4-cyanobiphenyl and a less complex LIF excitation spectra. For these 
reasons 4-hydroxybiphenyl was chosen to test the applicability of the supersonic jet-cooling 
laser-desorption combination method to the acquisition of laser-induced fluorescence emission 
spectra. 
Emission spectra were recorded from each of the most intense peaks in the LIF excitation 
spectrum. The resultant emission spectra from excitation of peaks 'r 17, t19,'E2o and t21 are 
shown in figures 4.18, 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 respectively. The peak assignment of the bands is 
based on that from the Franck-Condon analysis, given in section 4.5.4. 
'r 17 
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Figure 4.18 Dispersed fluorescence spectrum obtained from exciting the 17 th observed 
torsional level of 4-hydroxybiphenyl, resolution is lOOcni'. 
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Figure 4.19 Dispersed fluorescence spectrum obtained from exciting the 19th 1  observed 
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Figure 4.20 Dispersed fluorescence spectrum obtained from exciting the 20' observed 
torsional level of 4-hydroxybiphenyl, resolution is lOOcm'. 
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Figure 4.21 Dispersed fluorescence spectrum obtained from exciting the 21th observed 
torsional level of 4-hydroxybiphenyl, resolution is lOOcni'. 
The recorded emission spectra, though showing no resolvable peaks, feature a definite 
reproducible increase in intensity to the low energy end of the range. In addition, the spectra 
recorded from peaks 't19 and t21 show a series of intensity humps. A Franck-Condon 
analysis of the expected spectrum, using the experimentally determined S 1 potential surface 
and the DFT calculated S 0  potential, Figure 4.12, was performed in order to determine the 
expected form of the emission spectra. 
4.5.6 Franck-Condon Analysis of the OHBP ground state potential surface 
Using the same method described in section 4.5.2, the emission spectra resulting from 
transitions between every observed torsional level in the S 1  state to the 5o state have been 
simulated. The calculated spectra corresponding to the experimentally determined emission 
spectra are shown in Figure 4.22. The torsional level assignments for each spectrum are 
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simulated emission spectrum contains only the bands that would result from emission to the 
ground state torsional levels. The true emission spectrum would certainly be further 
complicated by excitation of other fundamental vibrations in the ground state. 
Figure 4.22 Simulated dispersed fluorescence spectra for OHBP with actual torsional 
level assignments. 
Each calculated spectrum is similar in form, consisting of a number of low intensity bands, 
with the most intense peak due to the Tn—>v"=O transition. The overall intensity of the 
calculated bands increases towards the lower energy end of the spectra, with a prominent 
grouping of bands in the 1 50Ocm 1  region. The calculated increase in intensity in the 
simulated spectra is mirrored in each of the emission spectra recorded. In particular for 
transitions from the t19 and r21 level in the excited state the observed intensity humps in the 
recorded emission spectra correspond quite well in position, around 1 500cn1 1 , to those 
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The simulated emission spectra that would be obtained by excitation of vibronic transitions 
near the start and the end of the progression are shown, for comparison, in Figure 4.23. The 
top two figures correspond to emission from the first two torsional levels observed, while the 
lower two correspond to emission from the penultimate and last observed levels. Again, in 
each case, the spectrum contains a large number of closely spaced low intensity bands. 
Simulated transitions from the lower energy vibronie bands in the S  spectrum display a 
greater intensity in bands close to the 't—*v' =0 band. In theory these bands should be 
observable, allowing measurement of the S o  torsional spacing. However, the weakness of the 
observed 'r jo(l) and T 11 (2) vibronic bands negated this possibility. Emission spectra recorded 
from an attempted excitation of the 'r io(l) and t1i(2) bands were flat and featureless. 
The Franck-Condon calculations are consistent with the observations from the dispersed 
fluorescence spectra. The low intensity closely spaced vibronic bands would not be expected 
to be resolved at the resolution of the recorded emission spectrum but instead would contribute 
to a gradual increase in intensity toward the lower energy end of the spectrum. 
Figure 4.23 Simulated fluorescence emission spectra for OHBP. 
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4.6 Ab initlo studies 
In this work, a number of computational methods, DFT, HF, MP2 and CIS, have been 
employed to study the ground and excited state geometry and electronic structure of a number 
of biphenyl derivatives. In particular, torsional potentials for a number of substituted 
biphenyls have been calculated in the ground and electronically excited states, with the aim of 
rationalising the ability of different computational methods to correctly model the 
experimental data. Geometry, electronic structure and torsional potentials have also been 
calculated for a number of para substituted biphenyls in an attempt to understand the factors 
which determine the torsional behaviour of this type of molecule. 
4.6.1 Calculated Molecular Geometry 
All the biphenyl derivatives studied have a ground state equilibrium torsional angle in the 
range 400  to 45°, and all are calculated to be approximately planar, having torsional angles in 
the range 10, in the S, state. Details of the relevant geometrical parameters for each 
molecule and absolute energies are given in Appendix 1. In the ground state the bonding 
pattern is that of two benzene rings separated by a single bond. In the first excited state, 
however, the bonding pattern changes drastically, the rings adopting a quinodal type 
distortion, with the inter-ring bond adopting significant double bond character. Figure 4.24 
shows the change in bonding for biphenyl as an example. The distortion is similar for each 
molecule, irrespective of substituent. 
0~_~C~~O 
So 
Figure 4.24 Change in bonding pattern between S 0  and S electronic states of biphenyl. 
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4.6.2 Calculated S 0Torsional Potentials 
Accurate inter-ring torsional potentials have not been categorically determined for the ground 
state of biphenyl nor its derivatives. Therefore, there are effectively no correct answers with 
which to compare calculated potentials. Instead, this section aims to highlight and rationalise 
the differences between the calculation of torsional potentials using various standard at' initio 
methods. The calculated potentials obtained are discussed in relation to the small amount of 
experimental data available in the literature. In addition, computational methods are used to 
explore the effect of substituent on the torsional potential of several biphenyl derivatives, and 
to explore the electronic effects which influence the molecular geometry in the So state. 
The three at' initio methods employed in the study were Hartree-Fock (HF), Moller-Plesset 
second order perturbation theory (MP2) and Density functional theory (DFT B3LYP/6-
31 +G(d)). All calculations were carried out with the 6-31 G(d, p) basis set in order to 
maintain comparability between the results. 
4.6.3 Effect of calculation method on the torsional potential 
The So torsional potentials of 4-hydroxybiphenyl calculated using HF, MP2 and DFT 
(B3LYP/6-31+G(d)) are shown in Figure 4.25. Each point on the graph is a result of an 
individual geometry optimisation at a constrained torsional angle. During the calculation all 
other bonds and angles in the molecule were allowed to relax. The dotted lines indicate a fit of 
the computational data to the hindered rotor torsional potential model given by equation 4.1: 
The potential parameters describing the fit are given in Table 4.3. Each calculated potential is 
shown relative to the minimum energy conformation, assigned as zero energy. 
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Figure 4.25 Ground state torsional potential of 4-hydroxybiphenYl calculated using HF 
(°)' MP2 ) and DYF (II3LYP/6-31+C(d)) (•). 
Method V2 /cni' 7, /cm 1 
HF 228 400 58 
MP2 257 481 79 
DFT -127 335 57 
Table 4.3 Expansion coefficients for the hindered rotation potential (equation 4.1) which 
described the calculated torsional potentials of 4-hydroxybiphenYL 
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Method V0 I cm 1 V90 I ciii l)eql degrees 
HF 1088 513 
450 
MP2 1303 625 
450 
B3LYPI6-31+G(d) 620 760 
400 
Table 4.4 Barrier heights at 90 0  and 00, and equilibrium torsional angles for the ground 
state of 4-hydroxylbipheflyl obtained using the 3 different computational methods. 
All the calculated torsional potentials are similar in form; the appropriate barrier heights and 
equilibrium angles are summarised in Table 4.4. The most obvious difference between the 
three calculated potential surfaces is the predicted torsional barriers. Both MP2 and HF 
predict a substantial disparity in barrier heights, with that of 0 0 being almost twice the 
predicted height of the barrier at 90 0 . In contrast DFT (B3LYP/6-3 1+0(d)) predicts both 
barriers to be of a similar size, with a difference in barrier heights of only 1 SOcni'. Though 
the differences between calculated barrier heights between all methods is small, on the order of 
500cm', it is interesting to note that similar trends in relative barrier heights have been 
reported in the literature. Karpfen et al?2  have calculated torsional potentials for biphenyl 
using a number of methods and found that the ordering of the barrier heights follows the trend. 
00  MP2 > HF > DFT 
900 DFT> MP2 > HF 
In analogy to the calculations in this work, the DFT (B3LYP/6-31+G(d)) barriers are of a 
similar size, whereas the HF and MP2 calculated barriers are significantly larger at 0 0  than 
900 . It is interesting to note that both the 0 0 and 90 1  barriers increase with the inclusion of 
correlation to the calculation with MP2, instead of HE In the 0° conformation of the rings 
correlation effects would be expected to be more important than at 90 0 due to the increased 
delocalisation of the it-electrons. The non-uniform increase in barrier heights in MP2 over HF 
reflects this variation of correlation energy with geometry. Naively, the inclusion of 
correlation in the calculation might be expected to reduce the energy of the barriers, since the 
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overestimation of electronic interaction is reduced, however the result is, in fact, an increase in 
barrier height. In the majority of published calculations on the internal rotation barrier of 
biphenyl using MP2 and HT methods, the calculated 0° barrier is always significantly higher 
than that at 900  and the inclusion of correlation with MP2 invariably results in an increase in 
the barrier height 2 . Recent application of the CASPT2 and CASSCF approaches to the 
problem also followed the trend". 
The small amount of experimental evidence available tends to suggest similar barrier heights, 
in contrast to most of the published computational data. Several authors have thus suggested 
a re-investigation of the experimental results in light of the large disparity between 
computation and experiment. To be fair to the theorists, the experimental evidence is in no 
way definitive. Two relevant studies have determined gas phase torsional potentials, one 
using parameterisation from electron diffraction data by Bastiansen et al. 3  and the other from 
gas phase Raman data by Carreira and Towns 10. In the case of the Raman data, a band at 
55 cm was assigned as the overtone of the torsional vibration, giving a torsional frequency of 
27.5 cm-1 . The difficulty of accurately measuring Raman bands so close to the laser line is 
well documented. In addition, a torsional potential derived from one overtone band will only 
be accurate for the small region near the potential minimum. To compound the problem 
further, the potential was only fitted with two V parameters. Recent work, however, has 
shown that at least 3 V terms are required to accurately fit a biphenyl type potential surface 21 . 
Torsional barriers are calculated to be very sensitive to the mathematical expression used to 
derive them. From parameterisation of electron diffraction data on biphenyl, Bastiensen and 
co-workers3  suggested potential barriers which were of a similar size, around 1000cm 4 , 
however, to derive their potential they assumed a dynamic torsional frequency in the ground 
state of I 25cn1'. Intuitively, the ground state torsional frequency would be expected to be 
lower than that of the excited state since in the ground state torsion is around a single carbon-
carbon bond, compared to a double bond in the excited state. Similarly to Carriera and 
Towns, Bastiansen et al. used a two term Fourier expansion for the potential function to 
internal rotation. More recent work", based on an analysis of hot-band transitions in the 
M2P.I spectrum of biphenyl, has suggested a larger value for the S o torsional frequency, 
namely SOcni'. 
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To rationalise the trends in barrier heights between the different ab initia methods it is 
necessary to consider the factors which contribute to the torsional motion and geometry in 
biphenyl-like molecules. 
4.6.4 Origin of the barriers to internal rotation in biphenyls 
Perhaps the most obvious factor that contributes to the torsional motion in biphenyl is that of 
the steric repulsion between the proximate hydrogens on each ring 
32  The van der Waals 
radius of hydrogen, which determines the spatial extent of the charge cloud, is 1.2A. In the 
planar conformation of the rings, for each biphenyl derivative studied, the hydrogenic 
separation is less than the sum of their van der Waals radii, as shown in Figure 4.26. The 
average value for the hydrogenic separation is around 1.97k 
H  
oo 
Figure 4.26 Overlap of the hydrogenic van der Waals radii in the planar conformation of 
biphenyl. 
The hydrogen-hydrogen steric repulsion would, therefore, be expected to have a maximum in 
the planar conformation. The minimum repulsion would occur when the rings adopt a 
perpendicular conformation. In each of the molecules studied the value of the ring angle at the 
minimum energy conformation is around 40°—)45 1. At these inter-ring angles the proximate 
hydrogen separation does not necessarily exceed the sum of the hydrogenic van der Waals 
radii which would completely relieve the steric repulsion. However, the overlap is generally 
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Figure 4.27 Possible forms for the various component interactions influencing the 
torsional potential surface of biphenyl. The top figure represents the steric repulsion (1), 
the middle curve (2) is a proposal for the n-system interaction and the bottom figure (3) 
shows the suggested contribution from the HOMO. 
While the steric interaction is held to be the cause of the barrier in the torsional potential 
surface at 00,  the barrier at 90 0  is generally attributed to the desire of the n-system to force the 
molecule into a planar conformation. In such a configuration, the n-electrons on each ring 
would be able to delocalise over the whole molecule. To determine the influence exerted by 
the n-system it is necessary to consider each of the biphenyl it molecular orbitals. The orbital 
distribution of the 6 lowest occupied it-orbitals of biphenyl are shown in Figure 4.28. 
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Figure 4.28 The orbital distribution in the six highest n-orbitals of biphenyl. 
The HOMO is anti-bonding with respect to the inter-ring bond, whilst the next two orbitals, 
the HOMO-1 and the HOMO-2 are non-bonding with respect to the inter-ring bond. The 
HOMO-3 on the other hand is bonding across the inter-ring bond. The HOMO-4 is anti-
bonding and the HOMO-5 bonding. The addition of the bonding/anti-bonding contributions 
from each of these orbitals produces the net result that there is no net it conjugation across the 
inter-ring bond obtained when the molecule is in a planar conformation. The previous 
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proposal for the form of the it-interaction in the biphenyl molecule is shown in Figure 4.27, 
part 2. However, analysis of the occupied orbital distribution of biphenyl does not support the 
existence of this interaction as an impetus for the molecule to adopt a planar configuration. 
There is, however, another conjugative interaction between the rings, which is maximised 
when they are in a twisted conformation. Figure 4.29 shows a representation of the phase of 
the molecular orbital on adjacent sections each ring, each straight line represents the plane of a 
benzene ring. With the rings in a perpendicular configuration, the left hand figure, there are 
two identical interactions between orbitals of the same phase, favourable, and those of 
opposite phase, unfavourable. These interactions have the same magnitude and thus cancel; 
there is therefore no it interaction between the rings in a perpendicular configuration. With the 
rings in an intermediate twisted structure, the right-hand figure in Figure 4.29, two favourable 




Figure 4.29 The HOMO density on the rings in 1) the perpendicular configuration, and 
2) with the rings twisted by approximately 450• The atom positions are numbered as in 
Figure 4.1. 
The conjugative interaction at the twisted molecular conformation can readily be seen in the 
HOMO structure of the equilibrium ground state conformation of 4-cyanobiphenyl, calculated 
using DFT (B3LYP/6-31+G(d)), and shown in Figure 4.30. The interaction is apparent on 
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examination of the HOMO for each biphenyl derivatives studied and occurs in the HOMO 
irrespective of computational method employed. 
Figure 4.30 The highest occupied molecular orbital of 4-cyanobiphenyl in the ground 
electronic state, isosurface value is 0.01e/A 3 . 
A suggested form for this conjugative interaction in the HOMO is given in Figure 4.27. The 
interaction is repulsive when the rings are co-planar since orbital density of opposite phase is 
in close proximity. In the twisted conformation the interaction is maximised, with the 
possibility of overlap between the orbital density on each ring. This interaction maybe an 
important reason for the molecule adopting a twisted conformation and appears to have been 
overlooked in previous discussions of the biphenyl torsional potential 
10,12,22 . The theory for 
the origins of the barriers, which had been proposed, can be seen to be slightly too simplistic. 
Each barrier, at 00  and 900  will also contain an energetic component from the HOMO 
conjugative interaction. Torsion away from the equilibrium molecular conformation will be 
additionally resisted in either direction due to this interaction. 
To investigate the magnitude of the HOMO interaction with respect to interactions in the other 
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of the 4-fluorobiphenyl (FBP) molecule. The cation has one of the HOMO electrons removed, 
and although this will greatly influence the electron density in the whole of the molecule, it 
should give some idea as to the effect that one HOMO electron, instead of two has on the 
torsional angle of the molecule. The molecule 4-fluorobiphenyl (FBP) was studied because 
shape of the cation torsional potential has recently been determined from experiment ' 5. The 
calculated equilibrium structure for the FBP cation is shown in Figure 4.3 1, with the torsional 
potential give in Figure 4.32. 
1.373 	 1.377 
	
1.405 	 • 	1 	\405 
1.405 	 1.430 1.431 	
1.377 
	1.4O5 
Figure 4.31 The equilibrium structure of the cation of FBP, calculated using DFT 
(B3LYP/6-31+G(d)), all bond lengths in A. 
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Figure 4.32 Torsional potential of the FBP cation calculated using B3LYP/6-31+G(d). 
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The equilibrium structure of the FBP cation has a torsional angle of around 20 1, however, the 
barrier separating the two conformers (20° and -20°) is only 70cm', therefore, the molecule is 
essentially planar in the cationic state. The calculated torsional potential for the cation is in 
good agreement with that determined from ZEKE experiments by Macleod". The form of the 
cation torsional potential is quite similar to that of the S 1  state predicted from the LIF 
excitation spectra of biphenyl and derivatives. The effect of removal of an electron from the 
HOMO, either by electronic excitation or by ionisation, is to produce a net bonding interaction 
across the ring (see Figure 4.28). The promotion of one of the HOMO electrons into the 
LUIMO on electronic excitation further strengths this bonding interaction, since the LU.MO  is 
also bonding with respect to the inter-ring bond. But the results of the torsional potential of 
the cation seem to show that the HOMO orbital has a dominant position in determining the 
torsional structure of the molecule. 
When discussing the success or failure of an a!, initlo method at modelling the biphenyl 
potential surface, the ability of the method to account for each of these three interactions must 
be considered. The steric repulsion can be mainly described by exchange and electrostatic 
effects, which are successfully included in each calculation method. However, the two 
conjugative interactions involve delocalisation and interaction of it-electrons and so the 
correlation interaction must become important. Electron correlation is included to some 
degree in both DFT and MP2, but not HF. The successful inclusion of correlation in MP2 
depends strongly on the choice/size of basis set. The effect of electron correlation is to reduce 
the energy of interaction between electrons, since it acts to keep them apart. 
4.6.4.1 Geometrical correlation 
The inter-ring C-C bond lengths, H-H distances and torsional angles were calculated for 
4-hydroxybiphenyl at the equilibrium angle, 0 0 and 901. The bond lengths and torsional 
angles, calculated from each ab initio method used (HF, DFT and MP2), are summarised in 
Table 4.5. 
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The change in inter-ring C-C bond length with torsional angle is small, only about 0.02 A for 
MP2 calculated geometries, and even smaller, of the order of 0.01 A for HF and DFT 
(B3LYP/6-31+G(d)). These differences are probably close to, if not smaller than, the 
expected accuracy of the calculations. However, if we do not put too much emphasis on their 
exact values, we may still consider the trends that they predict. 
Method 4tors 11U-H / A it 	/ A 
MP2 00 1.957 1.488 
BF 00 1.977 1.498 
DFT 00 1.952 1.487 
MP2 450 2.461 1.477 
HF 450 2.482 1.490 
DET 40 0 2.348 1.481 
MP2 900 3.540 1.484 
1fF 900 3.536 1.498 
DFr 900 3.547 1.492 
Table 4.5 The relevant bond lengths and inter-atomic distances for 4-hydroxybiphenyl 
calculated using 11Ff (B3LYP/6-31+g(d)), MK and BF. 
The proximate H-H separation at 0° is 0.02A smaller in the MP2 calculated structure than in 
the HF structure. The reduction in hydrogenic separation going from MP2 to HF and 
resultant increase in sterie repulsion may be one of the reasons for the increase in the steric 
barrier in going from MP2 to HF. However the H-H distance is shorter in the DFT 
calculations for the 0° torsional angle, than either the MP2 or HF structures, and is, in fact, 
shorter than the combined van der Waals radii of the hydrogens. This suggests that the origin 
of the barrier at 0 0  is not purely steric and there is another contributing factor to the potential 
surface at 0°. In addition, for each calculation method the C-C bond length is calculated to be 
shortest at the equilibrium twist angle of the molecule. This is consistent with an increase in 
conjugation between the rings, which would have the effect of shortening the inter-ring bond. 
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Both these facts support the proposal that the conjugative interaction in the HOMO is of some 
importance in determining the structure of biphenyl type molecules. 
Tsuzuki et al 33  have suggested that, in addition to the dominant steric repulsion effect at 
00, 
there is also an attractive-dispersive interaction between the rings. This dispersive interaction 
is in opposition to the steric repulsion and stabilises the co-planar conformation. They have 
carried out MP2 calculations with extremely large basis sets and found that as the basis set 
size increase the 00 barrier decreased, while that of the 90° conformer increased until they 
were of similar size, comparable to the barriers derived from electron diffraction data. From 
this work they deduce that to take into account this attractive-dispersive interaction a large 
basis set must be used with a correlation-corrected method. If we are to assume that the 
experimental evidence is in fact correct, and the torsional barriers for biphenyl are in fact 
similar in magnitude, the discrepancy between experiment and theory may simply be due to a 
basis set deficit. However, the additional interaction mentioned by Tsuzuki, which they claim 
stabilises the coplanar conformation, may in fact be the conjugative interaction in the HOMO 
discussed above. At 00 this interaction is a destabilising one, and its effect would be to 
increase the torsional barrier. Overestimation of this effect by the improper inclusion of 
correlation into the calculation method may be the origin of the large barrier predicted by MP2 
and HE In the case of MP2, the accuracy of the method, as far as the inclusion of correlation 
is concerned, is known to be strongly dependent on the wavefiinction TM, and through that on the 
basis set. The DFT method includes correlation contributions implicitly in the formalism and 
this may explain why the method describes the torsional potential more closely to the form that 
is expected experimentally. 
4.6.5 Substituent effects on the torsional potential 
In order to investigate the effect of a para substituent on the shape of S0 potential surface, 
torsional potentials have been calculated for a number of biphenyl derivatives, namely 
4-hydroxybiphenyl, 4-fluorobiphenyl and 4-cyanobiphenyl, using the DFT 
(B3LYP/6-31+G(d)) method. The calculated torsional surfaces are shown in Figure 4.33. 
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As in section 4.6.3, each point represents a geometry optimisation at a constrained torsional 
angle, with all other bonds and angles free to relax. The dotted lines are a fit of the data to the 
hindered rotor potential described by equation 4.1. Energetically, each potential surface is 
shown relative to its minimum energy conformation. The barrier heights and torsional angles 
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Figure 4.33 Comparison between the DVF calculated S 0  torsional potential surfaces for 
CNBP (0),  O}IIBP ) and FBP (A). 
Molecule V0 I cnt V90 / cm.i d 	/degrees 
OHEP 620 760 400 
CNBP 737 873 440 
FBP 784 841 420 
Table 4.6 Barrier heights and equilibrium torsional angles for OITBP, CNBP, and FBP 
from DVI (B3LYP/6-31+G(d)) calculations. 
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Molecule V2 / cm1 V4 / cm V6 / cni1 
CNBP -131 389 61 
OHBP -127 334 57 
FBI' -85 384 61 
Table 4.7 V torsional parameters which describe the S 0 potential surfaces of ORBP, 
FBI' and CNBP calculated using DYf (B3LYP/6-31+G(d)). 
In all cases the barriers at 90° are higher than those at 00,  in direct contrast to the MP2 and 
HF determined torsional potentials for OHBP (section 4.6.3). The energetic differences in 
barrier heights are small, in the region of a few hundred wavenumbers. The ordering of the 
barriers follows the pattern CNBP> FBP> OHBP, for the 90° barrier, and FBP> CNBP> 
OFIBP for the barrier at 0°. To rationalise the trends in barrier heights, the calculated 
structure of each molecule was considered. For each molecule, as for OHBP, the shortest 
inter-ring distance occurs when the molecule is in the equilibrium twisted structure. That the 
shortest inter-ring carbon-carbon distance occurs at the equilibrium torsional angle for each 
molecule is consistent with an increased conjugative interaction between the rings at that 
angle, as discussed in section 4.6.4. The molecule OHBP possesses the shortest inter-ring C-
C bond length of 1.481 A, and it is calculated to have the smallest torsional angle at 40 0 . For 
each molecule at 00  and at the equilibrium torsional angle the proximate hydrogen separation 
is calculated to be less than the sum of the hydrogenic van der Waals radii. This suggests, in 
the equilibrium conformation, there is another stabilising interaction which overcomes the 
destabilising steric repulsion. 
The adjacent hydrogen separation for each molecule at its equilibrium angle correlates with 
the ordering of the torsional barrier at 0°. The shortest separation is observed for FBP and the 
longest for OHBP, consistent with FBP having the highest barrier at 00  and OHBP the lowest. 
The calculated barrier at 90° which displays the ordering CNBP>FBP>OHBP, does not 
correlate obviously with any of the calculated molecular parameters at 90° 
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Molecule C-C distance / A H-H distance I A Torsional Angle 
CNJIP 1.491 1.949 0° 
CNBP 1.484 2.337 
440 
CNBP 1.495 3.548 90° 
FBP 1.489 1.945 0° 
FBP 1.482 2.383 42° 
FBP 1.488 3.544 900 
OHBP 1.487 1.952 00 
OHBP 1.481 2.349 400 
OHBP 1.492 3.541 900 
Table 4.8 Proximate hydrogen and C-C inter-ring distances for OHBP, CNIBP and FliP 
at 00 , 900  and the equilibrium torsional angle. 
The changes in barrier heights between molecules are slight, suggesting that substitution does 
not have a significant effect on the torsional motion of the molecule. If we look again at the 
frontier orbital structures Figure 4.28, we see that the HOMO has nodal planes bisecting the 
inter-ring bond, and also the substituent-ring bond. The substituent interaction on the 
torsional potential would, therefore, be expected to be small. However, the torsional barriers 
for each molecule are different energetically, suggesting that the substituent is having some 
effect on the electronic structure of the molecule. In particular, the variation in the steric 
barrier is interesting. The substituents do not directly contribute to the steric effects, but there 
is the possibility that they will influence the electron density on the proximate hydrogens. The 
HOMO orbital for each molecule shown at an isosurface value of 0.06 c/A3 is given in Figure 
4.34. 
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Figure 4.34 The HOMO for FBP (top) CNBP (middle) and OIIBP (bottom). 
At this isosurface value the difference in the electronic structure of the HOMO caused by each 
substituent is evident. The hydroxyl group primarily affects the ring adjacent to the one on 
which it is substituted, whilst the fluoro and cyano groups influence the ring on which they are 
attached to a greater degree. 
A Franck-Condon analysis of the torsional potentials using the fitting data above returns the 
torsional spacing for each potential. The wavenumber of the first four torsional levels for 
each molecule are given in the following table, Table 4.9. 
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Molecule v1 1 ciii' v, I cm4 v3 I ciii' i'4 / c1111 
OHBP 66.5 131 193.5 254 
CNBP 71 140 207 273 
FBP 70 138 205 269 
Table 4.9 The first few torsional levels calculated from a Franck-Condon analysis. 
The change in calculated torsional frequency with substituent is small, only 6% of the highest 
torsional frequency. The similarity in torsional frequencies reflects the similarity in calculated 
torsional potential surfaces. In each case the torsional frequency is higher than that expected 
experimentally. Since the torsional motion in the ground state is around a single carbon-
carbon bond, compared to a double carbon-carbon bond in the excited state, it would be 
expected that the torsional frequency in the ground state would be less than the S state 
torsional frequency. In each case the S o  frequency is higher that that of the experimentally 
determined S frequency, given in Table 4.12. However, each S o  torsional frequency is lower 
than the calculated S torsional frequencies, also given in Table 4.12. The torsional frequency 
in the ground state is a subtle balance between the factors which control the height and 
gradient of the potential barriers. CNBP and FBP have similar values for each barrier height 
and therefore display similar torsional frequencies. OHBP has the lowest barriers at both 90° 
and 00 and this results in it possessing a lower torsional frequency. Since the ground state 
torsional frequency for each molecule is unknown, the error in the calculated frequency is also 
unknown. 
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4.7 Excited State potential surfaces 
The S, torsional potentials for several biphenyl derivatives have been calculated using two 
different computational methods. The molecules studied, 4-cyanobiphenyl, 4-hydroxybiphenyl 
and 4-fluorobiphenyl, were chosen because experimental data on their torsional motion are 
available. The two computational methods used were fixed valence occupation DFT and CIS. 
4.7.1 Electronic States of Biphenyl 
The lowest excited state in the biphenyl crystal has been established' as 1B3g, under D2h 
symmetry (biphenyl is planar in the crystalline state). The transition from the ground state to 
the first excited state, A g _>13 3g, is electric dipole forbidden. Even with the excitation of the 
torsional mode and an increase in torsional angle, which reduces the molecular symmetry to 
D2, the electronic transition remains forbidden. The biphenyl molecule can not, therefore, be 
studied using fluorescence methods. However, the molecule has been studied extensively 
using multi-photon ionisation methods, since the A g—*B3g transition is two-photon allowed' 
1,12• 
The addition of a substituent at the para position reduces the overall molecular symmetry. In 
the planar configuration the symmetry of the molecule is C 2., and when twisted the symmetry 
is reduced to C 2. The Big  electronic state under D2h symmetry correlates with the B2 electronic 
state under C 2., symmetry and the B state under C 2. The electronic dipole transition from both 
the twisted and planar conformations of the molecule is now allowed and in each case is 
polarised along the long axis of the molecule (x-axis). The second excited singlet state in 
biphenyl has symmetry B2 and in the crystal the first two excited states have been determined 
to be separated by only 750cm 1 . Whether the energy separation between the states in the gas 
phase molecule is preserved is unknown, though the assignment of the lowest electronic state 
in solution has been confirmed as a B state35 . It has been proposed by Murakami et a117 that 
the two progressions observed in the one and two photon absorption spectrum of biphenyl in a 
supersonic jet are due to transitions to two different electronic states. The intensity of each 
progression varies with the one or two photon absorption methods. The maximum of each 
progression is separated by around 600cm', consistent with the prediction of two close lying 
electronic states. Recent CIS calculations on the biphenyl molecule in the excited states by 
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Pirowska ci al. 16  have observed that the ordering of the two lowest excited states is sensitive to 
the twist angle of the molecule. In the planar conformation of the molecule, the 133g state is 
calculated to lie lower in energy that the B 2  state. As the molecule twists from planarity the 
two states, now of B 3 and B2  symmetry, respectively, cross at around 40 0, close to the 
equilibrium torsional angle of the molecule. The new state ordering persists until the twist 
angle reaches 90° where the states become degenerate. Previous calculations of the excited 
states of biphenyl have generally concentrated on the electronic state ordering at a single 
torsional angle, or small twist angles (<30 0). Since much of the data available on the excited 
states come from studies on the biphenyl crystal, which is planar, most studies focus on the 
planar conformation of the molecule. However, when studying the molecule in the gas phase 
the details of the electronic state ordering at the equilibrium torsional angle of the molecule are 
most important. 
4.7.2 CIS calculated S 1 torsional potentials 
The three lowest excited singlet states for the molecules CNBP, FBP and OHBP have been 
calculated using the CIS method and are shown in Figure 4.35, Figure 4.36 and Figure 4.37, 
respectively. Similarly to the ground state torsional potentials each surface is calculated by 
repeated geometry optimisation at incrementally constrained torsional angles. A single 
calculation at a fixed torsional angle returns the energy of the S, S 2 and S3 states at that 
torsional angle. 
For the molecule CNBP, the three lowest excited singlet states are well separated 
energetically. The electronic state crossing, observed in the CIS calculations on biphenyl, is 
absent. The reason maybe due to a perturbation exerted by the cyano group, which variously 
raises or lowers the electronic states in question and prevents electronic state crossing. The 
CIS calculated excited states for FBP and OFIBP are slightly different in form to those of 
CNBP. The states are not as well separated. The minimum of S 2 being located in the 
potential well of S for both molecules.. At a torsional angle below 50° each state is well 
represented by a harmonic potential surface. After 50°, however, each state deviates quite 
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Figure 4.36 The lowest three excited states of 4-fluorobiphenyl, calculated using the CIS 
method. 
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Figure 4.37 The three lowest excited states of 4-hydroxybipheflYl, calculated using the 
CIS method. 
It was found that, particularly in the case of FBP, reassignment of the calculated points to 
alternative electronic states produced far more realistic, smoother potential curves free of such 
discontinuities. The reassigned data for FBP is shown in Figure 4.39. 
To aid the reassignment of the data the transition dipole moment (TDM) for each electronic 
state at each torsional angle was considered. In each of the substituted biphenyl molecules the 
TDM for excitation to the first excited singlet state points along the long molecular axis of the 
molecule (x-axis). With excitation to the second excited singlet state (S 2) the orientation of the 
TDM is perpendicular to the long molecular axis (y-axis), and in the transition to the third 
excited state (S3) the TDM is perpendicular to both these axis and points out of the plane of 
the molecule (z-axis). The orientation of the symmetry axes is given in Figure 4.38. Thus the 
correct state ordering was determined from the orientation of the calculated transition dipole 
moment for each state. Each of the curves in the re-assigned data for FBP, shown in Figure 
4.39, is consistent in the orientation of the TDM for that state, in addition to looking smoother 
and being free of sharp discontinuities. 
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Figure 4.39 The reassigned data which describes the lowest three electronic states of 
FBP. 
The torsional potential surfaces may in reality look much like those shown in Figure 4.36, 
however, those resulting from the reassignment of the data, certainly in the case of the FBP S i 
potential, are much closer in form to the harmonic potential that would be expected 
experimentally. It is possible that during the calculation, the Gaussian 98 program, when 
searching for multiple energetically different excited states, assigns the lowest energy point on 
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a torsional potential to the predicted lowest energy state, the second lowest to the second 
lowest state and so on. In the situation where the excited states cross, the calculation 
procedure may be such that the points relating to each state may be mixed up between 
different distinct electronic states. In addition, it is possible that the calculation method is 
deliberately assigning the data to avoid crossings between the electronic states. 
The reassignment of the CIS data relating to the excited states of OHBP is not as 
straightforward as that of FBP visually speaking. Four possible forms of the excited state 
torsional potentials are shown in Figure 4.40. From examination of the transition moment 
orientation for each state, the correct reordering of the states is given by the lower right hand 
graph in Figure 4.40. 
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Figure 4.40 Possible forms of the three lowest excited states of 4-hydroxybiphenYl 
resulting from reassignment of the CIS data. 
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The three lowest energy excited states calculated using CIS with vertical excitations from the 
ground state torsional potential (SPE calculations) for OHBP are shown in Figure 4.41. The 
SPE calculations show the excitation energy as a function of the torsional co-ordinate. A 
similar reassignment of the electronic states as for FBP can also be made, again the reassigned 
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Figure 4.41 The calculated lowest three electronic states from SPE-CIS excitations from 
the ground state of 4-hydroxybiphenyl, upper trace. Lower trace is a possible 
reassignment of the CIS-SPE data. 
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Since the situation of the electronic state ordering is unclear, the S 1 states discussed in the 
following section will be those that are assigned as such by the calculation method. For the S 1 
state the only difference in the reassignment of the calculated data is an increase in torsional 
barrier, generally of the order of 2500cm'—>3000cn1 1 . This fact should be borne in mind 
during the discussion of each of the calculated potential surfaces. The potential crossing of 
the electronic states at twist angles greater than 50 0 occurs at a higher energy than the section 
of the S i  potential which is accessed experimentally and therefore does not have a direct result 
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Figure 4.42 CIS calculated S, potential surfaces for 4-fluorobiphenyl 
(0), 
4-hydroxybiphenyl (•), and 4-cyanobiphenyl 
(*). 
For comparison, the CIS geometry optimised potential surfaces for CNBP, OHBP and FBP in 
the S 3  state are shown in the above diagram, Figure 4.42. Each calculated torsional potential 
is in agreement with the shape of the potential expected experimentally, Figure 4.10. For each 
molecule, the minimum energy conformation in the S 1  state is predicted to be planar and the 
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resultant torsional potentials are symmetric about this minimum energy conformation. The 
lowest energy torsional potential is that of CNBP, whilst FBP is calculated to have the highest 
energy. Table 4.10 lists the lowest energy point on the potential to compare with the energy of 
the first feature observed experimentally in the LIF excitation spectrum. 
Molecule Experimentally observed it Calculated potential 
feature I cm' minimum I cm4 
4-hydroxybiphenyl 34,100 37,440 
4-cyanobiphenyl 34,900 36,016 
4-fluorobiphenyl 35,000 37,811 
Table 4.10 The calculated absolute energy of the CIS potential surfaces and the 
appearance of the first observed hand in the LW excitation spectrum. 
The minimum of the CIS calculated S torsional potential does not directly correlate with the 
first feature observed in the LIP excitation spectrum. From the Franck-Condon calculation 
the first observable features for OHBP and CNBP are seen to be due to excitation to the 10 " 
 
and 12th torsiona.l levels respectively. The v'O level for each potential would be expected to 
be 672 cm' (12x56 cm') and 580 cnf' (10x58 cm"), respectively, below the first observed 
feature. In addition the v 0 will be raised from the bottom of the torsional potential by an 
amount termed the zero-point energy (a quantum mechanical necessity). More fundamentally, 
however, the fluorescence excitation experiment occurs on a time scale too rapid for there to 
be any relaxation of the excited state nuclear framework (the Franck-Condon principle). The 
molecule, therefore, retains its ground state structure during the electronic redistribution. 
Excitation occurs between points on the ground and excited state potential surfaces that are 
geometrically equivalent. Such a geometry in the excited state may correspond to a point with 
some level of vibrational excitation since, in general, the minimum energy structure of the two 
states is not identical. To calculate the energy of the vertical electronic transition from the 
ground state, single point excitation type CIS calculations are used. The procedure involves 
using the excited state electronic configuration with a fixed ground state geometry, that of the 
equilibrium structure in the 5o state. No relaxation of the molecular geometry occurs during 
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the electronic transition, which, if the Franck-Condon principle was obeyed strictly, would 
correspond to the experimental situation. The calculated energy of the vertical transition 
corresponds to the energy of the highest intensity peak in the LIF excitation spectrum. This 
peak corresponds to a transition to the excited state vibrational level which has the greatest 
overlap with the S o  v"O wavefunction. Table 4.11 lists the wavenumber of the peak with the 
maximum intensity in the torsional progression, alongside the calculated vertical excitation 
energy from the ground state equilibrium structure for each molecule. The error in the 
wavenumber of the maximum intensity peak is around one quantum of torsional vibration, 
since for each molecule the peak of the Franck-Condon envelope was rather broad. 
Molecule Maximum in torsional Calculated excitation energy 
progression I ciii' I cal' 
4-hydroxybiphenyl 34,610 45,483 
4-cyanobiphenyl 35,525 44,760 
4-fluorobiphenyl 35 ,650a 48,113 
a  Data from Macleod 
Table 4.11 Experimentally determined maximum in torsional potential to compare with 
the CIS calculated excitation energy. 
Bearing this in mind it can been seen that the CIS calculations are still in error of as much as 
13,000 cal', over 1.5 eV. The majority of this error is inherent in the method used to 
calculate the potential surfaces. As mentioned in section 2.2.4, the CIS method has an 
accuracy comparable to that of HF calculations, due to the partial neglect of electron 
correlation. Some contribution to the discrepancy may also arrive from the limited nature of 
the basis set. The inability of CIS calculations to reproduce excitation energies acurately has 
been noted by several authors 36 ' 378. However, the method does appear to reproduce known 
geometric molecular parameters well 35. The calculated potentials for the substituted biphenyls 
seem to confirm these earlier observations. The absolute excitation energies are reproduced 
poorly, but the form of the torsional potential and the S equilibrium geometry correspond well 
with that predicted by experiment. 
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In addition to calculating the S, torsional potential by geometry optimisation at each 
constrained torsional angle, it is possible to employ the vertical excitation method from each 
point on the S 0  torsional potential surface. This gives the calculated excitation energy as a 
function of the ground state torsional motion. It represents a projection of the ground state 
potential surface into the excited state potential surface. Such excitation energies are shown 
in Figure 4.43. Vertical excitation energies are shown from each point on the HF and MP2 
calculated ground state torsional potentials. The geometry optimised CIS torsional potential 
surface is also reproduced for comparison. The upper figure shows the torsional potentials 
with an absolute energy scale while the lower figure has a relative energy scale. 
In the situation where the ground and excited state potential surfaces were identical, vertical 
excitations from each point on the S o  potential surface would correctly model the S potential 
surface. Where there is only a small change in geometry between the two states this method 
may still give a good approximation to the excited state potential. However, since in general 
the So and S potentials are different the two calculated excitation energies are not equivalent. 
The S equilibrium structure corresponds to a vibrationless structure, whilst the vertical 
excitation from the ground state will correspond to the energy separation between the 
minimum of each state plus some amount of vibrational excitation which corresponds to the 
structural change between the two states. The structure of each curve in Figure 4.43 will be 
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Figure 4.43 S 1  torsional potential for 4-hydroxybiphenyl calculated using CIS (-) and 
vertical excitations from the MP2 (0)  and SPE from a HF S0 potentials (R). 
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4.7.2.1 DFT fixed population calculations 
In addition to the CIS calculations, the molecule 4cyanobiphenyl was studied in the S 1 state 
using the DFT (B3LYP/6-3 I +G(d)) fixed valence occupation method as a comparison to the 
CIS determined torsional potential. Both the calculated torsional potential are shown with a 
relative energy scale in Figure 4.44. The absolute energy of the DFT potential minimum is 
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Figure 4.44 The CIS and DFT (B3LYP/6-31+G(d)) fixed occupation calculated S i 
torsional potential for 4-cyanobiphenyl. 
The potentials calculated using each method are similar in form. The DFT calculations also 
predict that the equilibrium structure in the S 1  state is one with a torsional angle of 0 0  between 
the two phenyl rings. The curvature of the S 1  potential in the DFT calculations is significantly 
less than that of the CIS calculated potential surface. This implies that the interaction which 
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determines the torsional frequency in the S 1  state is calculated to be stronger by the CIS 
calculations than by the DFT method. The torsional frequencies resulting from each of the 
calculated potential surfaces were determined in order to compare with the available 
experimental data. 
4.7.2.2 Calculated S1 torsional frequencies 
Utilising the fact that each potential curve appeared harmonic, a harmonic series was fitted to 
each and the torsional motion treated as that of a torsional harmonic oscillator 
39, with torsional 
frequency given by 
= I 	 (4.5) V05 
2g 1J1 
Where K is the torsional constant for the motion, obtained from the curvature of the potential 
surface, and I is the reduced moment of inertia determined in section 4.5.2 using the method of 
Pitzer and Gwinn26. From equation 4.5 approximate vibrational frequencies for each potential 
can be calculated. The calculated frequencies are summarised in Table 4.12. 
Molecule Method Calculated 0tors / cm4 Actual 0tors / cuf' 
CNBP BET fixed occup. 79 56 
CNBP CIS 121 56 
OHEP CIS 126 58 
OHBP CIS-SPE (MP2) 110 58 
FBP CIS 135 64a 
a 	15 McLeod 
Table 4.12 Observed and calculated torsional frequencies, 0tors,, determined using a 
variety of computational methods 
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The hindered rotation potential, given by equation 4.1, can also be fitted to each potential 
surface, in the manner of the Franck-Condon analysis, allowing the energies of the individual 
torsional levels to be calculated. The potential parameters for each calculated surface are 
given in the following table. The hindered rotation fit returned similar values for the torsional 
spacing in each potential, as those found using the harmonic fit of equation 4.5, for all levels 
removed from the barrier. 
Molecule Method V2 /cm V4/cni' V61c11 1 
CNBP Fix pop. DFT -3606 638 11 
CNBP CIS -4514 -83 149 
FlIP CIS -5934 -100 660 
OIIBP CIS SPE -3188 -397 206 
(MP2) 
OHBP CIS -5163 -121 343 
Table 4.13 Potential parameters for the calculated excited state torsional surfaces. 
All the calculated torsional frequencies are higher than those determined experimentally. In 
the case of the CIS calculations, a factor of two higher, with the DFT fixed population method 
giving the closest agreement with experiment. 
4.7.3 Rationale of the shape of the excited state potential surface 
As described in section 4.5.3 the geometry of the biphenyl derivatives in the S state is very 
different to that of the ground state. The distortion to the rings caused by the promotion of an 
electron from the HOMO to the LUMO is significant. The calculated ground state and 
excited state optimised geometry of OHBP are shown in Figure 4.45. The data for the ground 
state structure are presented at a flat molecular geometry for clarity, although the torsional 
angle in the ground state is 40 0 . it is interesting to note that in the excited state the combined 
effect of the shortening of the inter-ring bond and the distortion to the ring bonds results in an 
opposing hydrogen separation close to that calculated for the ground state. The magnitude of 
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the steric interaction in the excited state would, therefore, be expected to have a similar 
magnitude as observed in the ground state. However, this is not the case, it appears that the 
excited state potential surface is entirely dominated by the effects of increased electron 
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Figure 4.45 The S0 and S 1  state optimised geometry for 4-hydroxybiphenyl. 
The dipole moment of the molecule also increases on excitation from 5.36D in the ground 
state to 6.27D in the S 1  state. The molecular electric dipole is relatively insensitive to ring 
angle in the ground state; therefore the change in dipole moment can be attributed almost 
entirely to the redistribution of electronic charge in the excited state. 
Details of the geometry of all molecules studied in the S 0 and S 1 states are given in 
Appendix L The origin of the geometry change is due to the difference in bonding pattern 
between the HOMO and the LUMO, shown in Figure 4.2. In the LUMO there is no longer a 
nodal plane across the inter-ring bond unlike the HOMO of the ground state. The molecular 
orbital is now bonding with respect to the inter-ring carbon-carbon bond. There is a strong 
bonding interaction on the horizontal ring bonds, such that the bonds shorten to become of 
double bond character. The it-interaction across the remaining carbon-carbon bonds is of an 
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anti-bonding nature, with no favourable orbital overlap across these bonds, they lengthen to 
become of single bond character. 
The LUMO for biphenyl (BP) and a number of derivatives, 4-methylbiphenyl (MeBP), 
CNBP. FBP and OHBP have been calculated using the CIS method. At a high isosurface 
value the orbital pattern reproduces that determined from simple molecular orbital theory, 
shown in Figure 4.45 at an isosurface value of 0.01 eIA 3 . The shape of the LUMO is very 
similar for each biphenyl derivative. The differences lie in the pattern of orbitals on each 
substituent group. The increased conjugation across the inter-ring bond is evident and the 
orbital distribution reflects the quinoidal type distortion to the ring bonds. 
	






Figure 4.46 The highest occupied molecular orbitals for biphenyl and a number of 
derivatives, isosurface value 0.01 c/A 3 . 
In addition to the increased conjugation across the inter-ring carbon bond, examination of the 
same orbital at a lower isosurface value, Figure 4.47, shows another interaction between 
carbon positions 2 and 8, and 6 and 12. In the case of methylbiphenyl, there is also a 
hyper-conjugative interaction between the methyl group and the neighbouring ring system, 
which is shown in Figure 4.48. This type of interaction is seen in tyramine and p-tertiary 
butyl phenol (4TBP) and has a substantial effect on the internal rotation potentials of alkyl 
substituted benzenes (discussed in detail in chapter 5). The secondary interaction between the 
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rings becomes apparent at a slightly lower isosurface value to the hyperconjugative interaction 
in methylbiphenyl, implying that it is of a slightly greater magnitude. 
	
CNBP 	 OHBP 
FBP 	 . 	
MeBP 
BP 
Figure 4.47 The highest occupied molecular orbitals for a number of biphenyl 
derivatives, isosurface value 0.006 e/A3 . 
Figure 4.48 The S 1  HOMO of MeBP at an isosurface value of 0.008 etA3 . 
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4.7.4 Comparison between ab initio methods 
4.7.4.1 Fixed population DFT versus CIS 
The minimum energy structure in the S 1  state calculated using the DFT and CIS methods are 
shown in Figure 4.49. The calculated distortion to the molecular framework, relative to the 
ground state, is similar for both methods. However, the inter-ring bond, proximate hydrogen 
and carbon separations are calculated to be much shorter in the DFT structure than that of the 
CIS. 
The DFT fixed population method assumes that the transition is solely due to the promotion of 
an electron from the highest occupied molecular orbital, the HOMO, into the lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbital, the LUIMO. In reality, the overall transition will be composed 
of transitions between several pairs of orbitals. The transition energies and oscillator 
strengths for each biphenyl derivative have been calculated using the CIS method. The main 
orbital pairs which contribute to the electronic transition and their expansion coefficients, in 
the CIS expansion for a number of biphenyl derivatives, are given in the following table, 
Table 4.14. 
Normalisation of the expansion coefficients allows calculation of their percentage contribution 
to the overall electronic transition. In the case of CNBP the HOMO-4LUMO transition 
accounts for 87% of the overall transition. For the other biphenyl derivatives, and biphenyl 
itself, the HOMO—LUMO transition is still the dominant transition, however, the sum of the 
other orbital contributions is of an increased magnitude. 
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Figure 4.49 The S 1  minimum energy structure calculated using CIS (top) and DFT 
(B3LYP/6-31+G(d)) (bottom). 
Molecule H->L H-1--L+1 H-2-L+2 H-3--L+3 
CNBP 0.66 - - -0:12 
OIIBP 0.663 0.103 - 0.113 
BP 0.662 0.138 -0.102 -0.113 
FBP 0.662 0.105 - 0.112 
MeBP 0.663 -0.131 - -0.115 
Table 4.14 The CIS expansion coefficients for the S 0 _*S 1  electronic transition for a 
number of biphenyl derivatives. 
The four highest occupied and four lowest unoccupied it molecular orbitals of biphenyl over 
which the electronic transition is spread are shown in the following diagram, Figure 4.50. 
Excitations between orbital pairs H-2--*L+2 and H-1-->L+1, involve no direct change in the 
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order of the inter-ring bond, since they are transitions between orbitals which are non-bonding 
with respect to that bond. The orbitals U-2 and L+1 do, however, share a bonding pattern, 
which would allow a secondary conjugative interaction between the rings. 
•L+3 
• •i L+2 
i.-• i-• 








•• H-3 • 
Figure 4.50 The four highest occupied and four lowest unoccupied it molecular orbitals 
of biphenyl, the H stands for HOMO and the L for LUMO. 
The H-2—>L+2 transition only occurs in the biphenyl molecule, wherein the H-1---+L+l 
transition also occurs. The net effect of the two transitions is no bonding contribution to the 
inter-ring bond. The transition involving H-3—*L+3, which occurs in each molecule does, 
however, involve the bonding pattern of the inter-ring bond. The H-3 orbital is bonding with 
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respect to this bond, whilst the L+3 orbital is anti-bonding. The effect of removal an H-3 
electron and promotion into the L+3 orbital is one of destabilisation with respect to the inter-
ring bond. However, from inspection of the contributions of each orbital pair transition to the 
overall transition, it is clear that this transition makes only a small contribution to the overall 
transition. The HOMO—LIJMO pair accounts for between 64 and 84% of the electronic 
transition in biphenyl and its derivatives and thus dominates the geometry of the molecule in 
the excited electronic state. 
From consideration of the various orbital contributions to the electronic transition, it is 
possible to rationalise why the fixed population DFT method models the excited state to some 
degree of accuracy. The HOMO—LUMO transition, in the case of CNBP, dominates the 
geometry of the excited state of the molecule. However, neglect of the destabilising 
contribution to the planar conformer from the H-3---*L+3 transition may account for the over 
estimation of the gradient, and hence torsional frequency, in the S 1  state, predicted by the DFT 
method. In the case of the CIS calculations, they are only of Hartree-Fock quality. They 
partially neglect correlation effects which are known to be extremely important in situations 
where there is high electron density, such as double bonds and aromatic systems 
22,23 The 
lack of correlation in the CIS calculations results in the electrons being allowed into much 
closer proximity than would be permissible in real life. In the case of the biphenyl torsion the 
IL-conjugation contribution to the energy of the torsional motion appears to be overestimated 
resulting in a much steeper potential surface than that which is observed experimentally. 
Although significantly higher than the experimentally determined frequencies, the CIS 
calculated torsional frequencies do reproduce the trends observed experimentally. CNBP is 
calculated to have the lowest torsional frequency, OHBP slightly higher, and FBP having the 
greatest torsional frequency. The effect of substituent on the torsional frequency will be 
considered in section 4.7.5. 
Computationally, the DFT method is preferable to CIS calculations since it explicitly includes 
correlation effects in the calculation at a significantly reduced computational cost to that of 
CIS and higher order Cl calculations. The DFT method is only applicable in the situations 
where the HOMO—*LUMO transition accounts for most of the electronic transition. 
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4.7.4.2 Vertical excitation versus geometrical relaxation 
It is interesting to note that the shape of the calculated potential using the vertical excitation 
and the geometrical relaxation methods are very similar. The use of the ground state geometry 
in the SPE calculations preserves the single bond length of the inter-ring bond. Though the 
form of the LUMO for each structure is similar it would follow that, because the C-C inter-
ring bond is significantly longer in the CIS-SPE structure, a much weaker it-bond would be 
formed. It might, therefore, have been expected that the CIS-SPE calculated S i torsional 
potential would be similar to that of the ground state. However, that is not the case. A weaker 
it-bond is indeed formed in the SPE structure and this is apparent in the reduced curvature of 
the potential relative to the CIS-optimised potential. 
S 1 - opt 
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Figure 4.51 The difference between the S 1 optimised and Si SPE geometry for 
4-hydroxybiphenyl. 
The similarity in torsional potentials maybe due in part to the second conjugative interaction 
between the rings observed in section 4.6.4. The SPE and optimised Si structures for OHBP 
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are shown in Figure 4.5 1, the SPE structure is, of course, simply that at a torsional angle of 
00 in the ground state. 
The distances between proximate carbons at positions 2 & 8 and 6 & 12 are very similar for 
each structure. The quinoidal distortion to the S I  state in the optimised structure has the effect 
of increasing the proximate carbon separation, as discussed in section 4.7.3, to a level that is 
similar to the separation in the CIS-SPE structures. The secondary conjugative interaction in 
the HOMO proposed in section 4.7.3 would, therefore, be expected to have a similar 
magnitude for each structure. The similarity of this secondary conjugative interaction may 
explain the similarity between the two potential surfaces. 
The increase in length of C-C inter-ring bond between CIS-SPE and CIS optimised structures 
also explains the reduction in torsional barrier at 90 0  between the different potential surfaces. 
The CIS-optimised potential surface relates to torsion about a much stronger/shorter bond 
with a correspondingly high torsional force constant. The barrier at 90° relates to complete 
loss of this strong interaction and therefore the barrier is high. In the SPE calculated surfaces 
in each case the inter-ring bond is much longer and therefore the t-interaction across the bond 
weaker. The resistance to complete loss of this interaction, which would occur at 90°, is 
therefore not so strong and the 90 0 barrier is lower. 
The energy of the CIS-SPE calculated potentials are significantly higher than the CIS 
potential, being 5370 cm' higher for SPE-MP2, and 6700cm' higher for SPE-HF. This 
would be expected since the SPE surfaces do not correspond to geometrically relaxed 
structures for the excited state electronic distribution, i.e. they are vibrationaHy excited states. 
In relation to calculated torsional frequency, the CIS-SPE calculations give a slight 
improvement over the CIS calculations with the torsional frequency reduced from 1 26cm 1 to 
11 0cm. Again a large amount of the error between computation and experiment is due to the 
inherent limitations of the CIS method and in particular the partial neglect of electron 
correlation. 
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The difference in torsional frequency between the two calculated surfaces indicates the level of 
coupling between the torsional frequency and other normal modes of the molecule. If the 
torsional motion were entirely independent, the geometrically relaxed potential surface and 
that calculated by vertical excitations from the ground state would be equivalent. The level of 
coupling is not great as can be seen from the small reduction in torsional frequency between 
the two methods. The non-independence of the torsional mode also supports the assignment of 
the additional structure in the LIF excitation spectrum of CNBP and OHBP as structure built 
on the excitation of another normal mode. 
4.7.5 Substituent effects on torsional frequency 
Various types of electronic spectroscopy have been used to study the S 1 state of a number of 
mono-substituted biphenyls. For each molecule, a long vibronic progression in the torsional 
mode is observed. The torsional frequencies of some of the compounds are summarised in 
Table 4.15. 
Substituent Torsional Frequency / cm' 







a Im & Bernstein 
b 	 15 McLeod 
This work 
Table 4.15 S torsional frequencies of a number of para-substituted biphenyls. 
Relative to the un-substituted parent, biphenyl, substitution at the para position can change the 
torsional frequency in the excited state by as much as 16%. Since the substituents are all on 
the torsional axis the moment of inertia of the molecules does not change on substitution. The 
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change in frequency and shape of the progressions can be linked purely to the substituent 
effects on the structure and electronic distribution of the excited states. To be more specific, 
the torsional frequency in the excited state can be linked to the strengthening of the inter-ring 
carbon bond and the level of rr-delocalisation between the rings. A high torsional frequency 
implies a greater level of delocalisation between the rings and torsional motion about a 
stronger inter-ring bond. 
The un-substituted biphenyl molecule has the highest torsional frequency of all molecules 
studied. This suggests that the act of substitution is in some way reducing effective 
delocalisation across the rings. Simplistically, we might try and correlate the torsional 
frequency with the electronic effect produced by the substituent, for example, its level of 
electron-donating or withdrawing character. One parameter, derived empirically, which can 
be used as a representation of the electronic character of a substituent, is the Hammett 
constant. Since the electron delocalisation between the rings is primarily the result of a 
it-electron effect, the appropriate parameter is the a,+ constant. This gives some measure of 
the effect a substituent will have on the it-system of a substituted benzene molecule at a 
position para to the substituent position. A negative value of a,,+ indicates the substituent is 
electron donating to the it-system, that is it will increase the electron density at the para 
position, whilst a positive value denotes electron withdrawing nature, a substituent which will 
remove electron density from this position. 
A plot of torsional frequency versus Hammett 	+ constant for a number of biphenyl 
derivatives is shown in Figure 4.52. The abbreviations used in the figure are H for biphenyl, 
Me for methylbiphenyl, F for fluorobiphenyl, Cl for chlorobiphenyl, CN for cyanobiphenyl 
and OH for hydroxybiphenyl. The value of the Hammett constant for each substituent is 
given relative to hydrogen, which has the value of o-l-=O, since it is determined to neither 
donate or withdraw electrons from the it-systent 
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Figure 4.52 A plot of torsional frequency versus Hammett o,+ parameter for a number 
of substituted biphenyls. 
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Figure 4.53 The CS calculated LUMO of biphenyl and a number of derivatives at an 
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Biphenyl derivatives containing substituents that have comparable magnitudes of 
withdrawing/donating character (o,+ constant), cyano and hydroxy, and methyl and fluoro, 
for example, show similar values of torsional frequency, irrespective of the direction in which 
the effect is acting. The Hammett constant is, at best, an approximate indication of the 
behaviour of a substituent. For a more rigorous analysis of the substituent effect, the 
electronic structure of each molecules in the excited state must be considered. 
The molecules 4-fluorobiphenyl and 4-methylbiphenyl exhibit orbital density patterns very 
similar to that of biphenyl, Figure 4.53. In particular, the bonding orbital density across the 
inter-ring bond appears quite symmetric. In contrast, in the molecules 4-hydroxybiphenyl and 
4-cyanobiphenyl there is a pronounced asymmetry in the orbital density on the inter-ring bond. 
To investigate further, slices through this orbital were taken, at a distance of 03A above the 
molecular plane. The slices show the electron density distribution in the LUMO and are 
shown in Figure 4.54. Red areas in the slices indicate areas of high electron density, whilst the 
blue areas indicate positions of low electron density. The compounds with the lowest torsional 
frequencies, 4-cyanobiphenyl and 4-hydroxybiphenyl, show the greatest degree of asymmetry 
in the electron density between the inter-ring carbon positions. A slight asymmetry can also 
be observed in the molecules 4-fluorobiphenyl and 4-methylbiphenyl. Chemically for a 
molecule to form a strong it-bond the two orbitals involved in the bonding must have good 
overlap and be of similar magnitude/size. In this case, it appears that the greater the disparity 
between the electron densities on the inter-ring carbons the weaker the it-bond and the lower 
the S torsional frequency. 
However, it should be noted that the molecules CNBP and OHBP are acting in a manner 
contrary to that predicted by the sign of their o,+ constant. CNBP is expected to act as an 
electron withdrawing group at the position para to itself, whereas from examination of the 
LUMO electron density it appear as though it is acting as an electron donating group and vice 
versa for OHBP. However, the a,+ constant gives information about the cumulative effect of 
the substituent on the total it-system of a molecule. It is possible that in the occupied 
ir-orbitals below the LUMO the CN group does indeed have a net electron-withdrawing effect. 
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If such an effect did occur the carbon 4 position would be left with a slight +ve charge, and 
electrostatic effects might determine the polarisation of the electron density in the inter-ring 
carbon bond. The argument presented with the c,+ constant is a very simplistic one. Though 
each substituent will indeed have an effect on the it-system of the molecule and the LUMO, it 
will undoubtedly also affect the ci-electron density of the molecule and each individual 
molecular orbital to a varying degree. 
Figure 4.54 Slices through the LIJMO of biphenyl and several derivatives. Each slice 
was taken at 03A above the plane of the molecule. 
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4.8 Relation to condensed phase behaviour - Photo induced alignment 
Illumination of samples of liquid crystals, containing a cyanobiphenyl core unit, by UV light 
has been observed to cause a photo-induced realignment of the sample molecules. Recent 
studies have observed the light induced alignment of 4-n-pentyl-4'-cyanobipheflYl (5CB) 
molecules on fused quartz substrates, on illumination with polarised UV light 
40 41 A similar 
study had also shown the alignment of a bulk sample of 5CB, from illumination of a 5CB 
layer adsorbed on the quartz wall of the cell containing the 5CB sample 42. The ability to 
effect desired orientation of liquid crystals with non-intrusive methods is of obvious 
advantage. Further alignment effects can be introduced to liquid crystals sample on doping 
with dye molecules followed again by illumination of UV light. Current proposals for the 
origin of this re-orientational motion are that light-induced rearrangement or 
"phototransformation" of the adsorbed layer is in someway causing the macroscopic changes 
in the samples. 
Most of the published work, thus far, has concentrated on the macroscopic behaviour of the 
liquid crystal samples and little thought has been given to the inherent molecular properties of 
the liquid crystal molecules studied, which contain a biphenyl fragment. In particular the fact 
that the illuminating light, given as UV (wavelength unspecified), is of the correct frequency to 
be directly absorbed by the liquid crystal molecules. 
4.8.1 Solution phase absorption behaviour of biphenyls 
The angle of twist between the two rings in the molecule 5CB, in the nematic phase, has been 
determined to be around 38° from measurements of the dipolar couplings in NMR 
spectroscopy43 . This value is quite similar to the torsional angle of 44° determined from the 
analysis of the LIF excitation spectrum of CNBP, in section 4.5.4. The form of the torsional 
potential in the isotropic or nematic phases for 5CB is as yet unknown. It is possible that the 
solution environment could significantly perturb the molecule and result in substantially 
different torsional potential than that predicted for a gas phase sample. However, a study on 
the solution phase torsional potential of CNBP, dissolved in a liquid crystal solvent, gives a 
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similar form to that of the gas phase torsional potential, but with a much larger barrier at 900. 
Since the angle of twist of the 5CB molecule is similar to that predicted for gas phase samples 
of similar molecules, for the benefit of the following discussion, it will be assumed that the 
torsional potential surface is also similar. The exact details of the real solution phase 
torsional potential, with the exception of the torsional angle, are relatively unimportant to the 
thrust of the argument. 
With respect to the excited state, it has been proposed that, in solution, substituted biphenyls, 
show the same behaviour as exhibited in the gas phase and adopt a planar conformation of the 
rings on electronic excitation 45. Transient Raman studies of biphenyl in solution show a 
positive shift in the inter-ring bond, suggesting a strengthening of this bond, consistent with a 
move to a planar conformation of the molecule 46. Similarly to the ground state, the exact 
details of the excited state potential are not as important as the prediction that in the excited 
state the equilibrium molecular geometry is expected to be significantly different to that of the 
ground state. For the sake of simplicity the form of the gas phase ground and excited state 
torsional potentials of CNBP will be used in the following discussion. 
The absorption and emission processes for a molecule in solution are slightly different to those 
observed in gas phase samples. Figure 4.55 shows a possible absorption and re-emission 
scheme for a molecule possessing ground and excited state torsional potentials similar to 
biphenyl. 
After absorption of radiation, the molecule is produced in a vibronically excited level in the 
upper electronic state. In the gas phase the molecule would, in general, (excluding internal 
conversion, intersystem crossing and other such processes) re-emit its excess energy from this 
state and return to the ground state. In solution, however, the presence of the solvent allows 
vibrational relaxation of the vibronically excited molecule, with the excess vibrational energy 
being transferred to the surrounding solvent molecules. For this reason, in solution, all 
emission occurs from the v'=O level of the upper electronic state. In the case of biphenyl type 
molecules, from the above diagram it is apparent that emission from the v'O level in the 
excited state will produce a ground state molecule which is significantly vibrationally and 
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rotationally excited with respect to the v"O level. The molecule in the ground state can again 










Torsional Angle / degrees 
Figure 4.55 Absorption and emission processes for a biphenyl type molecule in solution. 
The blue line represents absorption, the red line emission and the green lines vibrational 
relaxation of the molecule. 
The main implication of the absorption process on a biphenyl type molecule is a significant 
increase in the temperature of the solvent/liquid sample and the production, though possibly 
only for a short time, of highly vibrationally and rotationally excited ground state molecules. 
An increase in rotational mobility of the liquid crystal molecules on illumination has 
previously been linked with the mechanism of photo-induced re-orientation 42. The detailed 
specifics of the absorption mechanism of the biphenyls provide a means of essentially 
inter-converting the energy of the incident radiation into greater mobility of the molecules. 
The driving force for the alignment of the molecules may also be linked to their absorption 
behaviour. 
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4.8.2 Excimer formation in liquid crystalline molecules 
Numerous molecules possessing a biphenyl core have been observed to form excimers in 
concentrated solution 45'47'48. An excimer is a dirner which is stable only in an excited 
electronic state. The formation of excimers is evidenced by the appearance of an additional 
longer wavelength peak, in addition to the monomer fluorescence peak, as the concentration of 
the sample is increased. The exciplex is proposed to occur between a ground state molecule 
and an electronically excited one as per equation 4.6. 
'5CB* + 5CB -+ l(5CB)* 2  -+ 5CB + 5CB + hv, 	 (4.6) 
In particular, the molecule 5CB is observed to exhibit excimer formation in solution and neat 
in both the nematic and isotropic phases 47. The excimer formation was observed to occur 
more efficiently in the nematic phase of the sample. This was explained in terms of the 
pre-ordering present in the nematic phase, with the molecules already favourably spatial 
orientated to allow for excimer formation. In the isotropic phase the excimer fluorescence was 
limited by the diffusion time of the molecules. 
N 
N 
Figure 4.56 The spatial orientation of two 5CB molecules in the nematic phase. 
The packing of the 5CB molecules in the nematic phase is known to be of a head-to-tail 
overlapping pattern, with the 5CB molecules arranged anti-parallel 49'50 as shown in Figure 
4.56. The implication is that since this molecular orientation favours excimer formation, the 
structure of the exciplex must be similar. The formation of excimers is possibly driven by the 
large increase in dipole moment of these types of molecules on electronic excitation. The 
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unsubstituted biphenyl molecule has not been observed to exhibit excimer fluorescence, 
possibly due to the fact that it has no permanent dipole in the ground state. 
With continued illumination of the 5CB sample using UV light it is possible that excimers will 
be forming constantly between different pairs of molecules within the sample. This fact, 
combined with the production of translational ly, vibrationally and rotationally excited 
molecules in the ground state may, be the reason for the macroscopic change in the molecular 
orientation of the sample. 
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4.9 Conclusions 
The laser-desorption jet-cooling method has been applied successful to the acquisition of LIF 
excitation spectra of 4-cyanobiphenyl and 4-hydroxybiphenyL The spectra are in good 
agreement with those obtained from conventional thermal vaporisation jet seeding methods. 
The torsional angles of CNBP and OHBP have been determined to be 440 and 400, 
respectively, from a Franck-Condon analysis of the spectral data. Both these torsional angles 
are in good agreement with the gas phase torsional angles of other biphenyl derivatives 
measured by electron diffraction methods. Attempts to study the dispersed fluorescence 
spectrum of 4-hydroxybiphenyl were not quite so successful. Though reproducible spectra 
could be obtained, the spectral resolution was such that individual torsional bands could not 
be resolved. 
Computational methods have been employed to study the ground and first excited singlet state 
of both these molecules and several other biphenyl derivatives. For the ground state, the DFT 
method gave results more consistent with experimentally determined values for the torsional 
barriers and equilibrium torsional angles, than either the HF or MP2 methods. This is 
interpreted in terms of the neglect of correlation in HF calculations and a basis set deficit in 
the case of the MP2 calculations. In addition, analysis of the origins of the barriers to internal 
rotation prompted a re-evaluation of the factors which influence the torsional angle of 
biphenyl and derivatives. In particular a conjugative interaction in the HOMO was shown to 
have some influence on the torsional angles of the molecules. 
In the excited state both CIS and fixed population DFT methods were employed to study a 
number of biphenyl derivatives. Each method reproduced the S 1  torsional angle and the form 
of the potential predicted by experiment. In each case, the curvature of the potential and the 
excitation energies were overestimated resulting in torsional frequencies which were calculated 
to be much greater than those observed experimentally. This is explained in terms of the 
partial neglect of electron correlation in the CIS calculations and the neglect of other orbital 
contributions to the electronic transition in the case of the DFT calculations. The excited state 
calculations did however, provide useful insight into the effect of substitution on the excited 
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state torsional potentials. The substituent induced asymmetry in the LUMO electron density 
at the inter-ring carbon positions could be directly related to the strength of the conjugative 
interaction between the rings, and hence the torsional frequency. 
Finally, the form of the ground and excited torsional potentials for the biphenyl derivatives, in 
combination with the increase in dipole moment of the molecules on excitation, have been 
proposed as an explanation for the observed photo-induced re-orientation motion observed in 
biphenyl containing liquid crystalline molecules. 
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Chapter 5 
Conformational behaviour in amino acid fragments: 
Tyramine and 4-t-butyl phenol. 
5.1 	Introduction 
Internal rotation around single bonds is one of the major factors which controls the 
conformational behaviour of molecules. Solving the internal rotation problem is essential to the 
understanding of the structure and consequently the functionality of many biologically relevant 
molecules, for example, proteins, carbohydrates and nucleic acids. 
Ethane is the text book example of a molecule displaying internal rotation around a C-C single 
bond. Even today, more than 60 years after the discovery that the internal rotation in ethane was 
hindered' by a barrier of around 1025cn1 1 , the origin of the barrier is still unclear. Many 
theories have been proposed as to why the motion should be hindered, since no chemical bonds 
are broken during the motion. Recent theories include steric/electroStatic interactions between 
adjacent hydrogens 2, and hyperconjugation between vacant anti-bonding methyl orbitals and 
bonding carbon-hydrogen orbitals'. Analysing the internal rotation problem is complicated 
slightly by the observation that in most molecules internal rotation is rarely a pure internal 
rotation, that is the rotational motion is usually accompanied by other changes in bond lengths 
and angles 4 . 
Several of the common amino acids, namely tyrosine, tryptophan and phenylalanine, are 
composed of benzene or phenol units with alkyl chains of various lengths and with various 
substituents attached. In such molecules, the internal rotation problem presented in determining 
the conformations of the tail is further complicated by the possibility of interaction between the 
flexible tail and the unsaturated ring system. Each of these amino acids, and their fragments, 
have been studied both computationally and using various types of electronic 
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spectroscopy 56789fl % l2 . 	
Many show multiple distinct molecular conformers in their 
fluorescence excitation spectrum, which are assigned as various rotational conformers of the 
alkyl chains with respect to the ring system. In systems where a para hydroxyl group is 
introduced, the number of distinct molecular conformers is observed to double' , ". The 
interaction of the hydroxyl group with the alkyl chain is unknown and similarly the reason for 
the, often encountered, preferential orientation of the chain over the ring is uncertain. 
To investigate both the conformational preference of the alkyl group and the effect of hydroxyl 
substitution at the para position, the molecules 4-t-butyl phenol (4TBP) and tyramine were 
investigated both computationally, using DFT (B3LYP/6-31G+(d)), HF and CIS calculations on 
the ground and excited electronic states, and experimentally using the techniques of fluorescence 
excitation and dispersed fluorescence spectroscopy. The molecular structures of 4TBP and 
tyramine are shown in Figure 5.1. The numbering of the ring carbons indicated is used 
throughout the chapter. 
Figure 5.1 The molecular structures of 4-tert-butyl phenol (left) and tyramifle (right). 
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5.2 Previous Work 
Both tyramine and 4TBP have been previously studied by conventional thermal vaporisation jet 
cooling techniques. The excitation spectrum and emission spectra of tyramine have been 
recorded previously by Levy and co-workers ', and Teh and Sulkes 9. In each case no vibronic 
band assignments were made. In each excitation spectrum six strong spectral features were 
observed which are assigned to the origin transitions of six distinct molecular conformers. 
Attempts have also been made previously to apply the technique of laser-desorption jet-cooling 
(LD-JC) to the acquisition of the LIP excitation spectrum of tyramine' 3 . However, the spectra 
published were significantly different to those obtained by both Levy's group, Teh and Sulkes 
and those published in this thesis. The implication is that the LD-SJ method, employed by Lim 
and Li", caused decomposition of the tyramine sample during the desorption process or that 
instability in their desorption process lead to the observation of incorrect spectral structure. 
Preliminary work on the excitation spectrum of tyramine using the laser-desorption jet-cooling 
apparatus described in this thesis has also been published 22 . Tyramine was thus chosen as a 
suitable molecule to test the validity of the LD-JC method to the acquisition of fluorescence 
emission spectra. 
Song and Hayes" have recorded the LIF excitation spectrum of 4TBP and observed two 
conformer origin bands In addition they have measured the fluorescence emission spectra of 
4TBP, though the spectra were not published. They report difficulty in obtaining the emission 
spectrum, and only list four low energy bands, which are at slightly different positions to those 
observed in the emission spectra contained in this thesis. 
Molecular electronic structure calculations on tyramine have been conducted previously at the 
molecular mechanics level whilst to the knowledge of the author no calculations have been 
attempted on 4TBP. Much computational work has been undertaken, however, on similar 
systems, where a flexible side chain is attached to an aromatic ring. Molecular mechanics 
calculations have been undertaken by a number of groups on various ring/alkyl chain 
combinations I16• More recent work published by the Simons and Pratt groups employed the 
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combination of HF or MP2 and CIS calculations. Molecules studied include 2-phenylethyl 
alcohol and 2-phenethylamifle 1
7 4-hydroxyphenyl ethanol 1 8, n-propyl benzene" and n-butyl 
benzene 20.71 The main focus of these studies, has been the observation that the transition dipole 
moment (TDM), in such molecules, is sensitive to the conformation of the attached alkyl chain. 
In the course of the work it has also been observed that in molecules with alkyl chains of length 
n;~!3, a conformation with the terminal chain atom positioned over the ring is often the most 
stable molecular conformation. From a study on (4-hydroxyl phenyl ethanol), the 
rotation of the hydroxyl group in folded molecular conformers is observed to produce an 
energetic splitting between the conformers, consistent with the observed doubling of the spectral 
features in the LIF excitation spectrum of hydroxyl substituted molecules. No mention of the 
effect, nor explanation, was made in the paper although the data were presented. 
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5.3 	Experimental 
Tyramine and 4TBP were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and Acros, respectively, and used 
without further purification. It was possible to produce good mechanically stable sample disks 
easily for both compounds. For 4TBP, a pressure of 4 tons was sufficient to produce a smooth 
disk, while tyramine required a slightly higher pressure of around 7 tons. 
The molecule 4TBP posed a number of problems experimentally. It exists in somewhat of an 
intermediate state with regard to thermal vaporisation or desorption jet seeding methods. The 
high vapour pressure of the compound means that the normal vacuum operating pressure in these 
experiments is enough to result in a large amount of the sample being vaporised. This is a 
problem that results from the positioning of the sample inside the vacuum chamber in which the 
jet is formed. However, previous attempts to study the fluorescence emission using thermal 
vaporisation methods were hindered by the low concentration of sample molecules which could 
be seeded in the jet". The background vacuum pressure in the chamber when a carrier gas 
pressure of 8 bar is normally of the order of 5x I V mbar. For 4TBP the background chamber 
pressure often rose to around 5x10 2  mbar, due to the large amount of 4TBP vapour in the 
chamber. The increase in background pressure in the chamber was responsible for an increased 
level of scattering of the excitation laser beam during the course of the excitation and emission 
experiments. 
It was found possible to obtain a LIF excitation spectrum and emission spectra from both 
conformer bands in 4TBP. However, the spectra are not as well resolved as those recorded for 
tyramine, and this is due to the peculiarities in the desorption process for 4TBP. The CO 2 
laser 
was used to initiate desorption using a very low power to avoid desorbing an excessive amount 
of the sample. Once stable desorption had been achieved, it was found that the process 
continued even when the CO 2  laser was switched off. It is possible that the heating produced in 
the sample by the CO 2  laser was sufficient to continue the release of molecules in the same 
direction even after the CO 2  laser was switched off. 
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5.4 LIF Excitation and Emission spectra 
5.4.1 LIF excitation spectrum of Tyramine 
The LIF excitation spectrum of the origin region of tyramine is shown in Figure 5.2, six distinct 
conformer bands are observed, labelled A-F. The absolute and relative energies of the observed 
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Figure 5.2 LIF excitation spectrum of jet-cooled laser-desorbed tyramine around the origin 
region. 
The LIF excitation spectrum of tyramine is in good agreement with that recorded previously by 
Levy7 and Plows22 . Proposals have been made for the structure of the various conformers using 
molecular mechanics calculations 7" 4
- Conformer pairs A+B, and D-I-E are assigned to gauche 
(folded) orientations of the amine group, as shown in Figure 5.3, while C+F are thought to be 
due to an anti (extended) conformation of the tail. Each set of conformers is thought to be 
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further split by unspecified orientation of the amino group, giving the six observed conformers. 
The conformational assignment made by Levy et a17  are based on examination of the origin band 
structure observed in the L1F excitation spectrum for a number of similar compounds. The 
assumption made, is that the band splitting and relative energetic ordering is similar in all 
compounds and with progressive substitution. The proposed assignments are qualitative at best. 




A 35455 0 
B 35467 12 
C 35474 19 
D 35538 84 
E 35550 95 
F 35571 116 
Table 5.1 Absolute and relative energies for the main conformer bands in the spectrum of 
tyramine. 




NH, H H 
Anti Gauche Gauche 
Figure 5.3 Newman projections of the possible conformer structures for tyramine 
proposed by Levy et at 7 . 
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The appearance of only minimal vibronic structure in the LIF excitation spectrum of tyramine 
suggests that there is only a minimal change in molecular geometry between the S 1 and S0 
electronic states. 
5.4.2 LIE Emission Spectrum of Tyramine 
The LIF emission spectra acquired from excitation of the conformer bands A and E are shown in 
the following figures, Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, respectively. 
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Figure 5.4 Dispersed fluorescence spectrum of conformer band A of tyramine, resolution is 
100cm'. 
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Figure 5.5 Dispersed fluorescence spectrum of the conformer band E of tyramine. The 
upper trace is recorded at a resolution of 60cm' and the lower trace 40cm 1 . 
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Table 5.2 The splitting between the main peaks in the dispersed fluorescence spectrum of 







35000 34000 33000 32000 
Wavenumber I cm' 
Figure 5.6 Dispersed emission spectra of tyramine recorded by Levy et a!7 . The spectral 
resolution is 50cm 1 . 
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Much better resolution could be obtained in the dispersed fluorescence spectrum of conformer 
band E, since this was the most intense feature in the LIF excitation spectrum. The emission 
spectra are very similar to those of Levy et a17, shown in Figure 5.6 who obtained their spectra 
through thermal vaporisation of the tyrarnine sample. The resolution is slightly improved; the 
first vibronic feature for conformer E can be seen to have a triplet structure with a spacing of 
around 65cm'. From examination of the vibronic structure in the dispersed fluorescence spectra 
of Levy, the conformers can be split into two groups, each displaying slightly different vibronic 
structure. The conformers B+F share a similar band structure in the low wavenumber region, 
while conformers A, C, D and E all share a common vibronic structure. Contrary to the 
observations from the dispersed fluorescence spectra, Levy and co-workers assigned the 
conformer pairs as A+B and D+E as gauche, or folded, conformers of the tail and C+F as anti, or 
extended, conformations of the tail. 
The separation between the observed bands for conformer E is around 400cm 1 , with the exact 
separations given in Table 5.2. The bands could be due to the excitation of an anharmonic mode 
in the ground state with a frequency of around 400 cm'. However, similar structure apparent in 
the dispersed fluorescence spectra of alkyl benzenes, by Hopkins and co-workers 2  and alkyl 
phenols by Song and Hayes", has been assigned in terms of each peak less than 1200 cm being 
due to a separate vibrational mode excitation. The symmetry of the tyramine molecule is C, in 
any of the proposed conformations of the alkyl tail. With such a low symmetry the electronic 
transition becomes A—>A and excitation of all vibronic modes is allowed within the Franck- 
Condon approximation. 
Following the assignments of Hopkins el a123 , the band at 839 cm' is assigned as the 1 
vibrational mode, using the notation of Varsanyi 24 . A diagram showing the approximate motions 
of atoms in the normal vibrations of benzene is given in Figure 5.7. The I mode does not 
change frequency appreciably on either alkyl or hydroxyl substitution, having a frequency of 
821 cm in n-propyl benzene 23  and 817 cm' in n-propyl phenol 
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Figure 5.7 Normal vibrations of benzene. Figure reproduced from Varsáriyi 24 . 
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The triplet band which occurs at around 500 cm' can be assigned to either a 6a (335—>500 cm- 
1), 
9b (260—*460 cni'), or I 6b (455-->570 cm') vibrational mode. A mode of similar frequency, 
590 cm', in the emission spectrum of n-propyl benzene 23  is assigned as the 6a mode, in addition 
to a mode at 504 in the spectrum of n-propyl phenol". The 6a mode is sensitive to 
substituent, since it involves motion at the carbon-substituent positions. The 6a mode frequency 
changes by around 125 cm' over the range of alkyl phenols studied, and by 76 cm -1 over the 
range of alkyl benzenes, assignment of this band is, therefore, unclear. 
The splitting between the member sub-bands comprising the triplet band is 66 cm' (l-2) and 
77 en-i' (2-0). These frequencies are too low to be assigned to ring vibrations and may instead 
be due to alkyl or hydroxyl torsional motion. All of the vibrational modes which fit the 
assignment for the triplet peak at 500cm' (6a, 9a, 16b), involve motion at the para-carbon 
substituent positions. This movement would be such that coupling may occur between the ring 
vibration and the alkyl or hydroxyl torsional or wagging motion. 
5.4.3 LIF Excitation Spectrum of 4-tert-butyl phenol 
The LIF excitation spectrum of jet-cooled 4TBP, in the region near the origin, is shown in Figure 
5.8. The two intense bands shown are assigned as distinct conformer origin bands. The spectrum 
is in good agreement with that recorded by Song and Only minimum vibronic structure 
was observed in the LIF excitation spectrum to higher energy. The absolute and relative 
energies of the bands in the spectrum are given in Table 5.3. 
Band Absolute Energy / cm' Relative Energy / cm'l 
A 35,712 0 
B 35,750 38 
Table 5.3 Absolute and relative energies for the two conformers of 4TBP and the vibronic 
bands observed in the spectrum. 
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Figure 5.8 LIF excitation spectrum of jet-cooled laser-desorbed 4TBP, in the region near 
the origin bands. 
The appearance of only minimal vibronic structure in the LIF excitation spectrum suggests that 
the ground and excited state equilibrium structures for each conformer are similar. 
5.4.4 LIF Emission Spectrum of 4-tert-butyl phenol 
The dispersed fluorescence spectra resulting from excitation of each of the conformer bands in 
the excitation spectrum of 4-tert-butyl phenol are shown in Figure 5.9, band A, and Figure 5. 10. , 
band B. The spectra are not as well resolved as those obtained for tyramine, in particular there is 
a much larger scattered light component to the origin band. The weakness of the vibronic 
features can be attributed to the weakness of fluorescence intensity from 4TBP. The intensity of 
the fluorescence bands in the 4TBP excitation spectrum in general were around half as intense as 
those recorded for tyramine, resulting in a corresponding reduction in intensity of vibronic 
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features in the emission spectrum. The large scattering component in the 4TBP emission 
spectrum arises due to the peculiar desorption characteristics displayed by 4TBP, discussed in 
section 5.3. 
For each conformer several emission spectra are shown to give a better idea of the underlying 
structure apparent in each, which would be less clear if an isolated spectrum were shown. The 
emission spectra recorded for conformer B are slightly better resolved than those for conformer 
A, due to the greater intensity of the B band in the LIF excitation spectrum. The vibronic 
structure for each conformer is similar and the band positions are the same in each spectrum, 
within the spectral resolution. The lowest energy distinct feature for each conformer appears at 
465 and 470cm, which is of a sufficiently high frequency that it is unlikely to be due to any 
alkyl torsional motion. On the basis of the lack of any observed bands attributable to the alkyl 
torsional motion, it is unlikely that the two molecular conformers could be distinguished on the 
basis of their dispersed fluorescence spectrum 
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Figure 5.9 Dispersed fluorescence spectrum from excitation of conformer band A, 
resolution is 100cm1 . 
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Figure 5.10 Dispersed fluorescence spectrum from excitation of conformer band B, the 
resolution is lOOcni'. 
The dispersed fluorescence spectra are not in complete agreement with that recorded by Song 
and Hayes", who mention that they experienced difficulty in obtaining the dispersed 
fluorescence of 4TBP. They make no mention of the spectra resolution that they obtain, but 
since they record two bands with a separation of 30cm' it is assumed that their resolution must 
exceed this value. They report 4 vibronic bands up to 900cm 1  in energy, however, no spectra 
were presented in their paper. A list of the observed vibronic bands in the dispersed 
fluorescence spectrum of conformers A and B, in addition to the bands recorded by Song and 
Hayes, are presented in Table 5.4. 
The previous vibronic assignments of the dispersed fluorescence spectra of 4TBP, and a series of 
para substituted alkyl-phenols, made by Song and 	assumed overall C 2 , symmetry of the 
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transition is A,—>A,, which is symmetry allowed. In this case, only the totally symmetric 
vibronic modes are allowed in the Franck-Condon approximation. From this assumption they 
conclude that the most intense bands observed in the emission spectrum are those of the totally 
symmetric modes in C 2\ . The assumption of overall C 2., symmetry may be correct to a first 
approximation for small substituents, such as methyl groups, but for substituents of a substantial 
size, for example a tertiary butyl group, the deviation from C 2 , would be expected to be large. 
Song and Hayes mention that even for p-methyl phenol (p-cresol), bands in the LIF excitation 
spectrum are observed which cannot be assigned as totally symmetric C2v vibrations. If, in such 
a case, the substituents are not considered point masses then the symmetry of the 4TBP reduces 
to either C, as in tyramine, or Cs, depending on butyl group orientation. The electronic 
transition, therefore, becomes A'—).A' (C s), or A—>A (C 1 ). In the case of Cs 
point group 
symmetry, again, only the totally symmetric modes are allowed. In C, symmetry, the excitation 
of all vibronic modes is allowed. 
The assignments given for the modes observed in this work are based on those made for the 
series of alkyl benzenes studied by Hopkins ci a123  and the mode descriptions and assignments 
given by Varsanyi 24, as per Figure 5.7. 
Mode A / cm' B / cm' 4TBP I cm - ' 4TBB / cm-1  
468 471 508 (16b,) - 
6a 1 - - - 588 
6b 1 630 636 663 (4,) 629 
1 1 822 832 828(1 1 ) 
821 
12 - - 858(5 1 ) 
1008 
iSa, 1090 1083 - 1035 
9a, 1260 1270 
- 1212 
Table 5.4 Vibrational mode assignments for the dispersed fluorescence spectrum of 
conformer bands A and B of 4TBP, and of the published 4TBP bands from Song and 
Hayes" and those for 4TBB from Hopkins et a12 2 
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The frequency of the observed modes for 4TBP and 4TBB are very similar. The modes for 
which there is a shift in frequency are those which involve motion of the carbon I position at 
which the hydroxyl group is substituted. 
The mode assigned as 6b, shifts only 4cm' with the substitution of the hydroxyl group but in 
this mode there is no motion in the carbon 1 position. Likewise, the carbon 4 position does not 
change during the vibration and indeed across the series of alkyl benzenes studied by Hopkins 
ci a123  the mode, correspondingly, only changes by 4cm with progressive alkyl substitution. 
Similarly to the 6b mode, the I mode changes very little on substitution, by only 11 cm t . In 
contrast to the 6b mode, however, the 1 mode does involve motion at both the carbon I and 
carbon 4 positions. This mode is best described as a symmetric ring breathing, or inhaling, 
motion of the ring. However, the I mode does not involve a lengthening of the substituent ring 
bond, since the substituent also moves outwards with the ring carbon, and this may explain why 
it is relatively insensitive to substitution. 
The mode observed at 1083cm in 4TBP, could be assigned as either mode 12 or mode 18a. If 
assigned as mode 12 then the frequency of the mode is shifted 75cm, an assignment as mode 18 
implies a shift of only 48cm, in each case the shift is to higher frequency. Comparison of 
modes and 12 and 18a shown in Figure 5.7, shows that in mode 18a the carbon I position does 
not move during the mode. Substitution of the hydroxyl group at this position would, therefore, 
not be expected to greatly alter the frequency of the mode. The 12 mode, in contrast, involves 
motion of the carbon I position towards the ring system. Substitution would be expected to have 
a greater effect on the 12 mode than the 18a mode. Comparison between the frequencies of 
modes 12 and 18a, in Varsányi 24, shows that on di-para substitution, with light substituents, the 
mode 12 frequency reduces by around half, to 610-760cm. The 1 8a mode, in contrast, does not 
change frequency significantly on di-substitution, with respect to mono-substitution. With 
mono-substitution the mode frequency is 995—*1 O3Ocm 1  and with di-substitution the frequency 
range is 1085—*1130cm'. The band at 1083cm 1  is, therefore, assigned as vibrational mode 18a. 
The band at 465 cm' fits assignment as either mode 6a (335—*500cm 1
), following the 
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assignment of a 588cm 1  band as 6a in 4TBB, or a 9b mode, with range 260—*460 cm
1 , or a 16b 
mode with range 455—>570 cm - ' (all for a di-substituted molecule). When the molecule is 
mono-substituted the mode energies change as follows; 6a is 305—>530cm', mode 16b is 
420—*600 cm- ' and mode 9b becomes 1 135-->1 170 cm'. Assignment of the band as 9b, requires 
that a band of frequency 1 l35—.1170 cm' should be present in the spectrum of the 
mono-substituted butyl benzene, and indeed the mode at 1008 cm' previously assigned as mode 
12 almost fits the bill. On addition of the hydroxyl group, this mode shifts down in frequency to 
465 cm'. The 6a mode, at 588 cm' in 4TBB, may be present in the emission spectrum of 4TBP 
but may be obscured by the band at 465 cm'. Though the assignment of the 465 cm - ' band as a 
9b vibration fits the observed data, with reassignment of the 12 band in 4TBB, assignment of the 
465 cm' band as a 16b vibration is also consistent and requires no reassignment. On the basis of 
these simplistic arguments the 465 cm cannot yet be assigned. 
5.4.5 4TBP and Tyramine - A comparison 
The main vibronic bands observed in the dispersed fluorescence spectra of tyramine and 4TBP 
are summarised in Figure 5.11. with the bands observed for 4TBB' 2  shown for comparison. The 
main vibronic bands for the two compounds occur at similar wavelengths, the 1 1 band at 
-830cm', the 9a mode at -1250cm' and the unassigned bands at 490cm 1 , 1268cm1
, 1686cm' 
and 2081cm1 . Each observed band for tyramine corresponds almost exactly to one observed in 
the dispersed emission spectrum of 4TBP. In addition to this, there is an apparent doubling of 
spectral features going from t -yramine to 4TBP, with extra 4TBP bands being observed between 
each tyramine-4TBP co-incident peak. The separation between the 4TBP/tyramine coincident 
bands and the extra bands in 4TBP is not constant, but ranges from 164—*314cm 1 . 
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Figure 5.11 Comparison between the observed bands in the dispersed fluorescence 
spectrum of tyramine (blue), 4FBB (green) and 4TBP (red). 
Assignment 	I Tyramine - baud E 4TBP - band B. 
6aJ9bI16a 485 471 
6b 635 
1 839 832 
iSa 1083 







Table 53 Assignments for the vibronic bands observed in the dispersed fluorescence 
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The proposed vibronic assignments for each molecule are summarised in Table 5.5. To aid the 
assignment of the remaining ground state vibronic bands and to understand the conformational 
behaviour of each molecule, a series of ab inifio calculations was performed on each molecule. 
The following sections, 5.5 through to 5.9, detail the calculation of the different molecular 
conformers of each molecule and examine the structural and electronic effects which influence 
their stability. The following sections deal with the ground and excited state properties of each 
molecule, and related structures, separately. The insight the calculations provided will be 
discussed at the end of the computational section. The discussion of the various vibrational 
assignments for the LIF emission spectra for each molecule will occur after the structures of the 
various molecular conformers have been determined. 
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5.5 	Electronic structure calculations on 4TBP 
The LIF excitation spectrum of 4TBB contains only a single origin band. The single observed 
peak most probably corresponds to an average conformation of the molecule due to rotation of 
the butyl group. The addition of the hydroxyl group to form 4TBP results in a doubling of the 
spectral features implying the formation of two distinct molecular conformers. The influence of 
the hydroxyl group on the t-butyl group is unknown. 
5.5.1 DFT ground state calculations 
From the work on the substituted biphenyls it was found that the DFT (B3LYP/6-3 I G+(d)) 
calculated torsional ground state barriers and equilibrium torsional angles were in closer 
agreement to those determined experimentally than those from either the MP2 or HF 
calculations. For this reason, and for the sake of continuity, all torsional potentials presented in 
this chapter were calculated using the DFT (B3LYP/6-31G+(d)) method. Geometry 
optimisations using both the HF and MP2 methods were also performed to assess the structural 
and energetic effects of the various levels of ab initio approximations employed by each method. 
As a starting point, the minimum energy structure of the molecule was calculated using DFT 
(B3LYP/6-31G+(d)), and is shown in Figure 5.12. This structure was calculated to have no 
imaginary vibrational frequencies and hence is assigned as the minimum energy structure of the 
molecule. The hydroxyl group is calculated to lie in the plane of the phenol ring, consistent with 
microwave studies on phenol 
25,26 where the hydroxyl group was also determined be coplanar 
with the ring system. The dihedral angle of the hydroxyl group with the ring has a value of 2 
placing the hydroxyl group slightly off the long molecular axis of the molecule. The carbon-
methyl bond on the left-hand side of the molecule is orientated coplanar with the ring, the other 
two carbon-methyl bonds of the butyl group are 60° above and 60 0 below the plane of the ring, 
respectively. Since both the hydroxyl group and the in plane carbon-methyl bond are oriented 
towards the same side of the long molecular axis, this is termed the cis molecular conformer. 
The value of the calculated carbon-oxygen bond length of 1.375A is in reasonable agreement 
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with the value for this bond estimated to be 1.364A from the microwave spectrum of phenol 25 . 
Figure 5.12 The ground state structures of the minimum energy conformation of 4TBP 
determined using DPI' (B3LYP/6-31G+(d)). 
0 	 ) 	 1W 
Torsional Angle I Degrees 
Figure 5.13 The ground state torsional potential of 4-t-butyl phenol calculated using DPI' 
(B3LYP/6-31G+(d)). 
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Figure 5.14 Definition of the angle of torsion in 4TBP. 
The potential for rotation of the butyl group with respect to the plane of the ring was calculated 
using the DFT (133LYP/6-3 I G+(d)) method and is shown in Figure 5.13. The angle of torsion is 
indicated in Figure 5.14, with the 'r=O° conformer taken as the cis molecular conformer. As in 
chapter 4, each point is the result of an individual geometry optimisation at a constrained 
torsional angle. The calculated potential is three-fold symmetric, repeating after every 120°. 
The barriers at 30 1, 90 0 and 1500  are all equal in height and are of energy 250cm 4
. The barriers 
of the potential surface are correlated with the situation where there is no carbon-methyl group 
in the plane of the ring system, nor any straddling methyl groups, shown in Figure 5.15. 
Figure 5.15 The orientation of the t-butyl group which corresponds to a maximum in the 
calculated torsional potential of 4TBP. 
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The minimum energy point on the calculated potential corresponds to the cis conformer of the 
molecule. The second local minimum, which occurs at torsional angles of 60 °  and 1800, 
corresponds to a structure with the hydroxyl and in-plane carbon-methyl bond oriented towards 
opposite sides of the long molecular axis, shown in Figure 5.16. This structure is, therefore, 
termed the trans conformer of the molecule. The trans structure was calculated to have one 
imaginary vibrational frequency, corresponding to motion in the butyl torsional co-ordinate. The 
calculated energy separation between the two conformers is 46cm 1 , which is very close to the 
separation of the conformer bands in the LIF excitation spectrum of 38cn1 1 . Including the zero 
point correction to the energy the conformer separation reduces to 30cni 1 . 
Figure 5.16 The trans molecular conformer of 4TBP. All bond lengths are given in 
angstroms 
5.5.2 Vibrational Frequencies 
Frequency calculations were carried out on the two stable conformers structures as an aid to the 
interpretation of the LIF emission spectrum for each conformer. The molecular point group of 
each 4TBP conformer is C, with the minor plane lying in the ring plane of the molecule. As 
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discussed in section 5.4.4, the electronic transition is A'->A', therefore, only totally symmetric 
vibronic modes will be active. The calculated vibrational modes are in good agreement with the 
assignments of those observed experimentally. The mode observed at 1494cm 1  was calculated 
to involve mainly a torsional motion in the butyl group. The I mode was overestimated in the 
calculation by around 1 20cm'. The calculation showed that the mode was strongly coupled with 
wagging motions in the butyl group. The frequency of the 6a mode was calculated to be around 
140cm' lower than that observed experimentally, but similarly to the I mode, significant 
coupling between the butyl group torsion and the 6a mode was observed. No fundamentals were 
calculated in the region I 800cm to 2900cm, therefore, the bands observed in this region are 
assigned as combination bands. The calculated ground state vibrational frequencies for the cis 
and trans conformers were very similar, with the largest difference being around 20cm' for any 
mode. This information is summarised in Table 5.6. 
Mode Assignment Observed / ciii Calculated I cm' 
6a 471 334 
6b 635 646 
1 832 951 
18a 1063 1049 
9a 1270 1165 
Tail mode 1494 




Table 5.6 The observed and calculated vibronic modes active in the LIF emission spectrum 
of 4TBP. 
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5.5.3 Origin of Conformational Preference 
5.5.3.1 Steric interactions 
As a starting point to the understanding of the form of the torsional potential in 4TBP, the 
minimum energy structures and the barriers to internal rotation, possible steric factors were 
investigated. In ethane, for example, one of the theories for the form of the internal rotation 
potential is a steric hindrance between the opposing methyl groups 2 . For 4TBP the barrier in the 
potential surface occurs at a torsional angle of 90°, in this position, the average separation 
between the methylinic hydrogens and the adjacent ring hydrogens is around 2.93 A, for the 
methyl group at 900 to the ring plane, but only I.808A for the below plane methyl groups. The 
van der Waals radius for hydrogen is 1.2A, so it can be seen that there is a significant steric 
interaction between the hydrogens on the methyl groups below the plane and those of the 
adjacent ring hydrogens. In the cis and trans conformers, the average methyl-hydrogen and ring-
hydrogen separation is similar for both structures and is around 2.258A for the in-plane methyl 
groups and 2.225A for the above and below plane methyl groups. In each case the separation is 
less than the sum of their van der Waals radii and a steric interaction is predicted. The 
separation is much larger than that observed in the 90° molecular conformer, and, therefore, the 
steric interaction at these conformations is predicted to be lower. 
From the work on the substituted biphenyls, however, it is clear that the steric interaction is only 
one of several possible interactions that can influence the torsional potential of a molecule. In 
the case of 4-cyanobiphenyl in the calculated minimum energy structure of the molecule the 
hydrogenic separation was calculated to be around 2.2A, that is the van der Waals radii of the 
opposing hydrogens would overlap. Based on steric evidence alone this conformer would, 
therefore, not be predicted to be the most stable. In the case of the biphenyls additional 
interaction between the t-orbitals on each of the rings was determined to be the major stabilising 
factor at the minimum energy conformation. In the case of 4TBP, the two minimum energy 
conformers certainly possess a lower steric interaction than the least stable 90° conformer, but 
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the trends in steric interaction alone do not seem to explain the energetic differences between the 
cis and trans conformers. With analogy to the biphenyls, the HOMO of each conformer was also 
calculated in order to investigate possible electronic contributions to the conformer stability. 
5.5.3.2 Electronic interactions 
The HOMO for each molecular conformer are shown in Figure 5.17 at an isosurface value of 
0.02 e/A3. The isosurface value determines the extent of the HOMO seen. A large isosurface 
value highlights the areas in the molecule with a high electron density, whilst a small isosurface 
value encompasses areas with a smaller electron density. At a resolution of 0.02 e/A 3, which can 
be considered small, two interactions are evident between the butyl methyl groups and the ring 
system. The HOMO orbital section on the side of the ring nearest the t-butyl group, extends 
over both the in-plane and out-of-plane methyl groups. The orbital is symmetric on reflection in 
the plane of the ring. 
The HOMO of tert-butyl benzene (4TBB) was also calculated and is shown in Figure 5.18. The 
figure shows the pseudo cis and trans conformers of the molecule, since they are in reality 
identical structures. The interaction between the butyl methyl groups and the ring, displayed in 
4TBP, is also present, implying the interaction is independent of the presence of the hydroxyl 
group in the molecule. 
Figure 5.17 The HOMO for the cis (right) and trans (left) conformers of 4-tert-butyl 
phenol at isosurface value of 0.02 e/A3. 
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Figure 5.18 The HOMO of tert-butylbenzene at an isosurface of 0.02 c/A3 . The pseudo cis 
conformer is on the left and the pseudo trans on the left. 
The general term for the interaction between an aromatic molecule and its substituent via the 
molecular orbitals is called the mesomeric effect. The mesomeric interaction can occur if the 
orbitals on the substituent and molecule have a similar symmetry and the result is the extension 
of the it-system of the molecule and a resultant stabilisation due to the increased electronic 
delocalisation. The substituent group can be anything which possesses orbitals that change sign 
on reflection in the plane of the molecule. The orbitals of the substituent may be it-molecular 
orbitals, as for the vinyl, carbonyl or nitro groups, it-atomic orbitals as for halogen or hydroxyl 
groups, or simply combinations of orbitals that have it symmetry, as for the methyl group. The 
special case of the interaction of methyl electrons with an unsaturated system is referred to as 
hyperconjugation (HC)27. The HC effect is illustrated in Figure 5.19 with the molecule toluene. 
The molecule is viewed side on with the in-plane methyl hydrogen pointing into the plane of the 
page, the black arrows represent the out of plane methylinic hydrogens. The combination of the 
above and below plane hydrogen orbitals is of pseudo it symmetry, and interaction between the 
ring it-orbitals and the methyl group occurs. The methyl group has been observed to act as 
either a 1-IC donor or acceptor 
28 33I, for a comprehensive review see reference 29. When 
acting as HC donor (positive HC), the methyl group donates bonding electron density from a 
filled methyl orbital of it like symmetry into a vacant it or 71* orbital on a neighbouring group. 
In the reverse case, where the methyl group is acting as a HC acceptor (negative HC), the 
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electron density is introduced into an anti-bonding methyl orbital of it symmetry from an 
adjacent electron rich it orbital. In each case, the carbon-hydrogen bonds involved in the HC 
process lengthen. In positive HC this is because bonding electron density is being removed from 
bonding orbitals, in negative HG it is due to the addition of electron density into an anti-bonding 
orbital. In either case, the effect of hyperconjugation is a stabilising one, due to increased 
delocalisation of the it-electrons in the system. 
Figure 5.19 An example of the mechanism of the hyperconjugative effect in toluene (left) 
and the specific methyl group orbital density in 4TBB and 4TBP (right). 
When 4TBP and 4TBB are in the cis or trans molecular conformers, there are two possible HG 
effects that can occur, also shown in Figure 5.19. This time the molecule is viewed end on, 
looking though the t-butyl group. The ring orbital density is omitted for clarity but, for the sake 
of illustration, is of yellow phase above the molecular plane, and blue, below. The in plane 
methyl group has an orbital pattern with opposite phase density on the above and below plane 
hydrogens (or carbon-hydrogen bonds). The orbitals in this combination have it-like symmetry, 
similar to that of toluene, and interaction can thus occur between the in-plane methyl group and 
the it orbitals of the ring system. The out of plane methyl groups are, in turn, acting in 
combination as though they were themselves out of plane carbon-hydrogen methyl bonds. The 
orbital density of opposite phase on the above and below plane methyl groups, taken in 
combination, appears like that of a big methyl group. Again, the it-like symmetry of the two 
methyl groups, allows interaction between the ring and the t-butyl group. 
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The maximum in the 4TBP torsional potential occurs when one of the methyl groups is at 90° to 
the ring plane, and the others each at 30 0  below. The HOMO of the molecule in this orientation 
is shown in Figure 5.20 in two views; above and below the plane of the ring. There is still an 
overlap between the ring orbital and that on the butyl group however, it is slightly different to 
that observed in the cis and trans molecular conformers. 
Figure 5.20 The HOMO of 4TBP at a torsional angle of 90 0 ; the isosurface value is 
0.01 cIA3 . The left hand structure is viewed from under the plane whilst the right hand 
structure is viewed from above the plane of the ring. 
The below plane methyl groups interact with the adjacent section of the HOMO (yellow). The 
interaction is weaker than that observed in the cis and trans conformers, evidenced by the 
smaller orbital overlap. The reason for the smaller interaction is probably due to the increased 
separation between the methyl hydrogens and the ring system in this orientation. The remaining 
hydrogen on the below plane methyl groups points vertically upwards and can interact with the 
orbital density of the same phase (blue) above the plane of the ring. This interaction is stronger 
than that observed in the below plane methyl hydrogens, probably due to the closer proximity of 
these two hydrogens to the ring. In each case, the interactions are much weaker that those 
observed in the cis and trans conformers and this may explain, in conjunction with the increased 
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steric hindrance, why the 90 0  conformer should be the least stable. 
The hyperconjugative effect, discussed above, explains the stability of the cis and trans 4TBP 
molecular conformers, relative to any other orientation of the butyl group, and also the barriers 
to rotation in the 4TBP torsional potential. The magnitude of the HC effect in the HOMO of 
each conformer appears similar. Since the preferential stabilisation of the cis conformer does 
not seem to be related to a steric effect, the electronic structure of each conformer was examined. 
5.5.4 Electron Density Slices 
To investigate the effect on the electron density of the molecule, caused by the hydroxyl group, 
Slices through the total electron density of the molecule were calculated. The slices are taken 
0.3A above the ring plane for both the cis and trans conformers and are shown in Figure 5.21. 
The calculations give the total electron density for the molecules, that is the sum of all the sigma 
and pi electrons. Slices taken in the plane of the molecule are dominated by the sigma electron 
density and it was not easy to determine differences between the electron density at different 
carbon positions. Slices taken above this plane, as those shown in Figure 5.21, more easily show 
the subtle differences in electron density at the different carbon positions. The red areas indicate 
areas of high electron density, whilst the blue regions show areas of low electron density. The 
electron density pattern is very much like that which would be expected from "chemical 
intuition". The sigma electron withdrawing nature of the hydroxyl group is evident from the low 
electron density on the carbon I position. The it effects, often called the resonance effects, are 
shown with the increase in electron density on the carbon 2, 4 and 6 positions. These positions 
are the ortho and para positions relative to the hydroxyl group, the increase in electron density 
there can be explained in terms of basic resonance structures describing the delocalisation of the 
oxygen lone pair into the ring. 
The total electron density pattern for the cis and trans molecular conformers appear very similar. 
One noticeable difference, is the increase in electron density at position 2 in the cis conformer, 
and position 6 in the trans conformer. The electron density on the side of the molecule adjacent 
to the t-butyl group looks similar for each conformer. However, since the HC effect observed in 
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4TBP is occurring in the HOMO of the molecule, an orbital of it-symmetry, it is perhaps not 
very instructive to examine the total electron density of the molecule, since this is dominated by 
the sigma and in-plane it electrons. Instead, slices through the calculated HOMO of 4TBP were 
taken in order to investigate the electron distribution in the it-orbital directly involved in the HC 
effect. The electron density slices through the HOMO of the cis and trans 4TBP conformers are 
shown in Figure 5.22. Since the it-orbitals have a node through the molecular plane each slice 
was taken at a position above the molecular plane. A distance of 03A was determined to be the 
position at which the it-orbital density reached a maximum, this was observed by gradually 
incrementing the position of the slice above the molecule. 
Figure 5.21 Slices though the calculated total electron density of the cis (left) and trans 
(right) conformers of 4TBP, taken 03A above the molecular plane. 
Figure 5.22 Slices through the HOMO of the cis (left) and trans (right) conformers of 
4TBP, taken at 0.3A above the plane of the ring. 
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Again, the red areas indicate areas of high electron density, whereas the blue regions show areas 
of low electron density. In contrast to the slices though the total electron density, which showed 
relatively constant density throughout the ring, the electron density in the HOMO is much more 
varied. It can be seen that on the section of the ring adjacent to the alkyl group there is a 
pronounced asymmetry in the electron density on each side of the long molecular axis. The 
electron density is greater on the side of the molecule towards which the hydroxyl hydrogen is 
oriented. To investigate whether the effect was a combinatory effect, due to both the hydroxyl 
group and the alkyl group, or an effect cause solely by the hydroxyl group, similar slices taken 
through the HOMO of phenol and t-butylbcnzene (4TBB) are shown in Figure 5.23. 
Figure 5.23 Slice through the electron density of phenol (right) where the hydroxyl group is 
pointing left, and t-butylbenzene (left), with the in-plane methyl group again pointing left, 
at a distance of 0.30A above the ring plane. 
The asymmetry in the HOMO electron density in both phenol and 4TBB can readily be seen. 
For both molecules, the electron density of the carbon I and 4 positions is large and relatively 
similar. The electron density of the other ring carbon positions, however, is quite sensitive to the 
substituent, with the side of the molecule further from the substituent most affected. Rotation of 
either substituent by 180* about the long molecular axis results in an apparent reflection of the 
electron density pattern across the long molecular axis. The electron density in the ring is, 
therefore, not fixed but determined by the position of the substituent relative to the ring. The 
orbitals in 4TBP, phenol and 4TBB are related closely to those of benzene. The it-orbitals for 
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benzene are shown in Figure 5.24. The effect of substitution on the benzene molecular orbitals 
is to remove the degeneracy between the e2 and elg orbital pairs. For future reference the left 
hand e2 and e ig  orbitals will be called type I orbitals, whilst the right hand e2 and e ig 
orbitals 




U U eIg 
U 
Figure 5.24 The i molecular orbital configurations and symmetry assignments for benzene 
in the S0 electronic state. 
From comparison of the orbitals of phenol, 4TBB, 4TBP and benzene it can be seen that when 
the orbitals are examined at a high isosurface value the orbital pattern for each molecule closely 
resembles that of the type 1 e ig  benzene orbital, shown in Figure 5.24. However, at a lower 
isosurface value, Figure 5.25, and taking into account the electron density patterns, the orbitals 
also appear similar to that of the type 2 e l , orbital, Figure 5.24, though with the long molecular 
axis rotated by 600 . Mixing appears to be occurring between the two e g  type molecular orbitals. 
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Figure 5.25 The HOMO of t-butyl benzene (left) and phenol (right) at an isosurface value 
of 0.08 e/A3 . 
a, 
Figure 5.26 Example of the possible mixing between the two benzoic e 1 g orbitals which 
correspond to the phenol HOMO and HOMO-1. 
The point group of phenol, assuming that the hydroxyl group lies exactly in the plane of the ring, 
is Cs. Under Cs symmetry, both the HOMO and the HOMO-] are of A" symmetry. Interaction 
or mixing between the two orbitals can, therefore, occur. Figure 5.26 shows a possible 
combination of the HOMO and HOMO-] orbitals that would result in an electron density/orbital 
pattern similar to that which is observed in phenol, 4TBB and 4TBP. The simple picture of the 
addition of the two orbitals assumes that the orbital density on each position is similar, though in 
reality this may not be the case. The true electron density at each position will depend on the 
electron density in each orbital and the degree of mixing between the orbitals. For comparison, 
the HOMO of phenol is shown with the hydroxyl group at 90 0  to the ring plane in Figure 5.27. 
The symmetry of the molecule in this conformation is still Cs. However, the mirror plane, which 
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was previously in the plane of the molecule, has shifted and now bisects the long molecular axis. 
With the symmetry plane rotated, the HOMO and HOMO-1 no longer share the same symmetry 
classification. The HOMO is now of A! symmetry, whilst the HOMO-1 retains A!! symmetry. 
The result of the lifting of the symmetry degeneracy is that the molecular orbitals can no longer 
interact. The asymmetry in the electron density/orbital density displayed in phenol, when the 
hydroxyl group was in the plane of the molecule, is now gone. The electron density, though 
slightly greater towards the side of the molecule where the hydroxyl group is located, is now 
completely symmetric across the long molecular axis. 
Figure 5.27 The HOMO of phenol with the hydroxyl group at 900  to the ring plane. 
In both the cis and trans conformers of 4TBP and 4TBB the point group symmetry of the 
molecule is also C. Similarly to phenol the mirror plane lies in the ring plane of the molecule. 
Again, the symmetry of both the HOMO and the HOMO-1 are of A" symmetry. The electron 
density patterns observed in the HOMO of 4TBP can, therefore, also be explained in terms of an 
orbital mixing between the HOMO and the HOMO-1 orbitals. 
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5.5.5 HyperconjugatiOfl in 4TBP 
In 4TBB and phenol, the substituent appears to affect the electron density/orbital to a greater 
degree on the side of the molecule furthest from the substituent. In the case of 4TBP the overall 
electron density pattern is a combined result of both the hydroxyl and butyl substituent groups. 
In the case of 4TBP, rotation of the t-butyl group alters the electron density of the molecule 
adjacent to the hydroxyl group, while rotation of the phenol group alters the electron density on 
the side of the molecule adjacent to the t-butyl group. This means that with a hydroxyl rotation 
of 1800 the t-butyl group "sees' a completely different electron density pattern. In the cis 
conformer, the out of plane methyl group, with which there is a large HC interaction, is opposite 
the carbon position of low electron density. In the trans conformation, the out-of-plane methyl 
groups are adjacent to a ring carbon position with a significant electron density. The rotation of 
the t-butyl group, with the hydroxyl group held fixed also changed the electron density pattern of 
the molecule but to a much smaller extent than rotation of the hydroxyl group. However, from 
the point of view of the t-butyl group the electron density it experiences is controlled by the 
position of the hydroxyl group. The asymmetry in the electron density of the ring experienced 
by the two different molecular conformers seems a valid reason why they should be 
energetically different. The HC effect occurs in both conformers but is preferentially stabilising 
in the cis conformer. Electron density slices though the HOMO of the cis and trans conformers 
are shown in Figure 5.28, with a similar slice through the HOMO of phenol for comparison. The 
diagram shows only the electron density in the orbital closest to the t-butyl group for simplicity. 
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Figure 5.28 Slices through the HOMO of phenol (right), cis-4TBP (middle) and trans-
4TBP (left), at a distance of 0.3A above the ring plane. 
The carbon 3 position, in both the cis and trans 4TBP conformers, has a higher electron density 
than the same position in phenol. This initially suggests that the HC interaction is involving 
donation from the methyl groups into the ring system. The electron density at carbon 3 is larger 
in the cis conformer, consistent with the assumption that the HC effect is greater from the out-of-
plane methyl groups than the in-plane groups. As the carbon 3 position has a very low electron 
density, the adjacent methyl groups are effectively seeing a vacant it-orbital. This may explain 
why the HC effect is from the methyl group into the ring. In the cis molecular conformer the 
donation from the butyl-group to the ring reduces the level of asymmetry in the HOMO electron 
density and this may be the reason for its energetic stability. 
The electron density at carbon 5 is approximately equal for each of the molecules. Though from 
Figure 5.28 the trans conformer appears to have a slightly higher value. If this is the case, it is 
possible that HC donation from the out-of-plane methyl groups is now occurring to this position. 
Since the carbon 5 position already possesses a significant electron density, the ability of the 
methyl group to donate to this position is restricted somewhat. The energetic stabilisation 
gained from the electron donation is reduced and the trans conformer is, thus, less stable than 
that of the cis. 
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The calculated energetic difference between the cis and trans ground state conformers of 4TBP, 
at 46 cm', is very similar to the observed splitting of the conformer origin bands observed in the 
LIF excitation spectrum, of 38cm. However, the spectroscopic splitting is due to the difference 
in excitation energy between the two molecular conformers not simply the ground state energy 
difference. In the situation where both conformers were energetically degenerate in the excited 
electronic state then the ground state energy difference would indeed correspond to the observed 
conformer band splitting. In order to assess the energetic differences in the excited state fixed 
population DFT (B3LYP/6-31G+(d)) and CIS calculations were carried out on the S i state of 
4TBP. 
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5.6 	Excited State calculations on 4-t-butyl phenol 
The DFT fixed population method, including only the HOMO->LUMO excitation, and the CIS 
method were applied to investigate the excited state behaviour of 4TBP. Single point excitations 
from the cis and trans ground state conformers were calculated in order to determine if each 
method could reproduce the conformer band splitting observed in the LIF excitation spectrum. 
In addition to this, geometry optimisations were carried out with each computational method to 
examine any structural or electronic differences between the ground state and the first excited 
singlet state. 
5.6.1 CIS calculated transition moments 
Using the CIS method the electronic excitation in 4TBP is determined to be composed of 
transitions between the HOMO—LUMO and the HOMO-1--+LUMO+1 orbital pairs. The 
wavefunction for the excitation can be written as a linear combination of these different 
excitations, shown in equation 5.1. The CIS calculated expansion coefficients generated by 
excitation from the cis and trans conformers are given in Table 5.7. The expansion coefficient 
values for the two conformers are very similar. 
= CWHWL + C2I/fHtL+1 	
(5.1) 
Contribution from CIS expansion coefficient CIS expansion coefficient 
orbital pairs trans cis 
HOMO—,LUMO 0.61243 (c 1 ) 0.61304 (c
1 ) 
HOMO-1--,LUI%'IO+l 0.33557 (c2) 0.33976 (c) 
Table 5.7 Contributions to the transition moment from different orbital pairs for the 
conformers of 4TBP. 
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For each molecular conformer the transition dipole moment is oriented along the short molecular 
axis of each molecule. In the trans conformer there is a slight deviation of 
50 from this axis 
whilst in the cis conformer the deviation is greater, around 130. 
5.6.2 Single point excitations. 
Single point excitations were calculated from the ground state equilibrium geometry using both 
the CIS and fixed population DFT methods. In each case the vertical excitation energy for the 
cis conformer was calculated to be energetically some 110cm' larger that of the trans molecular 
conformer. Figure 5.29 shows a representation of excitation from the two ground state 
conformers to the S 1  state. For simplicity, it is assumed on the diagram that the vertical 
excitation occurs to the minima on the S i potential surface, though in reality that may not be the 
case. The energy difference in the ground state combined with that in the excited state leads to a 
predicted conformer band separation of 116 cm', for the DFT calculations and I 12cm for the 
CIS. This figure is higher than that observed experimentally, 38cm', but is of the correct order 
of magnitude. In the case of the DFT calculations the discrepancy in the excitation energy 
between calculation and experiment may be due to the neglect of the HOMO-1 —>LUMO+1 
transition, which accounts for almost a third of the overall electronic transition. In the case of 
the CIS calculations the discrepancy may be due to the limited nature of the wavefunction, 
suggesting that the inclusion of doubly or triply excited configurations may be required to model 
the excited state energetics accurately. 
That the trans conformer is calculated to have a lower excitation energy than the cis implies that 
the first observed band in the LIF excitation spectrum is due to the trails conformer and the 
second band, the cis. If both molecules have a similar value of transition oscillator strength, the 
relative intensity of the bands in the LIF excitation spectrum would be expected to reflect the 
abundance of each conformer in the jet. The first peak in the LIF excitation spectrum, Figure, is 
slightly lower in intensity than the second. If the first peak were due to the trans molecular 
conformer, the higher energy of this conformer in the ground state would result in a lower 
population of trans-4TBP relative to cis-4TBP. The desorbed molecules, assuming the 
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population in the solid was preserved, would be preferentially cis-4TBP, and this peak would be 
most intense in the LW excitation spectrum. However, the transition strengths of each 
conformer are unknown, and internal heating caused during desorption may be sufficient to 
allow interchange between molecular conformers before jet cooling is affected. In addition, it is 
generally thought that in tautomeric systems with a barrier to conformer interchange less than 
around 400-+500cm' there exists the potential for collisional relaxation of the molecules in the 
jet expansion into the lowest energy conformer". 
Torsional Angle / Degrees 
Figure 5.29 Representation of the energetic differences between the cis and trans 
conformers of 4TBP in S 0 and Si . 
5.6.3 Equilibrium S1 structures 
The equilibrium structure for the S 1  state of the molecule was also calculated using both 
methods, and are shown in Figure 5.30 with the ground state structure for comparison. For each 
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method the trans molecular conformer was again calculated to be the lowest energy structure in 
the S 1  state. The calculated energy separation between the conformers in the S 
i  state was 38cm 1 
for the US calculations and 70cm' for the DFT calculations. 
To the naked eye each calculated structure looks similar to that of the ground state trails 
conformer, there is no drastic geometry change as observed in the biphenyls. However, 
examination of the molecular geometry shows that there is a significant distortion of the ring 
bonds and also a shortening of the oxygen-carbon bond, and the carbon-t-butyl bond. For both 
calculated S structures the carbon-oxygen bond shortens, by 0.021A for DFT and by 0.055A for 
CIS, both are in reasonable agreement with the predicted shortening of this bond from band 
contour analysis of the rotationally resolved spectrum of phen01 33  where the bond is estimated to 
shrink by 0.044k 
1.320 
1.412 	1419 
S I CIS 
Figure 5.30 Comparison between the bonding patterns of the S o and S1  trans conformers. 
All bond lengths are given in A. 
The cis molecular conformer, now no longer the minimum energy structure, is calculated to be a 
local minimum in the S state. For each computational method, the distortion to the ring system 
for the cis conformer on excitation is similar in magnitude to that of the trans, with respect to the 
shortening and lengthening of all bonds. The DFT (B3LYP/6-31G+(d)) calculated structures are 
shown in Figure 5.3 1, while the CIS calculated structures are shown in Figure 5.32. 
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1.354 





Figure 5.31 Comparison between the bonding patterns in the S i  cis and trans 4TBP 
conformers calculated using OFF (B3LYP/6-31G+(d)). All bond lengths are given in A. 
1.320 
1.418 	1.411 




Figure 5.32 Comparison between the bonding patterns in the S 1  cis and trans 4TBP 
conformers calculated using CIS. All bond lengths are given in A. 
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5.6.4 DFT equilibrium structures 
The change in bonding pattern in the S 1  state relative to the So state in the DFT 
(S3LYP/6-3 I G+(d)) calculations can be explained in terms of the change in molecular orbital 
shape in going from So to 51. The HOMO and LUMO orbitals for trans-4TBP are shown in 
Figure 5.33 (the ground state LUMO becomes the excited state HOMO on electronic excitation). 
The LUMO corresponds to the type I e ig  benzene molecular orbital, shown in Figure 5.24. The 
molecular orbital now extends across the oxygen-carbon bond attaching the hydroxyl group to 
the ring. The implication of such a change is a stronger interaction between the hydroxyl group 
and the ring and is manifest in a shorter oxygen-carbon bond. Removing an electron from an 
orbital that has a node across the oxygen-carbon bond and promoting it into one that is bonding 
with respect to that bond should increase the strength of the bond with a corresponding reduction 
in lengthy . The result of this strengthening of the OH bond would be an increase in the OH 




Figure 5.33 The 110M0 and LUMO (S 1  HOMO) for the trans conformation of 4TBP. 
Each is shown at an isosurface value of 0.01 c/A3 . 
The carbon-carbon ring bonds between carbon positions 2 &3, 3&4, 5 & 6 and 6&1 now possess 
a node across each bond causing the bonds to lengthen relative to the ground state. In the case of 
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the bonds between carbons 3 & 4 and 6 & 1, the bonds lengthen to level of carbon-carbon single 
bonds. The molecular orbital now also extends significantly over the ring carbon-t-butyl bond, 
and as for the hydroxyl-ring bond, this change is manifest in a shorter bond length. 
5.6.5 CIS calculated equilibrium structures 
The DFT calculations on 4TBP predict large changes in the geometry of the ring on electronic 
excitation. If there was such a change in geometry it would be expected that a large amount of 
vibronic structure would be observed in the LIF excitation spectrum, relating to the mode which 
corresponds to the geometry change. Such structure is not seen in the spectrum and, thus, it is 
concluded that the DFT fixed population calculations are incorrectly determining the equilibrium 
excited state structure of the molecule. This is almost certainly due to the exclusion of the 
contribution to the transition from the HOMO- l---LUMO+1 orbital pair. 
The LUMO for each molecular conformer calculated using the CIS method are shown in Figure 
5.34. The shape of the orbitals is significantly different to that calculated using DFT (B3LYP/6-
3 1 G+(d)). The orbitals now correspond more closely to the type 1 e benzene orbital in Figure 
5.24. However, there is a slight distortion of the yellow orbital lobes, with a slight extension 
over the carbon I, and carbon 4 positions. This distortion is slightly in the direction of the 
second benzene e2u orbital (type 2), calculated to be the LUMO by the DFT method. It appears 
that the DFT and CIS methods predict a differing molecular orbital ordering. From the 
experimental evidence is appears that the CIS calculations are correct. 
For both the cis and trans conformers the LUMO is calculated to be of a similar shape. The 
conformers differ in the electron density present on each of the substituents, with the trans 
conformer having a greater electron density on the butyl group and the cis conformer having a 
greater electron density on the hydroxyl group. The interaction between the hydroxyl group and 
the ring occurs between the oxygen-hydrogen bond in the cis conformer and between the oxygen 
lone pair and the ring in the trans conformer. In each case, similarly to the DFT calculated 
LUMO, the hyperconjugative interaction observed in the HOMO is absent in the LUMO of the 
molecule. 
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Figure 5.34 The LUMO for the cis (left) and trans (right) molecular conformers of 4TBP 
calculated using the CIS method, shown at an isosurface value of 0.01 cIA 3 . 
C 
040 
Figure 5.35 Slices through the LUMO of the cis (left) and trans (right) molecular 
conformers of 4TBP in the 51 state taken 03A above the molecular plane. 
Electron density slices though the CIS calculated .LUMO for each conformer are shown in 
Figure 5.35. The electron density patterns in the LU.MO  for each conformer is also very similar. 
The interaction with the ring orbital and the hydroxyl group again can be seen to be much 
greater in the cis conformer than in the trans, whereas the ring-butyl interaction is much stronger 
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in the trans conformer. Though the electron density is fairly uniform in each orbital lobe there is 
a clear reduction in electron density on the side of each conformer towards which the in-plane 
methyl group is oriented. 
5.6.6 Orbital mixing 
A similar effect to the HOMO/HOMO-1 mixing observed in the ground state of the 4TBP 
conformers appears to be occurring in the LUMO. With the hydroxyl group and butyl group 
orientated at 90 1  to the plane of the ring, and perfect Cs symmetry imposed, the LUMO of 4TBP 
corresponds exactly to that of the type I e, orbital of benzene, Figure 5.24. There is no 
distortion to the orbital lobes and the nodal planes run exactly along the long and short molecular 
axes of the molecule. The symmetry of the LUMO is A", whilst the LUMO+1 is A'. Rotation of 
both the groups into the trans (or cis) conformer rotates the orientation of the mirror plane to 
now lie in the ring plane of the molecule. In this orientation the LUMO and the LUMO+1 are 
now both of symmetry A". The shape of the LUMO does not change significantly, however, 
there is a clear distortion to the orbital lobes and a slight shift in the orbital pattern toward the 
shape of the type 2 e 211  orbital of benzene in Figure 5.24. 
5.6.7 S 1 conformer energies 
Using both the DFT fixed population and CIS methods the trans molecular conformer is 
calculated to be more energetically stable than the cis in the S 1  state. The reason for the reversal 
in conformer energies in the first excited state is unclear. One reason maybe be due to the 
variation of the overlap of the hydroxyl group with ring in each conformer. Another could be 
that the removal of the stabilisation in the ground state provided by the hyperconjugative 
interaction destabilises the cis conformer more, since it is strongest in that conformer. The 
electronic transition also contains a significant contribution from the HOMO1_>LUMO+1. The 
L1JMO+l for the cis and trans conformers and a slice through each LUMO+1, taken at 03A 
above the molecular plane, are shown in Figure 5.36. For each molecule the hydroxyl group is 
pointing to the left of the page. 
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Figure 5.36 The LUMO+1 and a slice through the LUMO+1 for the cis (left) and trans 
(right) conformers of 4TBP. 
In contrast to the HOMO, where orientation of the hydroxyl group dominated the electron 
density, in the LUMO+l the electron density is determined by the position of the t-butyl group. 
Between the two molecular conformers there is a definite difference the electron density patterns 
in the LUMO+l. The possible HC orbital interactions between the t-butyl group and the ring in 
the LUMO+l appear much more complex than those observed in the HOMO. The interaction is 
not simply between the out-of-plane methyl groups and the adjacent ring carbons, but is also 
occurring between the carbon-carbon bonds in the butyl group and the ring, it is, therefore, not 
obvious which electron density/orbital pattern should be the most stable. However, since the 
trans conformer is calculated to be lower in energy in the S 1 
 state, which has a significant 
contribution of LUTvIO+1 mixed in, the implication is that the LUIvIO+l is preferential stabilised 
in the trans 4TBP conformer. 
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5.7 Ground state electronic structure calculations on tyramine 
Conformationally, tyramine is a much more complex molecule to study than 4TBP since, in 
addition to the hydroxyl group rotation, there are three independent degrees of freedom 
associated with the alkyl tail. At least six distinct molecular conformers are predicted by the 
observation of the six origin bands in the LIF excitation spectrum'. The same principles used to 
investigate the conformational behaviour of 4TBP have been applied to the study of the 
conformational behaviour of tyramine. 
5.7.1 DFT (B3LYP/6-31G+(d)) calculations 
Calculation of the full three dimensional torsional surface for the tail of tyramine proved to be 
intractable with the available computational resources. Instead several slices through the full 
torsional potential were taken; that is, one-dimensional potentials were calculated for motion 
along a single torsional co-ordinate. The minimum energy points returned by this method were 
further investigated by examining the molecular orbitals and by calculation of symmetry related 
structures. The three torsional degrees of freedom of the alkyl tail are shown in Figure 5.37 at 









Figure 5.37 The notation for the torsional degrees of freedom for t -yramine, showing the 
zero for each torsional degree of freedom. 
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The minimum energy structure of tyramine calculated using DFT is shown in Figure 5.38. The 
structure is similar to that proposed by Martinez et a17, from the simple molecular mechanics 
calculations. However, the 'r 1  torsional angle is not in fact 90 1  as predicted by Martinez but has 
a value of 100°. The 'r3 torsional angle has a value of -60°, allowing one of the amine hydrogens 
to be located over the ring plane, in fact almost directly over the carbon 3 position. The 
separation between the amino hydrogen and carbon 3 is around 3A. 
The HOMO for tyramine in the S 0  optimised structure is shown in Figure 5.39 at two different 
isosurface values. The higher isosurface picture of the orbital shows more clearly the relative 
electron density on the ring carbon positions. The lower isosurface value shows interactions 
between the molecular orbital on different sections of the molecule. The structure of the HOMO 
for the ring section of the molecule is identical to that for 4TBP and phenol (Figure 5.17 and 
Figure 5.25). The lone pair on the nitrogen can be clearly seen as the region of blue orbital 
density above the amine hydrogens. With the molecule in the equilibrium conformation there is 
overlap between the orbital density on the amine hydrogens and orbital density of the same 
phase on the ring. 
Figure 5.38 The S0  minimum energy structure of tyramine calculated using DFI' 
(J33LYP/6-31G+(d)) shown from two different angles. t 1 1000 and 12-60°. 
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Figure 5.39 The HOMO of tyramine at the S0 minimum energy conformation. The orbital 
on the left is at an isosurface value of 0.05 c/A 3  whilst on the right hand side the isosurface 
value is 0.02e/A3 . 
Tyramine contains the same structural unit as 4T.BP, namely the phenol group. Therefore, the 
asymmetry observed in the electron density in both phenol and 4TBP would be expected to also 
be present in tyramine. Figure 5.40 shows a slice through HOMO of tyramine, at 03A above the 
molecular plane, in the minimum energy conformation. The electron density pattern in the 
HOMO is very similar to that of phenol and of 4TBP. Again the asymmetry in the electron 
density is present, with the carbon three position displaying a much lower electron density than 
the carbon five position. 
Figure 5.40 Slice through the electron density of the HOMO of tyramine, with a reminder 
of the numbering of the ring carbon atoms. 
The symmetry of tyramine in the Sc equilibrium structure is C1. The orbital mixing between the 
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HOMO and the HOMO-1 observed in phenol and 4TBP appears also to be occurring in this 
conformer of tyramine, evidenced by the distortion in the orbital shape and electron density 
pattern. The asymmetry in the electron density between carbon positions 3 and 5 is greater than 
that observed for either phenol or 4TBP. The lower electron density at carbon maybe due to the 
interaction of the amino group which is located directly above, and suggests a possible electron 
withdrawing effect. 
Using basic chemical knowledge the amino hydrogens would be expected to have a slight 
positive charge due to the electronegativity of the nitrogen. If electrostatic effects were 
dominant in determining the position of the chain over the ring then there should be a greater 
attraction and more favourable interaction between the amino hydrogen and the carbon position 
possessing the greatest electron density, carbon 5. But that is clearly not the case. This implies 
that simple electrostatic effects do not determine the orientation of the tail but that some other 
interaction between the tail and the ring is occurring. 
To investigate the possible ring-hydrogen interaction a second tyramine structure was calculated 
with the amino hydrogen this time located over the carbon 5 position. The two structures are 
essentially related by the rotation of the hydroxyl group. Analogously with 4TBP, this structure 
is also proposed as one of the local minima in the tyramine torsional potential. The energy of 
this calculated structure is 43cni' above that of the equilibrium structure. The structure of the, 
now-called, conformer 2, the HOMO and a slice through the HOMO at 0.3A above the 
molecular plane are shown in Figure 5.41. 
Comparison between the electron density slices of conformer I and 2 show that the carbon 3 
position in the second conformer has a higher electron density value than in conformer 1. This 
supports the suggestion that some type of electron withdrawing interaction is occurring between 
the amino hydrogen and the ring in conformer I. 
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CIU 
Figure 5.41 The second proposed molecular conformer of tyramine t2 60° 1  i80°  and 
'r3=600. The HOMO is shown at the bottom of the picture, with a slice through the electron 
density of the HOMO (0.3A above the ring plane) shown on the top left. 
5.7.2 Torsion around 'r2 
The 'r 1  torsional angle in conformer I is 100 0 , while in conformer 2 it is 80 0
. This distortion 
from 90° positions the amine hydrogen closer to the phenol ring plane directly below. The 
distance between ring and tail in each conformer is around 3A. In the studies by Martinez on 
tyramine7, and in a similar study of the conformational preferencing of alkyl benzenes and alkyl 
amines by Grunewald and co workers", the t1 torsional angle is always calculated to have a 
value of 90° in the folded molecular conformation. In both cases molecular mechanics 
calculations were employed. Such calculations are known to be of limited accuracy, though 
within the limits of molecular size their application is often necessitated. Similar molecular 
mechanics calculations were also repeated in this work and confirm the predicted geometrical 
discrepancies were due to computational method. However, since the deviation from 90 1 was 
small for each conformer, the rotational potential for -r2 was calculated with 'ci held constant at 
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900. Each torsional potential generated for a chain rotation in tyramine was meant only as a 
guide to further investigation if a suspected local minimum was encountered. The potential 
surface obtained by variation of t2, with 'r=90° and t3=0° is shown in Figure 5.42 
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Figure 5.42 The rotational potential generated by variation of 'r21  with 'r 1 90° and 'r3 0°. 
The third minimum energy structure around this torsional degree of freedom is observed with 
torsional angles of t 1 =90° and T2=1 80 0 . The structure corresponding to this minimum energy 
conformation and the HOMO of the structure are shown in Figure 5.43. In this conformer there 
is overlap between the orbitals on the second chain carbon and those of the ring. This conformer 
was also found from rotation of 'r1, with 12 held constant at 1800 shown in Figure 5.44. Since 
this conformer is symmetric with respect to the long molecular axis, rotation of the hydroxyl 
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Figure 5.43 The third molecular conformer for tyramine, c 1 90°, and t 2=180°. The HOMO 
is shown at an isosurface value of 0.02 c/A 3  at two different orientations. 
Torsional Angle! Degrees 
Figure 5.44 Torsional potential for motion round the ti torsional co-ordinate, t2=180°. 
00 
corresponds to the cis conformation of the molecule, and 1800 the trans. 
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The conformations with 'ri at 00 and 1800 are actually very shallow local minima on the potential 
energy surface. At each of these structures there exists a very small hyperconjugative interaction 
between the ring orbital and that of the first alkyl carbon hydrogens, shown in Figure 5.45. The 
effect is very small in comparison to the HC effect seen in 4TBP, since tyramine contains no out 
of plane methyl groups. The energetic differences between the cis (1800) and trans (0°) oriented 
structures is 30cm* Analogous with 4TBP, the conformation where the interaction occurs 
between the chain and the adjacent carbon with the lowest electron density, in this case the trans 
conformer, is calculated to be lower in energy. The stronger interaction in the trans conformer 
can be seen in the HOMO as a greater extension of the ring orbital over the alkyl hydrogens. 
Figure 5.45 The hyperconj ugative interaction in the HOMO of tyramine at the cis (left) 
and trans (right) conformers. Both orbitals are shown at an isosurface value of 0.02 e/A3 . 
5.7.3 Effect of amino rotation on conformer 3 
Martinez et at' have proposed that the remaining three molecular conformers for tyramine are 
generated by rotation of the amino group. The basis for the assumption is the observed doubling 
in the number of conformer bands in going from propyl phenol to tyramine. The assumption is a 
fair one since the only difference between the two molecules is the presence of the amino group 
in place of the terminal chain methyl group. 
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Figure 5.46 Torsional potential for rotation around the E3 torsional angle. 'r 3 0  is defined 
as the minimum energy structure shown in conformer 3. 
4 
Figure 5.47 Conformer structures generated by rotation of the amine group from 
conformer 3 (middle), assigned as conformer 4 (left) and conformer 5 (right). 
To investigate the effect of the amino group orientation a torsional potential was calculated for 
rotation of the '13 torsional angle. The effect of rotation in this degree of freedom is simply a 
rotation of the hydrogens around the nitrogen-carbon bond. The torsional potential for the 
rotational motion is shown in Figure 5.46. Three minimum energy structures were determined, 
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and are shown in Figure 5.47. The conformers are separated by an angular rotation of 1100 and 
1350 (due to the H-N-H angle of 109°). The lowest energy structure is conformer 3 discussed 
above. The two other conformers are called conformer 4 and 5 and are 5cm' and 6cm 1 , 
respectively, higher in energy than conformer 3. 
Figure 5.48 The HOMO for conformers 4 (left) and S (right) shown at an isosurface value 
of 0.02. 
Conformer 3 is a stable molecular conformer due to the extension of the HOMO over the alkyl 
chain when it is in the extended conformation. To investigate whether the stability of 
conformers 4 and 5 is due to some similar effect, the HOMO orbitals for each were also 
calculated and are shown in Figure 5.48. In the HOMO for each conformer there is interaction 
with the orbital density on the chain and orbital density of the same phase on the ring. The 
interaction is not as great as that observed in the HOMO of tyramine conformer 3, which may in 
part explain the energetic differences between the three conformers. Conformers 4 and 5 are 
very similar in energy suggesting that the interaction between the alkyl chain and the ring for 
each conformer is of a similar magnitude. The slight difference in energy, only icm', maybe be 
due to the differing electron densities on the sides of the ring at which the interaction occurs. 
The fact that in the extended conformers the interaction occurs between hydrogen-nitrogen 
bonds now far removed from the ring may explain the similarity in energy between the two 
conformers. 
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The small energetic separation between conformers 4 and 5 means that, in the case where they 
were also energetically degenerate in the excited state, the conformer origin bands associated 
with each may not be resolvable in the LIF excitation spectrum. 
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Figure 5.49 Newman projections illustrating the motion around the w3 torsional angle. 
The potential for rotation in the 13 co-ordinate is similar to the internal rotation potential 
displayed by ethane'. Newman projections of the internal rotation of the amino group around 
the carbon-nitrogen bond are shown in Figure 5.49. Maxima in the potential occur when the 
amino hydrogens and methyl hydrogens are in an eclipsed configuration, whilst minima occur 
where the carbon-hydrogen and nitrogen-hydrogen bonds are in a staggered conformation. The 
potential surface differs from ethane in several respects. Substitution of a methyl group by an 
amino group introduces further complexity due to the consideration of the nitrogen lone pair 
interactions and the reduction of the H-X-H angle to 109°. The most stable conformation of the 
chain occurs when the nitrogen lone pair is in a fully staggered conformation with respect to the 
carbon-hydrogen bonds. From the HOMO of conformer three it is clear that in this position 
interaction between the ring and chain sections of the HOMO is possible and the extension of the 
HOMO results in a stable structure. However, in analogy with recent work on the internal 
rotation potential of ethane', in this fully staggered conformation HC can also occur with 
donation of the nitrogen lone pair electrons into vacant C-H anti-bonding orbitals on the adjacent 
carbon, providing further stabilisation. A similar HC interaction can also occur in the other two 
conformers, 4 and 5, when the nitrogen-hydrogen bond is in a staggered position. 
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In contrast to ethane, where the three molecular conformers generated by internal rotation are 
isoenergetic, in tyramine the conformers differ slightly in energy due to the interaction with the 
chain and the ring, and also the inequivalence of the interaction between the nitrogen lone pair 
and the CH 2  group and a nitrogen-hydrogen bond and a CH 2 
 group. This inequivalence is 
apparent in the differing barrier heights in the torsional potential, 510 cm' at -60 °  and 501 cm 
at 600. For the barriers at 600 and -60° the interaction between the NH 2 
 group and the CH 2 
group is similar, and can be classified into a N-H/C-H bond overlap, a N-H/C-C bond overlap 
and a lone pair/C-H bond overlap. The difference in barrier heights at these two positions is 
related to the interaction between the tail and the ring. The barrier at 175°, with energy 
695 cm', is much higher than either of the barriers at 60° or -60°. The difference in barrier 
energy is due to the interaction between the nitrogen lone pair and the C-C alkyl bond present at 
the 175 1  conformer, but absent in the conformations at 60° and -60°. 
5.7.4 Nitrogen rotation in conformers I and 2 
For conformers I and 2, similar rotational potentials for the amino group have also been 
calculated. The numbering of the amino hydrogens and the direction of torsion for conformers 1 
and 2 is shown in Figure 5.50. The rotation occurs in a clockwise manner for conformer I when 
viewed from above the molecular plane. The calculated torsional potential for the motion for the 
amino group around the equilibrium position in conformer one is shown in Figure 5.51. The 
minimum energy configuration, with a torsional angle of 60°, is that of the minimum energy 
structure of conformer 1. The second minimum at 310° corresponds to the positioning of amino 
hydrogen B over the carbon three ring position (conformer 6). The energy of this conformation 
is 17 cm above the energy of the minimum energy structure. The barrier between the two 
conformers has a value of 380 cm. The second barrier at 650 cm - ' corresponds to the 
positioning of the nitrogen lone pair over the ring. 
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Figure 5.50 Tyramine conformer I (left) and conformer 2 (right) showing the labelling of 
the amine hydrogens and the direction of torsion. 
The calculated torsional potential for rotation of the amino group around the minimum energy 
structure of the second conformer is shown in Figure 5.52. The energy scale is given relative to 
the energy of the minimum on the potential, at a torsional angle of 310 0 . The rotation is 
generated in an anti-clockwise manner shown in Figure 5.50. The potential is similar in form to 
that calculated for conformer 1. Again there is a second higher energy minimum, this time 
28 cm' above the global minimum. In contrast to conformer 1 however, the previously 
predicted conformer structure 2, with the first amino hydrogen group over the ring is not the 
lowest energy conformer for this torsional rotation. The lower energy conformer corresponds to 
the positioning of the second amino hydrogen over the ring (conformer 7), analogous to 
conformer 6 described above. The maximum at 1800 corresponds to the positioning of the 
nitrogen lone pair over the ring; this time the barrier is slightly lower and has energy of 740 cni'. 
The barrier between the two conformers has an energy of 490 cm* 
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Figure 5.51 Calculated potential for rotation of the amino group around the equilibrium 
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Figure 5.52 Calculated torsional potential for rotation of the amino group around the 
equilibrium position for conformer 2. 
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The DFT (B3LYP/6-310+(d)) calculated HOMO for conformers 6 and 7 is shown in Figure 
5.53. The ring section of the orbital extends over both the amine group and the adjacent section 
of the alkyl chain. 
Figure 5.53 The HOMO of conformers 6, left and 7, right of tyramine. The isosurface is 
0.01 e1A3 value. 
Slices though the HOMO of each calculated conformer are shown together in Figure 5.54, for 
comparison. Between conformers I and 2, related essentially by rotation of the hydroxyl group, 
it appears that the amine group is with drawing electron density from the carbon 3 position. A 
similar effect is observed between conformers 6 and 7, where in conformer 6, with the amino 
group positioned over carbon 3, that position is seen to have a lower electron density than when 
the chain is oriented toward the opposite side of the ring. 
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1 	 2 	6 	 7 
3 	4 	 5 
Figure 5.54 Slices though the HOMO for each calculated conformer of tyramine. Slices 
taken at OA above the molecular plane. 
5.7.5 Summary of the relative conformer energies 
The absolute and relative, to conformer 1, energy each of the calculated conformers are given in 
Table 5.8. A simulated LIF excitation spectrum is shown in Figure 5.55. The spectrum is based 
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on the calculated energy splitting between the conformers in the ground state and assumes the 
relative conformer energies are preserved in the excited state. 




1 -438.6757273 0 
2 -438.6703585 43 
3 -438.670717 40 
4 -438.6699854 45 
5 -438.6699044 46 
6 -438.6735823 17 
7 -438.6737564 15 
Table 5.8 Absolute and relative energies of the calculated molecular conformers of 
tyramine. Conformer assignments as discussed in the text. 
The simulated spectrum looks quite similar to that determined experimentally shown in Figure 
5.2. The splitting between the first three bands is in good agreement with that observed 
experimentally, and the two groupings of bands in the LW spectrum are also reproduced in the 
calculated spectrum. The relative energy of the experimentally observed bands and the 
calculated bands are given in Table 5.9. However, the splitting between the individual bands is 
not in such good agreement, and in particular the splitting between the two sets of bands, 
determined to be around 60cm' experimentally, is calculated to be around 20cm 1 . It is 
encouraging that the computational band positions are at the correct order of magnitude to those 
that are observed experimentally. As mentioned previously, however, the positioning of the 
bands in the LIF excitation spectrum is determined by the difference in excitation energy 
between the conformers, not simply on their ground state energetic ordering. Excitations from 
each molecular conformer will be considered in section 5.8. 
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Band number Calculated Relative 
Energy / 
Observed Relative 
Energy I cm' 
1 0 0 
2 12 15 
3 19 17 
4 84 40 
5 95 43 
6 116 45 
7 46 
Table 5.9 The experimentally observed band splittings given relative to the first band, and 
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Figure 5.55 Simulated LIF excitation spectrum of tyramine, based on calculated ground 
state conformer energies. 
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5.7.6 Vibrational Frequencies 
As an aid to the interpretation of the LIF emission spectrum for each conformer, frequency 
calculations were carried out on the three different types of tyramine conformer; conformer 1 
(folded), conformer 3 (extended) and conformer 7 (folded and with amino group rotation). The 
molecular point group of each tyramine conformer is C 1  and the electronic transition A-->A, 
therefore, all vibronic modes can be active. 
Table 5.10 lists the calculated and observed vibrational frequencies for the ground state of 
tyramine. The calculations are based on the most stable ground state conformer structure, 
conformer 1. The calculated vibrational modes are in good agreement with the assignments of 
those observed experimentally. No fundamentals were calculated in the region I 800cm 1 to 
2900cm 1 , therefore, the bands observed in this region are assigned as combination bands. The 
three bands observed in the region 419—*556cm' are the 6a mode, but coupled with torsional 
motion of the alkyl chain. The frequency of each component is underestimated, however, the 
energetic separation between the components is well reproduced. The 1 mode is calculated to be 
around 1 50cm' higher in energy than that observed experimentally. From analysis of the 
calculated vibrational mode, the I mode is seen to couple with the I7a mode. In di-para 
substituted molecules, the 17a mode is calculated to be almost degenerate with the I mode of the 
molecule, with a frequency of 900—*995cm (the 1 mode is of frequency 705-860cm). It is 
not unreasonable that coupling between the two vibrational modes could occur. The calculated 
mode also involves significant torsional motion in the tail, it may be that the tail torsion is 
mediating the 1+17a mode coupling. Another mode was calculated to occur at 927cm 4  which 
was mainly composed of a tail wagging motion with a component of the 17a vibration in the 
ring. This mode is in good agreement with the band observed at 928cm' in the tyramine 
emission spectrum. 
The calculated vibrational frequencies for conformers I and 3 were in very close agreement, 
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with a maximum deviation of only 10cm' for any vibrational mode. In contrast the calculated 
vibrational frequencies for the folded and twisted conformer 7, are slightly different to those for 
both conformers I and 3. The calculated frequencies for modes I and 9a were in good 
agreement for all conformers. The triplet which was observed in conformers I and 3, is only 
seen to be a doublet in conformer 7. There were no other modes around this frequency with any 
6a character. The tail wagging mode calculated to lie at around 927cm-I was also absent in this 
conformer. From examination of the LIF emission spectra of tyramine recorded by Levy, Figure 
5.6, the conformer bands A, C, D and E are tentatively assigned to the folded and extended 
molecular conformers. The conformer pair B and F are assigned as the two folded and twisted 
molecular conformers (conformers 6 and 7). 
Mode Assignment Observed / cm Calculated / cm' 
1+3 
Calculated / cm1 
7 
6a 419 367 
6a 485 455 428 
6a 556 513 470 
1 839 968 961 
Tail wagging 928 927 
9a 1268 1153 1142 
19b 1692 1639 1548 
2081 
2501 
Table 5.10 The observed and calculated vibronic modes active in the LW emission 
spectrum of tyramine. 
5.7.7 Conformational behaviour in similar molecules 
The electronic effects observed in 4TBP and tyramine enable the predictions of conformational 
behaviour in similar simple molecules. The intra-orbital interactions discussed in this thesis and 
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the effect of the hydroxyl group on the molecules help to explain the observation that propyl 
benzene displays two stable conformers whilst propyl phenol displays three. In propyl benzene, 
the propyl group introduces the asymmetry in the ring electron density. The various positioning 
of the propyl group, over carbon positions 3 and 5, produces the same perturbation of the 
HOMO electron density. The conformations with the terminal chain methyl group positioned 
over ring carbon positions 3 and 3, therefore, have the methyl group above positions with the 
same magnitude of electron density, and hence the conformations are energetically degenerate. 
With the tail in an extended conformation, interaction with the ring orbital and the tail orbital 
would be expected to occur. In contrast to the terminal amine group in tyramine the terminal 
methyl group is threefold symmetric. Rotation of this methyl group would again produce three 
energetically degenerate conformers. Though many conformers are possible, there are only two 
energetically distinct conformers produced, due to the symmetry of the methyl group and the 
symmetry in the ring electron density. 
Addition of the phenol group to propyl benzene to form propyl phenol, results in the appearance 
of another conformer, making three in total. In the extended molecular conformer, the symmetry 
of the methyl group means that each of the three conformers generated by methyl rotation will 
be energetically equal. The addition of the phenol group does, however, perturb the HOMO 
electron density of the benzene ring system. Analogously to 4TBP and tyramine, asymmetry 
between carbon positions 3 and 5 will now be introduced. This will have the effect that in the 
folded conformation of the chain there will be an energetic preference to the tail positioned over 
carbon position 3, relative to that over carbon position 5. The three observed molecular 
conformers are, therefore, one with the chain extended away from the ring, and two with the 
terminal methyl group positioned over carbon positions 3 and 5, respectively. 
Two effects have been observed which affect the stability of the observed molecular conformers 
in tyramine. Molecular conformers which permit an extension of the molecular orbital over the 
length of the molecule provide stability by virtue of the fact that they extend the path of 
delocalisation of the it-electrons of the system, a favourable interaction. A second interaction 
has also been observed, which relates to the extension of the orbital over closely placed groups 
(for example the ring and the tail) where there is orbital overlap between the groups and electron 
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delocalisation, visible in real changes in the electron density in the molecule. 
5.8 Excited State calculations on tyramine 
Due to the observation that in 4TBP the electronic excitation is not well described by the DFT 
fixed population method, the vertical excitations from all the tyramine conformers were 
calculated using the CIS method. The excitation energies are given in Table 5.11. The energetic 
ordering of the molecular conformers in the ground state is not reflected in the ordering of their 
excitation energies. Conformer 7, with the alkyl chain folded over the ring, is calculated to have 
the lowest excitation energy, whereas conformer 1, the lowest energy ground state conformer, 
has the highest excitation energy. The vertical excitation energy, however, does not, in general, 
correspond to the minimum energy structure of each conformer in the S 1  state. In each case the 
excitation is composed of around 65% HOMO—>LUMO, and 35% HOMO- l--*LUMO+l. The 
calculated excitation energy differences between the conformers in the excited state is in poor 
agreement with the energy differences observed in the LIF excitation spectrum of tyramine in 
Figure 5.2. 




I - 	 6.0946 809 
2 6.0289 284 
3 5.9991 45 
4 6.0072 110 
5 6.0063 103 
6 6.0242 246 
7 5.9934 0 
Table 5.11 Absolute and relative energies of the calculated molecular conformers of 
tyramine. Conformer assignments as discussed in the text. 
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5.9.1 DFT (B3LYP/6-31G+(d)) versus CIS 
The fully geometrically relaxed excited state structure was also calculated using both the CIS 
and DFT (B3LYP/6-3IG+(d)) methods, and is shown in Figure 5.56, with the ground state 
minimum energy conformer for comparison. Each calculation was started from the ground state 
minimum energy conformation (conformer 1) and each optimised to a similar structure to that of 
conformer I with respect to the tail orientation. The effect of excitation is a lengthening of all 
ring bonds, and a shortening of the hydroxyl-ring and alkyl chain-ring bonds. However, the 
bonding patterns predicted by the two methods can be seen to be very different. In the CIS 
structure the extension of the ring carbon-carbon bonds occurs with a similar magnitude for all 
bonds. In contrast, in the DFT calculated structure, there is a significant extension to the ring 
bonds between carbons I and 2 and 5 and 6. The shortening of the hydroxyl-carbon and alkyl 
chain-ring bonds is also predicted to be different for each method, though the direction of change 
is predicted to be the same. Recent studies 
13  on phenol in the excited state predict a decrease in 
the hydroxyl-ring bond on electronic excitation of 0.044A. The calculated shortening of this 
bond by CIS is 0.055A, whilst for DFT it is 0.021 A. The distortion to the ring system predicted 
by DFT for tyramine is very similar to the distortion predicted for the 4TBP molecule on 
electronic excitation. For both molecules the reduction in the hydroxyl-ring bond and distortion 
to the ring is predicted to be the same. The shortening of the alkyl-ring bond, however, is 
greater in tyramine than in 4TBP 
The change in geometry predicted by the DFT calculation is a significant one. Again, similarly 
to 4TBP, if there were such a change in bonding pattern between the ground and the excited 
electronic state, a large amount of vibronic structure, relating to the mode which corresponds to 
the geometry change, would be expected to be observed in the LIF excitation spectrum. Such 
structure is absent in the LIF excitation spectrum of tyramine. From the CIS calculations the 
HOMOl—>LUMO+l transition is predicted to account for 35% of the overall electronic 
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Figure 5.56 The calculated geometry of the S 0 state minimum energy conformer and the 
corresponding S 1 state structures determined using CIS and DFt 
Figure 5.57 The LUMO+1 (left) and LUMO (middle) of tyramine calculated by the CIS 
method and the LUMO calculated using DPI' (B3LYP/6-31G+(d)) (right). 
The LUMO calculated from the DFT (B3LYP/6-3 I G+(d)) method is also shown, on the right, 
in figure 5.57. In the CIS LUMO the nodes lie exactly along the short and long molecular axis. 
In the DFT LUMO, however, one node lies along the short molecular axis whilst the other is 
shifted slightly from the long molecular axis and instead cuts across the bonds between carbons 
I and 2, and 4 and 5. The presence of a node between these bonds is manifest in longer carbon-
carbon bond lengths, relative to the other ring bonds. The blue orbital lobes also extend across 
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two carbon positions, 5 and 6, and 3 and 4, these bonds are the shortest in the ring, possibly due 
to the enhanced bonding interaction they experience. The remaining two ring bonds, between 
carbons 2 and 3, and 4 and 5, also possess a node across the bond, and during excitation are 
calculated to increase in length relative to the ground state, though not as significantly than those 
across positions I and 6 and 3 and 4. The reason for the differences between the calculated 
geometry for each method is certainly due to the fact that the DFT calculation only considers the 
transition between one pair of molecular orbitals as discussed in chapter 2. 
5.9.2 CIS calculated LUMO 
The LUMO for the remaining tyramine conformers were calculated using the CIS method. In the 
LUMO for each conformer there is no longer any direct interaction between the orbital on the 
ring and the orbital density on the amino group, as shown in Figure 5.58. In the folded molecular 
conformers, where the amino group is in close proximity to the ring, the perturbation to the ring 
orbitals can be clearly seen as a distortion to the adjacent ring orbital lobe. In the extended 
molecular conformers the orbital lobes are less perturbed and extend along the ring-t-butyl bond, 
where there is overlap between the orbitals with the hydrogens on the first carbon in the alkyl 
chain. In each case the orbitals are not symmetric above and below the molecular plane. To see 
how the substituent perturbs the electron density, slices though the calculated LUMO were taken 
and are shown in figure 5.59. For the extended molecular conformers the orbital density in each 
of the four lobes of the LUMO is about the same. The lobes adjacent to the substituent extend to 
the hydrogens attached to the first carbon in the alkyl chain. In the folded conformers the ring 
position directly underneath the terminal amino group of the tail has a slightly lower electron 
density. The orbital nodes in the folded conformers are oriented almost exactly with the long 
and short molecular axes of the molecule. In the folded conformers the nodal plane, which was 
orientated along the long molecular axis in the extended conformers, is tilted slightly. The tilt is 
to the left for conformers 2 and 7 and to the right for conformers I and 6. The tilt in the nodal 
plane has the effect of slightly extending the orbital lobes over carbon positions I and 4. The 
bonding pattern shifts slightly towards that described by the DFT calculation of the LUMO 
shown in Figure 5.57. 
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Figure 5.58 The calculated LUMO for the 7 proposed conformers of tyramine. The 
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Figure 5.59 Slices through the LUMO electron density of each of the seven conformers of 
tyramine. Each slice is taken 0.3A above the molecular plane. 
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5.9.3 Transition Dipole Moments 
The CIS calculations also provide information about the orientation of the transition dipole 
moment (TDM) for each molecular conformer. The calculated TDM orientations are shown in 
Figure 5.60 and represented as black arrows. The degree of rotation of the TDM from the short 
molecular axis of the molecule and the rotation out of the ring plane of the molecule are given in 
Table 5.12. 
Conformer °TM (short axis) °'rM (ring plane) 
1 +12° +3° 
2 -13.5 0 -100 
3 +1 0  -3.5 0 
4 +20 -3.5 0 
5 +1 0  -4.5 0 
6 -13° -5° 
7 +13.5 0 +13 0 
5.12 The calculated rotation of the TDM for each molecular conformer of tyramine. 
In the conformers possessing an extended chain, the transition dipole moment is aligned almost 
exactly along the short molecular axis of the molecule. The deviation is less than 2° for each 
conformer. The transition dipole moment is located in the ring plane of the molecular 
conformer; the deviation from planarity is around 4° for each conformer. in contrast to the 
extended conformers, the transition dipole moment for each of the folded conformers is 
calculated to rotate away from the short molecular axis of the molecule. The rotation is around 
13° for each conformer, but occurs in opposite directions for the pairs I and 6, and 2 and 7. The 
difference between conformer pairs corresponds to a rotation of the hydroxyl group by 180° and 
rotation of the amino group by 109 1 . For the folded molecular conformers 2 and 7, which have 
the hydroxyl lone pair and the nitrogen lone pair on opposite sides of the molecule, there is also 
a significant deviation of the TDM out of the ring plane of the molecule. The rotation of TDM 
with substituent orientation for tyramine is summarised in Figure 5.60. 
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1 
J El 5 
Figure 5.60 The transition dipole moment orientations for the seven calculated conformers 
of tyramine. Conformer assignments as given in the text. 
The structural difference between conformers I and 2 corresponds to a rotation of the hydroxyl 
group by 1800. This rotation reverses the orientation of the TDM between the conformers. 
Further rotation of the amino group, produces conformer 7 and returns the TDM to the same 
orientation as that of conformer 1. From conformer 7, a rotation of 1800 by the hydroxyl group 
produces conformer 6, and a TDM oriented in the same direction as conformer 2. Another 
rotation of the amino group returns the molecule to conformer 1. The total change in TDM 














Figure 5.61 Scheme showing how the variation of the orientation of polar substituents 
affects the transition moment in the folded conformers of tyramine. 
The shift in the nodal plane of the LIJMO for each conformer, Figure 5.61, does not correlate 
with the rotation of the transition dipole moment. From examination of the LUMO (Figure 5.58) 
of the tyramine conformers, conformer pairs 1 and 6, and 2 and 7, would be expected to share 
similar orientations of the TDM. However, from the CIS calculations conformer pairs I and 7 
and 2 and 6, in fact share the same TDM orientation. 
Rotation of the TDM between different molecular conformers has been observed in various 
molecules possessing both polar and non-polar substituents 17 ' 1810' 21 . The observation that the 
transition moments changes with the positioning of polar substituents in a molecule is perhaps 
unsurprising since the transition dipole moment orientation depends upon the partitioning of 
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electronic charge within a molecule. However, the rotation of the TDM has been observed for 
molecules with non-polar alkyl chains such as propyl and butyl benzenes 20 '21 . For both 
molecules the TDM is oriented along the short molecular axis in the conformation with an 
extended alkyl chain, whilst for folded conformations, with the tail positioned over the ring, the 
TDM is predicted to rotate by as much at 26° towards the long molecular axis. The rotation of 
the TDM has been discussed in terms of a mixing of the benzene La and Lb excited states of the 
molecule 20. Using Platt' 
S27 notation the LUMO and the LUMO+1 can be assigned as La and Lb 
type states, shown in Figure 5.62. An Lb state is defined as having nodes through atoms and 
maxima (anti-nodes) on bonds. An La state has its nodes though bonds and its anti-nodes at 
atoms. In these terms the observed orbitals can be classified, the LUMO is an Lb state and the 
LUMO-'- 1, an La state. 
In the folded conformations of such molecules the symmetry is reduced and it is proposed that 
there can be state mixing between the La and Lb like states, the LUMO and LUMO+l. This 
,2 [,38 
theory is supported by the examination of partially resolved rotational band contours 20 . 
Extended molecular conformers display pure (b-type) rotational band contours, whilst the folded 
molecular conformer display hybrid band structure (ab-type), consistent with a rotation of the 
TDM during electronic excitation and a mixing of electronic states. 
IN 	 I -AMORS 1,11 
La 	 Lb 
Figure 5.62 Assignment of the observed LUMO (Wand LUMO+1 (La) orbital patterns in 
terms of Platts notation 27 . 
For molecules containing a terminal polar substituent on the alkyl chain the TDM has been 
observed to rotate by as much at 43° between folded and extended conformers"', suggesting 
significant substituent induced state mixing. However, in cases where a second polar substituent 
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such as a hydroxyl group is also added to the ring, the rotation of the TDM between molecular 
conformers reduces 18 ' 20 . In the molecule phenyl ethanol, the rotation of the TDM between 
molecular conformers is around 40°, whereas in the hydroxyl substituted analogue, 4-phenol 
ethanol, the rotation is reduced to 10 0 . The direction of rotation of the TDM in 4-phenol ethanol 
is, similarly to tyramine, observed to depend on, both the cis/trans orientation of the ring 
hydroxyl group, and the orientation of the terminal chain hydroxyl group. 
To investigate the effect that the hydroxyl group is having on the orientation of the transition 
dipole moment in tyramine, the molecule phenethylamine was also studied computationally. 
Phenethylamine is structurally similar to tyramine except that the ring hydroxyl group is 
replaced by a hydrogen. Phenethylamine is an interesting molecule in itself since it is one of the 
simplest of a group of amine compounds which function as neurotransmitters 37. Recent attention 
has focused on phenethylamine with its identification as the love drug, the chemical associated 
with the euphoric feeling associated with falling in love 5 . 
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5.9 Phenethylamine 
Much like tyramine, phenethylamine has been calculated to display a number of energetically 
dissimilar molecular conformers ' 6" 7'36'37. Four conformer origin bands are observed in the LIF 
excitation spectrum'- 16,1' and thus four energetically different molecular conformers are 
predicted. A possible fifth conformer band, observed by Sun and Bernstein 36, has been recently 
reassigned as a phenethylamine-water complex by Dickinson and co-workers", from their 
examination of the partially resolved rotational band contours of each of the origin peaks in the 
R2PI excitation spectrum. The rotational band structures of two of the conformer origin bands 
are of a b-type nature, whilst the other two bands show a hybrid nature suggesting a rotation of 
the TDM between molecular conformers. The group also calculated the molecular geometry of 
each conformer using the MP2/6-31 IG** method. The calculations are reproduced in this work 
using both the DFT (B3LYP/6-3lG+(d)) methods and MP2/CIS calculations in order to 
investigate the molecular orbital and electron density patterns which was not done in the other 
work. 
Recent work by Rappe and Bernstein 16, on the progress of ab mi/ia methods for the calculation 
of non-bonded interactions, also featured work on the molecule phenethylanhine. The article 
presented energetic differences between various molecular conformers using HF, DFT 
(133LYP/6-3 I G+(d)) and MP2 calculations with various basis sets (of the type cc-pVXZ, where 
X is either double or triple). However, their work should be treated with some scepticism since 
the conformer structures they report are in direct contrast to those of this work and those 
presented by Dickinson et al. They present two structures that are not only calculated to be 
energetically degenerate in this work, but, with consideration of the symmetry of the molecule, 
are obviously structurally identical. The third conformer which they present has the alkyl chain 
in the plane of the ring. There is a slight energetic stabilisation in this conformer due to 
hyperconjugative effects between the ring and the tail, and indeed similar calculated conformers 
have been observed for tyramine in this work (section 5.7.1). However, it is certainly not one of 
the lowest energy molecular conformers. The optimisation of the molecule into such a 
conformer was probably a result of an inadvertent symmetry constraint, possibly starting the 
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calculation off from a flat geometry. Though the paper itself is interesting and acknowledges the 
problems posed in calculating accurate molecular binding energies, it is interesting that they use 
phenethylamine as a test molecule since the energetic differences between its ground state 
conformers are unknown. 
5.9.1 Ground state calculations 
The structure of the lowest energy folded and extended calculated conformers of phenethylamifle 
are shown in Figure 5.63, the numbering of the conformers follows the numbering of the 
corresponding tyramine conformers. These structures are calculated to be the lowest energy 
using both the DFT (B3LYP/6-31G+(d)) and MP2 methods. The rotation of the alkyl chain in 
conformers I and 2, allowing the amino hydrogen to be located above carbon position 5 
produces two other molecular conformer which are energetically degenerate with conformers 1 
and 2. Similarly, rotation of the amino group by 109° in conformer 4 produces a structure with 
the other amino hydrogen pointing out of the plane which is degenerate with conformer 4. The 
conformational degeneracy is due to the fact the ring electron density is determined by the 
position of the chain over the ring. The conformers that are symmetry related by reflection in 
the long molecular axis also have a symmetry related electron density pattern. The two 
conformers experience the same electron density in the ring and hence are degenerate. The 
calculated conformer energies are summarised in Table 5.13. The observed separation between 
the conformer origin bands in the LIF excitation spectrum taken from reference 7 are also 
included in the table. No implication is made relating the observed bands with the calculated 
tr iiti ircc 
Conformer Absolute energy / Ha Relative Energy / cm' Observed Energy 
1cm1 
1 -363.8165679 41 
0 
2 -363.8167741 0 
13 
3 -363.8164241 70 
64 
4 -363.8164054 73 91 
Table 5.13 The energy of the four calculated conformers of phenethylamifle and the 
observed origin band separation in the LIF excitation spectrum, taken from reference 7. 
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Figure 5.63 The four predicted minimum energy structures of phenetbylamine. 
The predicted conformer structures are consistent with those predicted by Dickinson 38 and Sun 
and Bernstein 36. However, the calculated energies of the conformers are not. Dickinson 
et al. 
have shown that the conformer energies are quite sensitive to both basis set and computational 
method employed. The molecular structures themselves, however, are relatively insensitive to 
computational method/basis set. The same conformer structures are returned using HF, MP2 
and DFT methods, with basis sets ranging from 3.210* to 6-3110"'. 
Conformer MP216_31G(d,p)a MP2/6_31lG**b I B3LYP/6-31G+(d) 
1 38.8 13 41 
2 0 0 0 
3 328.1 387.5 70 
4 466.6 487.5 73 
a  from reference 36. 
b from reference 38. 
Table 5.14 The energy of the conformers of phenethylamifle using various calculation 
methods. All energies given in wavenumbers. 
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Table 5.14 lists conformer energies calculated by Dickinson et al and Sun and Bernstein 
36 
using the MP2 method with DFT (B3LYP/6-31G+(d)) results from this work for comparison. 
Changes in the basis set and computational method are sufficient to change the predicted 
conformer energy differences by an amount greater than the predicted separation of the 
conformers in the LIF excitation spectrum. Too much emphasis should, therefore, not be placed 
on the energy of each calculated structure. It is encouraging, however, that each calculation 
method is in agreement as to the energetic ordering of the conformers and the predicted 
conformer structures. The interactions which determine the stability of each molecular 
conformer will most likely be due to a number of classical and quantum electronic effects. Each 
computational method (HF, MP2 and DFT) deals with these effects to a varying degree of 
success, with no method as yet, claiming that all bases are covered. It would, therefore, not be 
expected that the different methods, especially with the necessarily limited nature of the basis set 




Figure 5.64 The HOMO of each calculated conformer of phenetbylamine. The left hand 
HOMO is at an isosurface value of 0.06 ciA3, the centre HOMO is at 0.01 c/A3, and the slice 
through the HOMO is taken at 0.3A above the molecular plane. 
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The HOMO and slices through the electron density of the HOMO for each calculated conformer, 
are shown in Figure 5.64. It is interesting to see that similar effects between the ring and the 
alkyl chain occur in phenethylamine as those observed in tyramine. For conformers I and 2, 
there is an interaction between the ring orbital and the orbital density on the chain amino group, 
evidenced by the extension of the ring orbital over the amino group. In the extended conformers 
3 and 4, again there is extension of the ring orbital along the alkyl chain, with the maximum 
interaction being present in the fully extended, and energetically more stable, conformer 3. 
In the fully extended symmetry conformer the symmetry of the molecule becomes Cs and the 
electron density pattern is symmetric across the long molecular axis. With rotation of the tail 
this symmetry is broken and the point group of the molecule reduces to C. The electron density 
is no longer symmetric across the long molecular axis. The distortion is apparent even in the 
extended molecular conformer, conformer 4, where the small rotation of the amino group is 
enough to break the molecular symmetry. The biggest distortion is seen in conformer I, with 
conformers 2 and 4 sharing a similar electron density pattern. The electron density pattern in 
folded conformer 1, is very similar to that of the lowest energy folded conformer of tyramine, 
shown in Figure. The only difference between the two is the higher electron density on carbon 
position 6 in tyramine. This must be due to the presence of the hydroxyl group, since that is the 
only way in which the two molecules differ. 
Previous studies on the molecule 3-phenylpropionic acid 
20 similar to phenethylamine but with 
the amino group replaced by a terminal carboxylic acid group, concentrated on the rotation of 
the transition dipole moment between different molecular conformers. in the study the 
observation of the mixing of the LUMO and the LUMO+1 orbitals in the folded molecular 
conformers was given as an explanation of the rotation of the TDM between molecular 
conformers. The presented orbitals for the HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+l were all 
given at a large isosurface value of 0.05 cIA 3, at which the distortion to the HOMO between the 
twisted and folded conformations was hidden. Increasing the isosurface value, more clearly, 
shows that the HOMO for the folded conformer is also subject to a distortion caused by the tail 
orientation relative to the ring. The authors state that the orbital mixing is confined to the 
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unoccupied molecular orbitals, the LUMO and the LUMO+l, but it is clear from this work that 
there is also substantial mixing of the HOMO and the HOMO-1 between the different molecular 
conformers. The variations in ground state electronic distribution in the different conformers 
will certainly have some effect on the orientation of the TDM on electronic excitation. 
In the case of phenethylamine, the change in the electron density pattern and shape of the 
HOMO between different the filly extended and folded conformer I is quite large. In the fully 
extended conformer, conformer 3, the HOMO orbital pattern matches that of the left hand eig 
type 1 benzene orbital, shown in Figure 5.24. A large proportion of the electron density is 
located on the alkyl chain. The other conformers display an orbital pattern which is a mix of the 
two benzene e jg  orbitals, and for each conformer the majority of the electron density is located 
on the benzene ring. The HOMO-1 for conformers I and 3 were also calculated and are shown 
in Figure 5.65. At an isosurface value of 0.06 etA 3  the orbital shapes for each conformer appear 
the same. However, examination of the orbitals at a higher isosurface value shows that in the 
folded conformer there is a slight distortion to the orbital lobes, which now extend slightly over 
carbon positions one and four. The result of the orbital distortion is a rotation of the nodal plane 
by around 50 
Figure 5.65 The HOMO-1 for the folded (left) and extended (right) conformers of 
phenethylamine. The left hand orbital in each pair is at an isosurface value of 0.01 WA3 , 
whilst the isosurface of the right hand orbital is 0.06 c/A3 . 
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5.9.2 Excited state calculations 
Vertical excitation (SPE) CIS calculations were performed on all the calculated molecular 
conformers of phenethylamine to investigate the level of orbital mixing in the LUMO and 
LUMO+l and/or TDM rotation during the S 0—*S 1  electronic transition. The orientation of the 
TDM was calculated to be similar in both the optimised CIS calculations and those of the CIS-
SPE. The CIS expansion coefficients for the each of the folded and extended molecular 
conformers are given in Table 5.15. The expansion coefficients are taken from the expansion of 
the molecular wavefunction given by equation 5.3. 
Conformer C 1 C2 C3 C4 
1 0.43906 0.36518 0.29497 027531 
2 -0.42921 -0.37517 0.29943 -0.27731 
3 0.51628 0.45097 - - 
4 0.49 0.43090 1 	0.17983 1 	-0.16506 
Table 5.15 The CI expansion coefficients for the calculated molecular conformers of 
phenethylamine. 
VS = Cl/JHYJL + C2JH/JL+l + C3YJHI/IL+1 + C4YIH IWL 
(5.3) 
The HOMO—+LUMO transition is the dominant transition for each molecular conformer. 
However, the expansion coefficients show that the other transitions between the four frontier 
orbitals are also of significant magnitude. 
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5.9.3 Transition dipole moment 
The orientation of the calculated transition dipole moment for each of the conformers of 
phenethylamine is shown in Figure 5.66. Table 5.16 gives the calculated rotation of the TDM 
from the short axis of the molecule and the deviation of the TDM from the plane of the ring. 
The rotational behaviour of the TDM for the phenethylamine conformers is similar to that of 
tyramine. The greatest rotation from the short molecular axis is observed for the folded 
molecular conformers, with little rotation observed for the extended conformers. Th&degree of 
rotation, however, is much larger in phenethylamine than in tyramine. The predicted rotation of 
the TDM for the tyramine conformers corresponding to structures 1 and 2, was 12° and -13.5° 
respectively. 
Figure 5.66 The orientation of the TDM in the extended and folded molecular conformers 
of phenethylamine. 
Conformer 0rM (short axis) OTM (ring plane) 
1 21° -16° 
2 32° -17° 
3 1° 0° 
4 5° 0° 
Table 5.16 The calculated rotation of the 12DM from the short molecular axis and the 
deviation from the ring plane for each conformer of phenethylaifline. 
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Figure 5.67 The LUMO of each calculated conformer of phenethylanhifle. The left hand 
LUMO is shown at an isosurface of 0.06 c/A3 , the centre LIJMO is at 0.01 e/A3 , and the 
slice through the LIJMO is taken at 0.3 A above the molecular plane. 
The LUMO for each conformer of phenethylamine were calculated and are shown in Figure 
5.67. The LUMO, like the HOMO, are very sensitive to the orientation of the tail relative to the 
ring. In the fully extended conformer the pattern of the HOMO is that of the type 1 e20 orbital of 
benzene shown in Figure 5.24. In each of the other conformers the orbital pattern more closely 
matches that of the right hand, type 2, e2 orbital of benzene, also shown in Figure 5.24. The 
deviation from the orbital pattern in the extended conformer increases with the degree of folding 
of the alkyl tail. The migration of electron density accompanying the change in orbital shape 
correlates well with the predicted rotation of the TDM away from the short molecular axis. The 
TDM rotation is largest in conformer 2, which also has the greatest redistribution of charge from 
positions three and six on to positions four and one respectively. Conformers I and 4 have an 
intermediate level of charge redistribution and a correspondingly smaller TDM rotation. 
The change in orbital pattern of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital between conformers is 
quite drastic, and occurs to a much greater extent than the changes observed in the HOMO and 
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the HOMO-1. The LUMO+l was also calculated for conformer I and conformer 3, and are 
shown in Figure 5.68. Like the LUIMO, the LUMO+l is very sensitive to the positioning of the 
alkyl tail relative to the ring. The structure of the molecular orbitals for the folded and extended 
molecular conformers of phenethylamine are summarised in Figure 5.69. 
Figure 5.68 The LUM0+1 for the extended (left) and folded (right) conformers of 
p henethy Ia mine. 
In the extended conformer of phenethylamine the point group of the molecule is Cs. Under C s 
symmetry the HOMO and LUMO+l have A' symmetry, whilst the HOMO-] and the LUMO 
have A" symmetry. Mixing between the HOMO and HOMO-1 and LUIMO and LUMO+I 
orbitals cannot occur. With rotation of the alkyl tail to form the other three conformers the Cs 
symmetry of the molecule is broken and the point group reduces to Ci. The four frontier orbitals 
are now all of A symmetry and mixing is permitted. There is a slight distortion to the HOMO-1 
orbital in the folded conformations, but a much larger distortion to the HOMO itself. The shape 
of the HOMO is similar to that observed in phenol and tyramine and can be described in terms of 
a mixing of the two benzene ei g  orbitals. The distortion to the LUIMO and the LUMO+l in the 
folded conformers is much larger than that of the HOMO and the HOMO-l. Relative to the 
folded conformer, the ordering of the LUMO and LUMO+l is reversed and the orbital patterns 
are rotated 600 to those of the folded conformer. 
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Figure 5.69 Diagram showing the ordering of the molecular orbitals for the folded and 
extended molecular conformers of phenethylamine. 
5.9.4 Tyramine and Phenethylamine 
The stable conformer structures calculated for tyramine and phenethylamine are very similar. 
The interactions which appear to stabilise each conformer, the extension of the HOMO and the 
interaction with the amino group and the ring, are present in both molecules. Some degree of 
distortion to the molecular orbitals is exhibited by the different conformers of each molecule. 
The change in orbital pattern between molecular conformers of phenethylamine has, 
consistently with other published work20 ' 2t ' 32, been explained in terms of a mixing of the frontier 
orbitals. The orbital mixing is facilitated by a reduction in symmetry in going from the 
extended to the folded molecular conformers, which introduces a symmetry degeneracy in each 
of the four frontier orbitals. 
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The molecular point group of tyramine is C 1  in each of the calculated molecular conformers. A 
degree of orbital distortion is observed in the HOMO and the LUMO between the folded and 
extended molecular conformers, though compared to phenethylamine the differences are small. 
The trends are the same, with the extended molecular conformers displaying orbital patterns 
more similar to the "pure" benzene type orbitals, whilst the folded conformers display orbitals 
which are of a hybrid structure. The difference in electronic behaviour between the two 
molecules may be due to several factors which stem from the presence or lack of a hydroxyl 
group (or more generally a second para substituent). 
Conformer AE 1 , * ,,..1 / cm -1  AEL.L..1 / cm' 
1 (folded) 77 42 
2 (folded) 80 28 
3(extended) 103 17 
4 (extended) 86 24 
Table 5.17 The HOMO—*HOMO-1 and LUMO—*LUMO+1 energetic separation in the 
conformers of phenethylamine. 
Conformer AE11111 I cm- I AEL +L.I / cm 3 
I (folded) 304 176 
2(folded) 312 170 
3(extended) 333 171 
4(extended) 320 189 
5(extended) 323 173 
6(fokled) 296 169 
7(folded) 295 167 
Table 5.18 The HOMO—>HOMO-1 and LUMO—>LUM(H 1 energetic separation in the 
conformers of tyramine. 
One result of the presence of the hydroxyl group in tyramine, compared to phenethylamifle, is 
that it introduces a greater energetic separation between the HOMO/HOMO-1 and 
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LUMO/LUMO+l orbital pairs. The calculated energy difference between each orbital pair are 
summarised in Table 5.17, for phenethylamine and in Table 5.18, for tyramine. For each 
molecule the energy difference between the two occupied frontier orbitals, the HOMO and 
HOMO-1 is much larger than that between the two unoccupied, LUMO and LUMO+l, orbitals. 
For tyramine the energetic difference between each orbital pair is much greater than that 
calculated for phenethylaniine. The level of interaction possible between two molecular orbitals 
is certain to depend on the energy separation between them, in addition to other factors. 
However, there is no clear trend that would explain why the distortion to the orbitals in the 
folded molecular conformers is greater than that observed in the extended molecular 
conformers. Though there are clear energetic differences between each molecule, the 
differences between each conformer do not appear to be correlated with the level of orbital 
mixing observed. 
Another thing to note is that the hydroxyl group effectively fixes the electron density pattern in 
the HOMO, to be similar to that of phenol and 4TBP, which is a hybrid of the ei g  type 1 and 2 
orbitals. The various orientations of the chain do have an effect on the electron density of the 
carbon positions closest to the amino group, but the other carbon positions have a relatively 
constant electron density pattern between different molecular conformers. In contrast, in 
phenethylamine, the electron density patterns in the ring depend entirely on the position of the 
tail relative to the ring. The observed changes in the HOMO electron density patterns are, 
therefore, much greater in phenethylamine that in tyramine. With the extended molecular 
conformer at one extreme with a pure ei g  type I orbital, and the folded conformer I at the other 
with an almost pure etg type 2 orbital. The situation in the LUMO is slightly different for 
tyramine. There is a definite difference in the electron density patterns between the folded and 
extended molecular conformers, much like the behaviour observed in phenethylanlit1e. Again 
the differences observed in tyramine are much smaller than those in phenethylamine, where the 
ordering of the LUMO and LUMO+I orbitals are observed to reversed between folded and 
extended molecular conformers. The LUMO in the extended tyramine conformers is a type 1 e2 
orbital, whilst in the folded conformers there is some e2u type 2 orbital mixed in. in 
phenethylamine, the extended conformer has a pure type I e2 orbital, whilst the folded 
conformers are e2 type 2. 
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5.1 0 Conclusions 
The laser-desorption supersonic-jet cooling method has been applied successfully for the first 
time to the acquisition of dispersed fluorescence spectra for several conformers of tyramine and 
4-t-butyl phenol. Ab initio calculations have been performed on the ground and first excited 
singlet state of each molecule to elucidate the various conformer structures exhibited by each 
molecule. Frequency calculations performed on these conformer structures, have permitted 
assignment of the vibrational modes observed in the dispersed fluorescence spectra for each 
molecule. 
The structural and electronic effects, which influence the conformational behaviour of tryamifle 
and 4TBP, were also investigated using a combination of DFT (B3LYP/6-31G+(d)) and 
MP2/CIS calculations. 
The two energetically distinct molecular conformers for 4TBP were calculated to be structures 
with the hydroxyl group and the t-butyl group in the cis and trans orientations. The stability of 
these conformer structures over other orientations of the butyl group was explained in terms of a 
hyperconjugative interaction, which occurred primarily between the out-of-plane methyl groups 
and the ring system. Asymmetry in the electron density in the HOMO of the molecule, which 
was introduced by the presence of the hydroxyl group, resulted in an energetic preferencing for 
the cis conformer over the trans. The hyperconjugative effect was thought to occur via an 
electron donative effect from the butyl group into the ring system. 
In the first excited singlet state of the 4TBP the energetic ordering of the conformers was 
reversed and the trans conformer was calculated to lie between 30—*60cm in energy below the 
cis, dependent on computational methods. It was proposed that a second hyperconjugatiVe 
interaction was occurring in the LUMO+l which was preferentially stabilising to the trans 
conformer in the S 1 state. 
Various stabilising effects were observed in the different calculated conformers of tyrarnine. 
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The most stable conformer structure was that with the tail in a folded conformation relative to 
the ring. In this position one of the amino hydrogens was located around 3A above the phenol 
ring plane. Interaction between the amine hydrogen and the ring was evidenced by an extension 
of the ring HOMO over the amine group. This interaction also appeared to involve an electron 
withdrawing effect from the amine group to the ring position located directly underneath. Other 
stable folded conformation of the tail were generated by rotation of the hydroxyl group by 1800 
and rotation of the amine group to position the second hydrogen over the ring plane. 
In the extended conformations of tyramine, stability was conferred by an extension of the 
HOMO from the ring along the alkyl chain. The interaction was maximised in the fully 
extended conformer, which was also calculated to be the most stable of the extended conformers. 
The least stable of the extended and folded conformers were structures in which the sections of 
the alkyl chain were aligned in eclipsed conformations. 
The molecular conformers of tyramine were also investigated in the first excited singlet state 
using the CIS and DFT fixed population methods. The DFT method predicted large changes in 
the ring geometry for each of the tyramine conformers. The minimal vibronic structure observed 
in the LEF excitation spectrum, suggested that the DFT predictions were incorrect. The CIS 
calculations showed only a small change in the geometry of the molecule on excitation, which 
was more consistent with the experimental observations. The error in the DFT calculation was 
thought to be due to the neglect of the HOMOl--*LUMO+l contribution to the transition, 
which accounted for around 30% of the overall electronic transition. The CIS calculations while 
performing well structurally, did not reproduce the excitation energies for each conformer which 
were observed in the excitation spectrum. That CIS calculations reproduce excitation energies 
poorly has been noticed previously, and is probably due to the limited nature of the 
wavefunction and basis set employed. 
The CIS calculations did, however, allow the calculation of the transition dipole moment (TDM) 
for each conformer, which were in good agreement with those determined experimentally for 
other similar compounds. The transition dipole moment was calculated to be sensitive to the 
orientation of the alkyl chain relative to the ring. The rotation of the TDM between folded and 
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extended molecular conformers was around 13' and was linked to the orientation of both the 
amine and hydroxyl lone pairs within the molecule. Further CIS calculations on the related 
neurotransmitter molecule phenethylamine, showed a much larger rotation of the TDM, of 32° 
between folded and extended molecular conformers. For both molecules the rotation in the 
TDM could also be linked to a mixing of the LUMO and the LUMO+I, which occurred in the 
folded molecular conformers. In the molecule phenethylamine, the ordering of the LUMO and 
the LUMO+I orbitals was observed to reverse in going from the folded to the extended 
molecular conformers. The difference in magnitude of the TDM rotation between 
phenethylamine and tyramine was thought to be due to the hydroxyl group "fixing" the electron 
density patterns in the phenol ring section of the molecule. 
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Conclusions 
The aim of this Ph.D. was to test the applicability of the relatively new LD-SJ technique to 
the acquisition of LIF excitation and emission spectra for a number of polyatomic molecules 
with some level of conformational flexibility. Two separate classes of molecules were 
studied, substituted biphenyls and amino acid fragments. 
For the two biphenyls studied, 4-cyanobiphenyl and 4-hydroxylbiphenyl, well resolved LIF 
excitation spectra were obtained, which were in good agreement with those recorded 
previously using thermal vaporisation jet-cooling methods. A long vibronic progression in 
the torsional mode was observed for each molecule, implying a large change in the 
molecular geometry between the S 0 and S 1  electronic states. Subsidiary structure, alongside 
the bands of the main progression, was assigned in terms of torsional progressions built on 
another vibrational mode of the molecule excited during the course of the electronic 
transition. Attempts to obtain LIF emission spectra from several of the most intense bands in 
the LIF excitation spectra of OHBP did not prove so successful. Though a reproducible 
increase in intensity could be obtained, the resolution was such that individual torsional 
vibronic bands, or bands due to the excitation of other fundamental modes in the ground 
state, could not be resolved. The experimental set-up was not thought to be at fault, but 
simply that the resolution that could be obtained was limited by the large change in geometry 
accompanying the electronic transition. The spread of the transition oscillator strength 
among so many vibronic transitions, placed a fundamental limit on the possible resolution. 
In addition the excitation of other vibrational modes during the electronic transition and the 
possible coupling of the torsional mode to another vibrational modes would be expected to 
further complicate the possible LIF emission spectrum, to the point that only broad bands, or 
intensity humps may be observed. 
For the amino acid fragments, tyramine and 4TBP, well resolved excitation and emission 
spectra were obtained. Emission spectra from both conformer bands of 4TBP, and two of 
the conformer bands of tyramine were recorded. To the knowledge of the author, this is the 
first report of the successful acquisition of dispersed fluorescence spectra from a laser -
desorption supersonic jet-cooling system. Further modifications to the experimental system 
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utilise the scattering of the interrogation laser from the jet pulse as a means to monitor the 
amount of material in the pulse. Desorption fluctuations, which affect the amount of 
material in the pulse and can lead to the appearance of erroneous bands or fluctuations in the 
fluorescence signal, can thus be corrected for. 
To complement the experimental work undertaken during the course of this Ph.D., ab initio 
calculations were performed in tandem on each molecule studied experimentally. It was 
hoped that the computational work would provide some insight into the conformational 
behaviour displayed by each molecule and allow investigation into the various factors which 
determined the relative stabilities of the different conformer structures. Calculations were 
performed on both the ground and excited states of the molecules, using the methods of HF, 
MP2, DFT and MP2/CIS. The use of several different ab initio methods allowed an 
assessment of the ability of each to model correctly the experimentally determined behaviour 
of each molecule. 
For OHBP and CNBP, the ground state was studied using DFT, HF and MP2 calculations. 
The DFT method gave an S o  torsional potential more consistent with the available 
experimental evidence, having similar torsional barriers at 00 and 90°, unlike the MP2 or I-IF 
calculated potentials. All methods predicted that the minimum energy structure of the 
biphenyl derivatives in the S o  state was twisted, with torsional angles of between 40
0  and 
44°. The HOMO was shown to have a dominant effect in determining the stability of the 
twisted structure and a reconsideration of the factors which determine the torsional potential 
of biphenyl like molecules was prompted. Similar ab initio studies were undertaken on the 
S 1  state of biphenyl and a number of derivatives. Both the MP2/CIS and fixed population 
DFT methods returned a minimum energy structure of the S 1  state, and a form for the S i 
torsional potential, that were consistent with those predicted experimentally. The inherent 
limitations of the calculation methods, however, resulted in predictions for the S 1 torsional 
frequency which exceeded those observed experimentally. Investigation into the electronic 
structure of the molecules in the S 1  state, showed a correlation between the substituent 
induced perturbation to the LUMO electron density, and the S torsional frequency of the 
molecule. More specifically, the level of asymmetry in the electron density across the inter-
ring carbon bonds was inversely related to the value of the S torsional frequency. 
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A similar computational study was conducted on the amino acid fragments tyramine and 
4TBP. In the ground state two stable conformers were calculated for 4TBP and seven for 
tyramine. In 4TBP the two stable conformer structures were those that permitted a 
hyperconjugative interaction to occur between the ring and the t-butyl group, evidenced by 
an extension of the molecular orbital over both the ring and the t-butyl group. From 
examination of the HOMO electron density for each conformer, it was proposed that this 
interaction occurred via donation from the t-butyl group into the ring system. Similar 
behaviour was observed in the different conformers of tyramine. The stable conformers 
were those that permitted and extension of the HOMO of the ring over the alkyl tail. 
For both tyranline and 4TBP, excitation energies predicted by the MP2/CIS calculations 
were drastically different to the excitation energies that were observed in the LIF excitation 
spectrum of each molecule. However, the CIS calculated transition dipole moment for both 
phenethylamine and tyramine, proved to be in good agreement with experimentally 
determined TDMs for other, similar molecules. The calculated rotation in the TDM between 
the different molecular conformers could be linked to changes in the orbital pattern of each 
molecule, which were sensitive to the position of the substituents, and to the positioning of 
the polar groups, relative to the ring. The presence of a hydroxyl group in the ring, in 
tyramine, for example, was seen to greatly reduce the amount of rotation of the TDM 
between molecular conformers, when compared to a structurally similar molecule lacking a 
hydroxyl group, phenethylamine. This was explained in terms of the hydroxyl group 
"fixing" the electron density pattern in the ring, and thus reducing its sensitivity to the 
position of the alkyl chain. 
All in all, the combination of fluorescence spectroscopy, carried out in a supersonic jet, and 
ab initio calculations, has proved a powerful tool for the investigation and understanding of 
the conformational behaviour of flexible molecules. Though the restrictive size of the 
molecules under study placed limitations on the type of calculations and size of basis sets 
that could be employed, the standard quantum chemical methods used proved very 
informative. Though predictions involving the energy of particular conformers and 
structures did not reach the level of accuracy that would be required by experimentalists, the 
calculations reproduced experimentally observed structural trends very well. 
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Each of the molecules under study can be considered a fragment of a, possibly, more 
important molecule. The substituted biphenyls form the core parts of many common liquid 
crystals, whilst tyranilne and 4TBP, are structural fragments of several of the common 
aromatic amino acids and neurotransmitters. The insights into the structural and electronic 
behaviour of the molecules studied in this work, may prove a useful starting point to a 
similar study on these other more complicated structures. 
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Appendix I 
Calculated molecular structures 
A.1.1 4-hydroxybipheflyl - S0 state 
The calculated structures for 4-hydroxybiphenyl at torsional angles of 0 0, 400  and 900  are 
shown in figures A.1.1, A.1.2 and A.1.3 respectively. Each figure indicates the different 
structures obtained from a geometry optimisation at a constrained torsional angle using the 
DFT, HF and MP2 methods, with the exception of the structures in figure A. 1.2 which were 
calculated with no constraints. 
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Figure A.1.1 Bond lengths for 4-hydroxybiphenyl at a torsional angle of 0 0  calculated 
using the BET, MP2 and BF methods. 
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Figure A.1.2 Bond lengths for 4-hydroxybiphenyl at the equilibrium structure 
calculated using DY!', MIP2 and HE The torsional angle for the DY!' structure is 40 0 , 
whilst for the BF and MP2 calculated structures it is 45°. 
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Figure A.1.3 Bond lengths for 4-hydroxybiphenyl at a torsional angle of 90 0  calculated 
using DY!', MP2 and HE 
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A1.2 Cyanobiphenyl S0 state. 
The molecular structure for 4-cyanobiphenyl calculated using the DFT method, at torsional 
angles of 0°, 44° and 90 1  is shown in figure A.1.4. Each structure is the result of a geometry 
optimisation at a constrained torsional angle, with the exception of the 44° structure which is 
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Figure £1.4 The calculated structure of 4-cyanobiphenyl at a torsional angle of 0° (top), 
44° (middle) and 90° (bottom). 
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A.1.3 4FIuorobiphenyI S0 state 
The DFT calculated structures of 4-fluorobiphenyl at torsional angles of 0°, 42° and 90 0 are 
shown in figure A.1.5. Each structure is the result of a geometry optimisation at a constrained 
torsional angle, with the exception of the 42 0 structure which is an unconstrained fully 
optimisation. 
1.387 .405 	1.40 1.392 
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1.388 1.405 	1.405 1.392 
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2.383 
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1.388 1.393 
1.344 1.403 	1.488 	
1.402 
1403 	1.402 1.393 
1.393 
1.391 	 1.392 
Figure A.1.5. The DEl' calculated structures of 4-fluorobiphdnyl at torsional angles of 0° 
(top), 42° (middle) and 90 0 (bottom). 
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A.1.4 Substituted biphenyls in the S1 state. 
The CIS calculated equilibrium structures for a number of biphenyl derivatives are shown in 
the following figures, figures A. 1.6 and A. 1.7. Each structure is the result of a filly geometry 
optimisation. The torsional angle for each structure is 00±10. 
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1212._i. ---- -- - 	 1.367 
1.442 
1.142 1.423 1.4/9 	X 1.412 
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1.367 
Figure A.1.6 (IS calculated Si equilibrium structures for 4-hydroxybiphenYl (top) and 
4-cyanobiphenyl (bottom). 
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Figure A.1.7 CIS calculated Si equilibrium structures for 4-fluorobiphenyl (top) and 
4-methylbiphenyl (middle) and biphenyl (bottom). 
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A.1.5 Absolute calculated energies 
The absolute ground state energies for a number of biphenyl derivatives calculated using three 
different computational methods, HF, MP2 and DFT (B3LYP/6-31+G(d)), are given in 
Table I. The energy is that of the equilibrium structure calculated with each method. 
Molecule HF MP2 	I DFT 
Biphenyl -460.250933 -461.84850 - 
4-cyanobiphenyl -552.0057527 -553.8348426 -555.5640625 
4_hydroxybiphenyl -535.0882801 -536.7835169 -538.3360741 
4-methylbiphenyl -499.2913495 -501.0355505 - 
4-fluorobiphenyl -559.1000311 -560.841014 -562.3392477 
4-eblorobiphenyl -919.1493272 -920.8732052 - 
Table I. The absolute energy of a number of molecules calculated using HF, MP2 and 
DFT(B3LYP/6-31+G(d)). All energies are given in Hartrees. 
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Appendix 2 
Lectures and Conferences 
A.2.1 Lectures and Courses 
Introduction to HTML 
Introduction to UNIX 
Intermediate UNIX 
Introduction to LateX 
Physical Chemistry Section Seminars 
Physics Inter-group Postgraduate Seminars 
Research Councils Graduate School Management Training Course (CRAC) 
A.2.2 Conferences and Meetings 
International Symposium on Molecular Spectroscopy, Ohio State University, 1998. 
Molecular Simulation in Materials and Chemical Research, University of Edinburgh, 2000. 
Materials Science Seminar Series, UMIST, 1999. 
Physical Chemistry Section Meetings, Firbush Point Centre, 1998-2000. 
çt 
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We explore the structure, torsional frequencies and electronic properties of the gas phase 
4-cyanobiphenyl molecule, a prototypical liquid crystal core fragment, in its ground and first 
excited singlet electronic states.. We employ a methodology which combines ab initio quantum 
mechanical calculations and fluorescence spectroscopy of laser-desorbed, jet-cooled molecules. 
The aim is to test the predictive power of parameter-free calculations of structure and 
dynamics in an experimental environment which is similar to the computational conditions 
of low thermal activation and negligible intermolecular interaction. Both spectroscopic and 
computational results indicate that very large molecular conformational changes accompany 
the optical it - ir transition. These are found to have a significant influence on the molecular 
flexibility and electronic polarity. 
I. Introduction 
Elucidating the relationship between molecular structure 
and macroscopic material properties of liquid crystals 
has been a longstanding but, as yet, unrealized objective. 
Over several decades, a number of empirical trends, 
which relate molecular and macroscopic properties, have 
been established. In general, however, these are unable 
to predict quantitatively condensed phase properties 
from known molecular constituents. Computer simu-
lation is therefore finding an increasingly influential role 
in placing empirical structure—property relationships 
on firm theoretical foundations. For example, it has been 
recognized for some time that computer simulation, 
using very simple molecular models of liquid crystals 
[I], is capable of accounting for various types of orien-
tational order [2], and aspects of anisotropic diffusion 
[2], elastic response [3], viscosity [4] and even pre-
transitional phenomena [5]. It is equally well known, 
however, that chemical alterations in molecular structure 
can lead to large differences in macroscopic properties 
[6] and that the condensed phase environment has a 
large influence on molecular structure [7]. As a result, 
there has been a major recent effort aimed at incorporating 
greater chemical detail into computer models of liquid 
* Author for correspondence; e-mail: a.c.jonesed.ac.uk  
crystals [8]. One of the most promising routes to emerge 
has been the application of ab initio methods to derive 
properties (intramolecular potentials) that can then be 
used in consequent condensed phase simulations [9-11]. 
A difficulty with this approach is that the most reliable 
ab initi a simulations are performed on isolated molecules 
at effectively zero temperature. These conditions, while 
natural for the derivation of intramolecular potentials, 
are far from those normally encountered in experimental 
measurements. Moreover, condensed and vapour phase 
spectroscopies, while very informative in principle, have 
serious limitations when applied to large, relatively 
flexible molecules. In the condensed phase, the structure, 
and hence vibrational properties, of the molecule are 
perturbed, relative to the gas phase, by intermolecular 
interactions. In the vapour phase, the large populations 
of low frequency modes result in the spectrum being 
congested and analytically intractable due to the overlap 
of numerous hot band transitions. As a result, direct com-
parison between ab initio-derived results and experiment 
has so far been lacking. 
In this paper we explore the molecular structure, 
flexibility and electronic properties of 4-cyanobiphenyl, 
using a methodology which combines ab initia com-
putation and fluorescence spectroscopy of laser-desorbed 
molecules cooled in a supersonic jet. The experimental 
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molecular environment is similar to the corresponding 
conditions of the calculation. A fairly large molecule, 
of say twenty or more atoms can be cooled in a 
supersonic expansion to around 50 K vibrationally and 
10 K rotationally, while remaining in the gas phase. 
The choice of 4-cyanobiphenyl is motivated by several 
considerations: (i) It is a fragment of some of the most 
well-studied liquid crystal molecules including 4'-pcntyl-
4-cyanobiphenyl (5CB, a room temperature nematic) 
and 4'-octyl-4-cyanobiphenyl (forming both nematic and 
smectic phases); (ii) it is flexible, having a single torsional 
degree of freedom about the central ring—ring bond and 
(iii) the cyano terminal group introduces a strongly 
dipolar segment which influences the condensed phase 
behaviour. The unsubstituted biphenyl molecule has 
been the subject of a number of previous studies: in the 
gas phase, in solution and in the solid state. The intro-
duction of the cyano substituent is expected to perturb 
the electron distribution in the ring system and may 
consequently perturb the torsional behaviour. 
The torsional structure of biphenyl is determined 
primarily by its molecular environment. In the crystal 
the molecule is known to be planar [12], while in the 
vapour phase it is twisted with a dihedral angle of 42° 
[13]. The equilibrium structure in solution is known to 
have an intermediate twisted form, with a dihedral angle 
of 20°-35° depending on the solvent. Though the gas 
phase dihedral angle is well known, the exact form of 
the ground state torsional potential has yet to be deter-
mined unambiguously. Several techniques have been 
employed to this end. An analysis of overtone stretching 
frequencies in the Raman spectrum has led to a value of 
25.25 cm' for the torsional frequency [i4]. Fluorescence 
emission experiments on deuteriated biphenyl return 
58cm' [15] for this quantity, while an analysis of 
sequence and hot bands in the mass-resolved multi-
photon ionization spectra give 50cm' [16]. These 
results do, however, require a certain optimistic inter-
pretation of the data. Barriers to internal rotation have 
been reported in the range 2-3 kJ mol' to tens of 
W mol, from parameterization of experimental data. 
But in the absence of the torsional spacings in the 
ground state, there is nothing to support any claim. 
Similar problems are encountered in the elucidation of 
the first excited singlet (53 state potential. The torsional 
frequency is known from multi-photon ionization experi-
ments (M PI) [15, 17]. The long progressions in the 
torsional mode imply a large change in the torsional 
coordinate between the S o and S states. Gas phase 
Raman experiments show a positive shift in the inter-
ring stretching frequency in both the S and T1 states 
relative to the So state [i8], and this has been explained 
by a strengthening of the inter-ring bond on electronic 
excitation. Indeed simple molecular orbital schemes con- 
sidering the HOMO and LUMO predict that biphenyl 
undergoes a quinoidal type distortion to both rings on 
excitation, and that the central C—C bond does indeed 
acquire more double bond character [19]. 
The aim of this work is to introduce the combination 
of ab initio electronic structure calculations and jet 
fluorescence spectroscopy as a viable method by which 
to determine and test intramolecular potentials for liquid 
crystals. Specifically, we explore the ground and excited 
state structures, torsional frequencies (flexibility) and 
electric dipole moments for 4-cyanobiphenyl and thereby 
examine how these properties are influenced by optical 
transitions in the molecule. 
2. Experimental 
In a conventional supersonic expansion, the molecule 
of interest is seeded in a monatomic carrier gas and 
expanded through a small nozzle. The expansion cools 
the translational degrees of freedom of the gas mixture, 
and, in the post-nozzle region of the expansion, collisions 
between molecules result in the energy stored internally 
as vibrations and rotations being partitioned into trans-
lation. Thus the translational bath acts as a refrigerant 
for the other degrees of freedom. As the expansion 
continues the density of the gas drops until eventually 
the number of collisions tends to zero and the internal 
degrees of freedom are fixed. This is called the free jet 
region and it is in this portion of the expansion that 
high resolution spectroscopy is carried out [20, 21]. 
The technique we employ differs slightly from the 
conventional method in that we use laser desorption to 
seed the molecular beam. The experimental arrangement 
has been described previously [22]. The 4-cyano-
biphenyl sample was obtained from Merck Ltd and 
used without further purification. The solid sample was 
vapourized using a pulsed TEA CO 2 laser (AlItec 854MS) 
and the resulting vapour entrained in the jet via an 
extension block fitted to the pulsed supersonic valve 
(General Valve Corporation Series 9). The main advantage 
of laser desorption over thermal vapourization is that it 
allows thermally labile compounds to be investigated, 
as desorption occurs without molecular decomposition 
[23]. 
The jet-cooled molecules were investigated by 
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy. The 
fluorescence is excited by a tunable Nd: YAG-pumped 
dye laser; the laser beam intersects the molecular beam 
in the free jet region, about 8mm downstream of 
the nozzle. The wavelength of the dye laser is tuned 
and the undispersed fluorescence collected by a photo-
multiplier tube (Hamamatsu R928) and processed by a 
gated integrator (SRS 345). A plot of fluorescence intensity 
versus excitation wavelength gives the fluorescence 
excitation spectrum. 




For the ab initio calculations, we have used Amsterdam 
Density Functional (ADF) code F24,25] which is a 
general purpose code based on density functional theory 
(DFT) [26] for the calculation of the electronic structure 
of polyatomic systems. The program uses a basis set 
comprising Slater-type orbitals. We have used a basis 
set of double-zeta quality, which includes polarization 
functions on the C and N atoms. Comparative calcu-
lations using larger basis sets were also performed, 
and we found the differences in optimized geometry and 
relative energy to be minimal. The core Is electrons of C 
and N atoms were frozen in the calculations. The Vosko-
Wilk—Nusair form of the Local Density Approximation 
(LDA) [27] was used. Non-local (gradient) corrections 
to account for the over-binding of the LDA were those 
of Perdew and Wang [28]. We found that optimized 
parameters, particularly the dihedral angle between the 
two phenyl rings, were particularly sensitive to opti-
mization criteria. As a result of this, the optimizations 
were continued until the changes in energy and Cartesian 
coordinates were less than 0.0001 HartreesA and 
0.001 A, respectively. 
The calculation procedure involved geometry opti-
mization at successive constrained dihedral angles; that 
is, the angle between the two phenyl rings. The overall 
dihedral angle was the only constraint; all bonds and 
angles comprising the dihedral were free to relax. The 
dihedral angle was stepped at intervals of 40,  close to 
the potential minima, and 100  over the remainder of the 
potential surface. 
Results and discussion 
4.1. Laser-induced fluorescence excitation spectrum 
The LIE' excitation spectrum shows transitions 
between the ground electronic state, S (a singlet state 
in which all the orbitals are doubly occupied) and the 
first excited singlet state, S  (where the two highest 
orbitals are both singly occupied by electrons with 
antiparallel spins). The excitation spectrum of jet-cooled 
laser-desorbed 4-cyanobiphenyl is shown in figure 1. The 
spectrum is dominated by a progression of vibronic 
bands which correspond to transitions between the v" = 0 
level of the ground electronic state and progressively 
higher vibrational levels, v', in the S state. The progression 
is essentially harmonic with a fundamental frequency of 
56cm. Such a low frequency leads us to assign the 
progression-forming mode as the inter-ring torsion, the 
lowest frequency mode in the molecule. Similar motion is 
observed in the supersonic jet spectrum of biphenyl [17], 
the parent molecule, which has a torsional frequency of 
66cm 1 in the S  state. 
The appearance of this long progression in the 
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Figure 1. The LIE' excitation spectrum of jet-cooled, 
laser-desorbed 4-cyanobiphenyl. 
in geometry of the molecule, with respect to the torsional 
coordinate, on electronic excitation. A harmonic pro-
gression implies that the excited state potential from 
which it originates is also harmonic in form, and the 
length of the progression observed suggests significant 
torsional barriers. Since 18 members are observed with 
unperturbed harmonic spacing, we can say that the 
torsional barriers must be at least 12.1 kJ mol - There 
is no evidence that the first observable feature is the 0-0 
transition, and therefore the barriers may be significantly 
higher. 
A Franck—Condon analysis of the experimental 
data has been carried out using the method of Lewis 
et al. [29]. The torsional wave equation is shown in 
equation (1). 
[_B 	+(1 —cos n)i  W() = 
(1) 
where 0 is the torsional angle, B is the rotational 
constant of the rotor (=h/8it2 cl) and I is the reduced 
moment of inertia. B was determined to be 0.3715cm 1 
using the method of Pitzer and Gwinn [30]; the value 
of B was found to be independent of the torsional angle. 
The expansion of the torsional potential as a cosine 
Fourier series is a standard technique [14, 16, 29]. The 
Hamiltonian matrix was constructed and diagonalized, 
in a basis of 200 free-rotor functions, to obtain the 
torsional frequencies. 
The Franck—Condon factors, which are proportional 
to the intensity of each vibronic transition, are given by 
the square of the overlap integral of the wave functions 
in the initial and final states for each vibronic transition. 
Hence the potential parameters for each state can be 
varied until the spectral intensity distribution in the 
fluorescence excitation spectrum is reproduced. In the 
absence of any ground state experimental data, the ground 
state potential obtained from the DFT calculations was 
used and the excited state torsional parameters were 
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varied until the experimentally obtained spectral features 
were reproduced. The best fit to the spectral intensity 
distribution was obtained with an excited state equilibrium 
dihedral angle of 00,  and a barrier to internal rotation 
of 39.6 kJ mor 1 . However, as a cautionary note, we add 
that the value of the barrier height can be attributed 
little significance, since the fitted torsional levels do not 
approach the barrier energy. From this analysis, the 
first observable feature in the spectrum is predicted to 
correspond to the V" = 0 -* = 6 transition. 
4.2. Molecular electronic structure calculations 
A series of ab initio calculations for the ground and 
first excited singlet electronic states of the 4-cyano-
biphenyl molecule were performed. We proceed with a 
description of structural differences between these two 
electronic states, before discussing the calculated torsional 
potentials. The most striking structural difference between 
the ground and singlet excited state optimized geometries 
(shown as insets on figures 2 and 3, respectively) is 
the dihedral angle between the two phenyl rings. In the 
ground state it is found to be 44°, while in the first 
singlet state, the molecule is effectively planar (dihedral 
of 1°). The bonding pattern of the S 1 state is also 
different from that of the ground state. The inter-ring 
carbon—carbon bond contracts, becoming essentially of 
double bond character. The bonding pattern becomes 
similar to that of a,p unsaturated ketones (quinones). 
The dramatic structural changes are reflected in the 






Figure 2. The ground state torsional potential of 4-cyano-
biphenyl, calculated using the ADF density functional 
method. The points correspond to individual calculations 
at constrained torsional angles. The solid curve corresponds 








Figure 3. The excited state torsional potential of 4-cyano-
biphcnyl, calculated using the ADE density functional 
method. The points correspond to individual calculations 
at constrained torsional angles. The solid curve corresponds 
to a fit of equation (3) to the data. 
below. The dipole moment of the molecule changes from 
5.36 D in the ground state to 6.27 D in the S state. We 
find, however, that the molecular electric dipole is relatively 
insensitive to ring angle in the ground electronic state. 
We therefore conclude that the observed alteration of 
the dipole is due almost entirely to the redistribution 
of electronic charge in the excited state. 
The torsional potential of the ground state of 
4-cyanobiphenyl is shown in figure 2. This was calculated 
by incrementally fixing the torsional angle between the 
two rings and relaxing all other structural parameters. 
The curve on figure 2 corresponds to a fit of the data to 
equation (2). The values of the fitted parameters are 
given in the table. 
V= a0 + 	a cos(2n). 	 (2) 
Table. Values of the best-lit parameters to describe the 
torsional potentials of the ground and first singlet excited 
states of 4-cyanobiphenyl by equations (2) and (3), 
respectively. 
Parameter 	so value/kJ mol' 	Si value/kJ moL' 
a0 4.25268 	 —2.78033 
a 1 0.181469 59.1739 
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The potential surface is symmetric around 0°, having 
two equivalent minima at 44° ± 2°. The barrier at 0° 
reflects the steric repulsion between the hydrogens on 
either side of the inter-ring bond when the molecule 
is in a planar configuration. The barrier at 90° arises 
from the loss of it-conjugation between the rings. The 
equilibrium dihedral angle is the result of a subtle 
balance between these two opposing effects in the molecule: 
the n-interaction, maximized when the molecule is planar, 
and the steric hindrance of the ring hydrogens, seeking 
to force the molecule into a perpendicular conformation. 
The energies associated with these two barriers are 
relatively small, the steric interaction having a slightly 
higher barrier of 9.8 kJ mol_i,  while the barrier to loss 
of n-conjugation is 7.8 kJ mol_i.  These values compare 
favourably to recent estimates for the S 0 torsional barriers 
in biphenyl [31]. 
Previous theoretical studies employing a plane-wave 
(PW) basis set [9—I1] have predicted slightly different 
potential surfaces for the ground state of OCB. We have 
found that the equilibrium torsional angle predicted 
using an atom-centred basis set is particularly sensitive 
to the convergence criteria for the calculation. Default con-
vergence criteria yielded a value of 35°, almost identical 
to that from the PW calculations, whereas criteria tighter 
by a factor of 10 yielded a value of 44°. It is also 
interesting to note that other calculations employing 
atom-centred Gaussian-type basis sets [31, 32] predict 
an equilibrium torsional angle of 47°, greater than the 
value of 38° obtained using a PW basis set. The atom-
centred basis sets [31, 32, this work] predict a similar 
shape for the torsional potential, having the greater 
barrier at an angle of 0° and a lesser barrier at 90°. The 
PW calculations invert this pattern. However, it is 
probably unwise to read too much into this, since the 
absolute energy differences are very small, of the order 
of Ski mol'. 
The S potential is significantly different in form to 
that of the S  state, as shown in figure 3. The potential 
is now harmonic in form due to the increase in bonding 
order of the inter-ring carbon—carbon bond. That is, 
we are now dealing with torsional motion around an 
essentially double bond, compared with motion around a 
single bond in the ground state. The result of this change 
in bond order means that the n-interaction is now the 
dominant process which determines the equilibrium 
geometry, with steric barriers being completely absent 
from the potential. A closer examination of the excited 
state structure reveals that the quinoidal type distortion 
in the ring systems has the effect of increasing the 
distance between opposing hydrogens, and this may 
have a significant effect on alleviating the steric repulsion. 
V=a0+a142 +a44 . 	 ( 3)  
The potential is well fitted to a harmonic series, given 
by equation (3), as shown by the solid curve on figure 3. 
The fit parameters are listed in the table. The barriers 
at +n/2 radians, which correspond to total loss of con-
jugation, are around 100 kJ mol'. This is a significantly 
higher barrier energy than that predicted by the Franck—
Condon analysis. However, it must again be emphasized 
that the experimentally probed section of the potential 
surface is small, allowing neither confirmation nor 
repudiation of this value. 
The torsional frequency for the S state was deter-
mined from the fitted function by treating the molecule 
as a harmonic torsional oscillator, as described by 
equation (4). 
I 7 w'\' 12 
(4) 
27r I 
where ic is the torsion constant for the motion, and I is 
the reduced moment of inertia of the molecule. 
Using this equation the torsional frequency was 
determined to be 78cm - . This is slightly higher than 
the experimental value of 56 cm _i, implying an over-
estimation of the magnitude of the it interaction in the 
S, state. A previous investigation of the predictions of 
DFT versus ab initio methods [33] noted that DET 
calculations tend to overestimate torsional barriers with 
a significant it contribution by a similar amount to that 
underestimated by conventional Moller—Plesset second 
order, and ab initio Self Consistent Field methods in 
ground state torsional potential calculations. The DFT 
calculations, however, were more accurate in their 
predictions of molecular geometry for all the molecules 
for which experimental geometric parameters were 
available. This conclusion appears to be borne out in 
our study. 
5. Conclusions 
The combination of supersonic jet spectroscopy and 
first-principles calculations shows excellent promise as a 
powerful probe of structural and electronic properties of 
complex mesogenic molecules and their fragments. For 
4-cyanobiphenyl, the calculated potential surfaces com-
pare well with the spectroscopic observations. Specifically, 
the large change in geometry on electronic excitation is 
predicted computationally and the form of the excited 
state torsional potential surface fits experimental 
observations. 
It is apparent that major structural and electronic 
changes accompany the ground to excited state transition 
in 4-cyanobiphenyl. The implications of these changes 
for condensed phase behaviour clearly require further con-
sideration, though it is well known that both molecular 
shape and the magnitude of the electrostatic dipole have 
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a profound influence on mesomorphic phase diagrams 
[34]. The generality of these results for other mesogenic 
systems also remains to be explored though we expect 
that these conclusions apply at least to the large number 
of biphenyl-containing mesogens. 
We are grateful to the EPSRC for funding, in the 
form of a studentship for P.R.R. We thank Paul 
Donaldson and Kenneth Lawley for carrying out the 
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